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Scope of the Report Our Journey of Integrated Reporting…

Our journey of Integrated Reporting began with a 
decision made by the Board of Directors in 2020. 
Hence, we embarked on this adventure to go 
over our Society's financial and non-financial 
capitals as well as the values we create, and to 
reassess the entirety of our activity areas from 
the perspective of Integrated Thinking.

Guided by Spring Global Consultancy, we first 
made sure to analyze and experience the 
benefits that come with our staff writing the 
Integrated Report. This new reporting method, 
a very effective "capacity building and corporate 
communication" tool, was to be a "corporate 
development" opportunity that allowed foe 
ongoing strategic activities, goals, performance 
indicators, stakeholder analyses, materiality 
criteria and contributions to the UN Sustainability 
Criteria to mature and be internalized through 
Integrated Thinking. Throughout this yearlong 
adventure, we too have properly took advantage 
of this opportunity.

We set out with a very strict planning process in 
2020. We carried on with our deepening efforts 
via data analysis and practical workshops. With 
the onset of the pandemic, we came up with 
agile revisions to our work schedule and our 
methods. In order to minimize risk during the 
pandemic, we decided to work in smaller groups, 
hence, we launched our work system based on 

"departments" rather than on "themes."  
We used a hybrid model in workshops, employing 
in-class and remote access participation 
methods. After the workshops, we did the first 
activities "in person", and then followed up 
with online meetings to ensure continuity in 
information flow and processes. We organized 
individual sessions where necessary and wrote 
our Report "altogether." With the participation 
of nearly 50 stakeholders in various categories, 
we ran our "Value Creation with Stakeholders" 
workshop in e-survey format, thereby seizing the 
chance to find out our stakeholders' perception 
of Darüşşafaka.

With a participatory approach, we developed our 
visuals and texts with a focus on "value creation" 
and "linked all of our components to our 
materiality criteria and strategic approach." We 
made sure that all the information in the report 
was based on the data recorded in our own data 
system and presented them in the "Tangible 
Practices" section.

As we proudly present the first Integrated Report 
of our Society to you, our valued stakeholders, we 
hope you will enjoy reading it...

Integrated Thinking
is a corporate 
perspective
that we know about 
and make sure to 
always sustain! Hereby, 
we present the recent 
demonstrations of 
this perspective.
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By the end of our journey 
we measured that 

12 
units had held nearly 

200+ 
meetings and engaged in

750+ 
hours of t eam activities.
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This report offers a holistic view into
the 2020 activities and future strategies
of our Society, a public benefit organization,
as well as those of its affiliations. This first 
Integrated Report of our Society has been prepared 
with valuable insights by the "IIRC" team, in line with 
the fundamental concepts and principles set by the 
International Integrated Reporting Council  
(The IIRC) and included in the International 
Integrated Reporting Framework.

Offering quality education opportunities
to disadvantaged children since 1863, 
with a mission to provide "Equal opportunity 
in education", our Society hence communicates its 
activities in 2020 and the ways in which it
has used the donations provided for such activities' 
continuity in line with the rationale and perspective 
required by Integrated Reporting.

With the present report, our Society declares
to its stakeholders and to the public, the priority 
areas to be linked with its strategic purposes and 
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 
its 2020 activities informed by data, future plans, 
resources, value creation based on its business 
model and financial statements published after 
independent auditing.

The Board of Directors of the Darüşşafaka Society 
guarantees the accuracy of all the information 
included in the 2020 Integrated Report and that 
the mentioned practices are tangible, traceable, 
regularly reported, controlled internally and audited 
externally based on real data.

“Darüşşafaka offered us all the means to
achieve success." 
“With quality education primarily and a robotics club which helped me personally, Darüşşafaka 
offered us all the means necessary to achieve success from age nine to nineteen." I graduated from 
Darüşşafaka in 2013. I enrolled in the Mechanical Engineering Department of Boğaziçi University 
the same year and was awarded honors upon my graduation. I then received a merit in the Design 
Engineering Program both at Imperial College London and Royal College of Art which offers both 
engineering and art degrees. I am incredibly proud as a Darüşşafaka alumnus to be the first Turkish 
person to have won the Royal Society Scholarship in my field of study. I worked on many projects 
during my masters. For me, the most unforgettable one was the project that my school team and I 
had created for British Airways, which was exhibited at Saatchi Gallery and won the 'Most Innovative 
Passenger Experience' award."
Beren Kayalı (DŞ’2013)
Our Alumnus 
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“Breathing Darüşşafaka changes the rhythm of your life.”
Dear Students of Darüşşafaka Past and Present,
Esteemed Members and Stakeholders,

Whoever crosses paths with Darüşşafaka for one reason or 
another has the rhythm of their lives change. The breadth of 
this noble aim casts light upon every stakeholder and nurtures 
them. Families peacefully and eagerly trust their children, the 
apples of their eyes at age 10 to Darüşşafaka, which is not only 
a school but a "huge and compassionate family" with a magic 
hidden inside its very name. That's why the magic of Darüşşafaka 
resides in thousands of children's "rhythm of life that changes 
with education"!

Within this atmosphere, Darüşşafaka students receive  
high quality education and add to the value of middle and 
high school, sets sail for university as a young person 
worthy of Atatürk, flying with the wings of "permanent 
acceptance" by DAÇKA spirit, always bearing in mind the 
responsibility of its long history, respectful of universal 
values, highly skilled to survive against challenges, inquiring 
with scientific data and making independent decisions, 
aware of the confidence and creativity art and sports has 
built in them, manifesting their stance in life not with 
self-praise but by "doing the best". This micro-evidence 
of "integrated thinking" is embodied in the present 
"Integrated Report" at a macro level, leaving an imprint in 
Darüşşafaka's corporate experience.

"We learned about "Integrated Reporting" and wrote our report 
at a time when many organizations struggled to survive amid an 
unprecedented "Covid-19 Pandemic", which created a  
multi-layered test full of uncertainties and we, at least so far 
successfully passed that test. It is with indescribable relief that  
I see how we duly realized the goals listed under separate titles and 
that we at Darüşşafaka welcome 2021 stronger! 

Under such highly demanding circumstances which reshaped 
educational practices of students from scratch; when we had 
to take due care of our elders who are at the highest risk, we 
managed to rise as an institution to a relative extent, thanks to the 
very agile actions we took. 

We improved our practice, measurement and evaluation 
functions with "sustainable and safe digitalization", integrated 
them to the system as a whole, transformed them into 
"meaningful, useful data". What's more, we built corporate 
structures such as the Darüşşafaka Culture and History 
Commission and the Early Detection of Risk Committee that 
contributes to our capitals or to our risk prevention actions. 

As we "adapted ourselves to the future" during this year of crisis, 
our "early fruits" helped us cross-check the correctness of every 
new step we took, lit up our path and guided us. We accelerated 
digital thinking and transformation in late 2020 and early 2021, 
and made it a priority to continue the process.

Preserving its customs while sustaining the forward-thinking 
structure at the core of its establishment with a choice to  
"renew itself and guide society" throughout its history, our Society 
is celebrating a new milestone with "Integrated Reporting"!

With integrated thinking in its DNA for 157 years, Darüşşafaka 
revitalizes the rhythm of its own life, transitioning towards a
"reader friendly" annual report that expresses the "value we 
create with You", esteemed stakeholders, in a far more holistic 
way "linked" to its internal systems. Darüşşafaka thereby plainly 
zeroes in on and shares its "good governance" practices that 
it wholly embraces its corporate philosophy and activities 
embodying performance indicators aligned with its strategy,  
all the financial and non-financial capitals it mobilizes. 

We hope that in this report, you will have plenty of answers to the 
question: "Why Darüşşafaka is a must?" We have written every 
word with a profound adventure of learning! We have reexplored, 
had fun and in one sense brought the way we work to the next 
level and into a new cycle... The torch of "Equality of Opportunity in 
Education" was created by our elders in 1863, even valid in 2020. 
We would like to extend our gratitude to our donors who 
kept the torch alight even through 2020, a year of pandemic 
rife with uncertainties, past students of Darüşşafaka who 
resolutely stood by us for every step we took, our teachers 
who lovingly fulfilled their duties, all the team members in our 
society worked in all functions including health, the selfless 
parents, ourstudents who make us proud with their exemplary 
attitude in life and their achievements. In other words, thank 
you to all of our internal and external stakeholders. May those 
alive live long, may God rest the soul of the dead... 

We invest the resources of our country in the children of our 
country, and dream tremendous dreams while remaining aware 
of our realities. 
Let's keep pursuing our dreams together, right? 

You Keep Things Alive, May You Live Long! 

Sincerely,

M. Tayfun ÖKTEM (DŞ’82) 
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Guide to Abbreviations and Definitions 

BAUSTEM: Center that operates as part of the Research and 
Application Center for Teachers' Professional Development at 
Bahçeşehir University hosts STEM Integrated Teaching Project. 
The project involves the development and implementation of 
research-based teachers' training programs for primarily science 
and mathematics teachers. 
BoD: Board of Directors
CGC: Corporate Governance Commission
CSO: Civil society organization
Darüşşafaka Students Past and Present: Everybody who has earned 
the right to study at Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions and who 
has spent even a single a day inside Darüşşafaka.
DEI: Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions
DEKSIS: School management system developed exclusively for 
Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions
ECOSOC: United Nations Economic and Social Council
ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning System
FLL FIRST LEGO LEAGUE: Turkish leg of an international scientific 
tournament which encourages children and youngsters aged 
between 9-16 to "consider themselves socially aware scientists 
and engineers" with teams of minimum 4, maximum 10 from 100 
countries.
FRC FIRST: Robotics Competition international robotics competition
between high schools.
HAB: High Advisory Board of Darüşşafaka Society
HREI: Human Rights and Equality Institution of Turkey
MoNE: Ministry of National Education
MM: million
OHS: Occupational Health and Safety
Permanent Boarders: Students who spend the whole week at
our School
PDPL: Personal Data Protection Law
PCG: Psychological Counseling and Guidance
Residence Donor: Donor who makes a one-time donation to
our Society and live in our Yakacık, Maltepe, Şenesenevler
and Urla Residencies
SDG: Sustainable Development Goals
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths
SWOT: Analysis An organization's assessment of
opportunities and risks (threats) posed by its habitat in order 
to analyze its current status. The IIRC: International Integrated 
Reporting Council

TIHEK: Human Rights and Equality Institution of Turkey
TKYD: Corporate Governance Association of Turkey
TPF: Turkish Philanthropy Funds
TUBITAK: Scientific and Technological Research Institution of Turkey 
TUSEV: Third Sector Foundation of Turkey
UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific and  
Cultural Organization
UNICEF: United Nations Children's Aid Fund
Weekly Boarder: Students who spend only weekends with their family 
YGA: Young Guru Academy, a non-profit organization
founded in Turkey
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Turning Gems into Valuable Individuals

We at Darüşşafaka Society lovingly educate 
children from 5 th grade until the end of high 
school. Nearly 1,000 children from all across the 
country are selected after an exam, and then sent 
off to the best universities at home and abroad.

Enjoying scholarships throughout their university 
studies as well, our children embark on their 
careers as academics, bureaucrats, doctors 
lawyers, journalists, scientists and artists. Drawing 
on your support, we turn these hidden gems into 
valuable individuals that will change the future.

Lighting a torch that brightens the future 
Cemiyet-i Tedrisiye-i İslamiye, as it was formerly 
known, was founded 157 years ago to primarily 
train apprentices in and around the Grand Bazaar.
However, when it became clear that the need for 
education was really high, bigger groups began to 
receive training.

Having gone through many wars and multiple 
challenges since its inception, our Society is on 
top of its game with spiritual integrity at its roots, 
with loving and generous souls and noble goals. 
The spark kindled by Yusuf Ziya Paşa and his 
friends turned into a torch that has shone for 157 
years, lit up the paths of thousands of children 
and still does. For 157 years we have kept this 
torch alight with our donors.

Operating as a public benefit society since 1940 
based on a cabinet decision, we create value for 
stakeholders at all levels of the society. Entrusted 
with 15 foundations that operate for the benefit 
of children that study at our school, our Society 

is also exempt from all taxes, duties, legal fees, 
shares and funds according to the Law numbered 
3685 and dated 28.11.1990.

A born-trailblazer
As a Society that leads education and the civil 
society movement, setting an example for 
sustainable institutions in our country, we bear 
the responsibility of being the first civil society 
organization in education that was born and took 
root in these territories.

For a century and a half, with a mind at peace and 
infinite trust, our donors have supported our Society 
that considers transparency a core value. Every 
kurush of this "highly meaningful" support plays a 
big part in making dreams come true. We are a civil 
society organization that has published a Corporate 
Governance Compliance Rating Report for the last 8 
years and has improved itself each year.

Determined steps towards objectives 
Our responsibility is huge, so are our objectives... 
We are obligated to help every one of our children 
and equip them with what they need on the way 
to achiev ing their dreams. To serve this aim, we 
never compromise on quality of education.

We raise all of our children as leading individuals 
devoted to Atatürk's principles, lifelong learning 
and universal values; self-confident, aware of their 
duties and responsibilities for their country and for 
society. We offer a chance of education principally 
in English to our kids, with full scholarship and 
boarding, making sure that each of them acquire 
the competences jeeded for the 21st century.

We provide equality 
of opportunity to 
talented, financially 
disadvantaged children 
who have lost a parent 
and work towards 
offering a beautiful 
future to them.

Since its inception in 1863, 
our Society has always 
done and continues to do 
unparalleled work in its
field of activities

 
 

 

Turkey's first civil 
society organization 

in education.

First school that 
provides equality 
of opportunity in 

education by giving 
quality education to 

disadvantaged children 
who has lost a parent 

since 1863.

Mebahis-i İlmiye: 
The first mathematics 

magazine 
(1867).

Turkey's first civil 
society organization 
to obtain corporate 

governance principles 
compliance rating 

(2013).

First high school in 
Turkey to setup a 

Robotics Team 
(2007)

NAS engineeri ng 
award winner at FRC

(2019)

First "people's school" 
in Turkey, founded 

with public support 
and offering quality 

education to children 
of the people with 

public support.

Our students have 
always been productive. 

Reproduced in 
handwriting in 1917, 

student magazine Kafa 
is still with us in spirit 

with student magazine 
Carpediem.

First school to begin 
sea scouts activities 
in cooperation with 

the Northern Sea Area 
Command

(2008)

 A rolemodel of 
"sustainability" for 
civil society with a 
157-year presence 

built only on 
donations.

Boarding school with 
the highest number of 

students in Turkey.

Salih Zeki Mathematics 
Research Projects 

Competition: 
Only high school

competition of this kind 
to be held by a 

"school" 
(2010)

Scholarship for a 
child's education life 

starting from 5th 
grade to the end of 
their PhD studies, 
depending on their 

achievement.

We've had a Natural 
History Museum in 
our School since 

1880.

First school to start 
a girls football team 

among private 
schools and to join 

Turkey championship 
(2008)

1 2

7 4

Painting was  
included in our 

curriculum in 1876, 
physical education  

in 1911.

3

56

111098

12131415

181716

Turkey's first school 
to have  

“Techno-Entrepreneurship 
and Youth Center"

(2014)

19
First school in Turkey 
to have an artificial 
intelligence class at 

high school
(2019)

First civil society 
organization in 

education to become 
a member of United 
Nations Economic 
and Social Council 

(ECOSOC) 
(2015)

The only school in Turkey 
to open a High School 
3D Printing and Design 
Club and organizing 3D 
Printing Workshop and 

Competition for 
5 years 
(2016)

 “I want to be a doctor in the future.”
“I took the Darüşşafaka exam in Istanbul in 2016. I've learned English really well, joined many 
club activities and improved myself in arts and science. I want to be a doctor in the future. 
Thanks to my school, I'm sure that I'll make it. I'm so happy at Darüşşafaka that I got my twin 
sisters Seher and Selin to prepare for our Exam as well. They passed the Exam this year and 
became Darüşşafaka students too."
Deniz Adıgüzel 
Our 9th grade student at Darüşşafaka High School

Trailblazing

Darüşşafaka Society 2020 Integrated Report
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2019 - 2020 in Brief (Academic Year)  2020 in Brief

D
ar

üş
şa

fa
ka Educational Institutions (D

EI)

Weekly Boarders: Spend only weekends 
with their families. 

Permanent Boarders: Spend the whole 
week at school.

367

Weekly 
Boarders

567

934
Students

192
(72 provinces + 

120 districts)

Where students 
receive distance 
education from

Tablets
866

Academic 
Staff 

Members

224

University 
entrance

Enrolled

Could not enroll

Did not make a 
choice

93

10

17

452
Female

482
Male

Gender Distribution

Extra Lessons

One-to-one 
Lessons

1,532

18.795

Hours of
Class 

Students 
Who Play 

Instruments

465

Licensed 
Athletes

473

Teacher  
Training

5.122 
Hours of

Darüşşafaka Society

Members of  
Board of Directors17

High Advisory 
Board (HAB) 

Members

117

Commissions
7

Committees
6

1.002
Society Members

329
Female

672
Male

Gender Distribution of 
Society Members

Society
Employees67

Foundations 
15

11 
Laboratories 

(8 science, 3 computer)

14 
Workshops

(music, instruments, drama, 
visual arts)

57 
Talent Workshops

(27 M. School, 30 H. School)

ISO 27001:2013  
Information Security 
Management System 

Certificate

ISO 9001:2015  
Quality Management  

System Certificate

Our Corporate 
Governance  

Principles  
Compliance Rating 

9.66

457

Middle
School

477

Permanent 
Boarders

High 
School

Managing 
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 2020 in Brief

Financials

Re
si

de
nces, Health and Care Units

468
TL 257.8 MResidence Donors

Revenues

ExpendituresDarüşşafaka Society 

Ya
ka

cık Residence
Maltepe Residence

Şenesenevler Residence

Urla Resid
ence

Com
m

ercial Enterprise

85 85.5

Average Age of
Members

M
al

te
pe

Sp
ec

ia
l C

ar
e 

U
rl

a 
Li

fe

128
Male

340
Female6.848

Sessions (FTR) 

 

Employees

46

Maltepe 
Special 

Care

Physical 
Therapy
Center

Urla Life 
Special Nursing 

Home and  
Care Center

101

31

164
Examinations 

(FTR)

Urla Life

110

35
Maltepe
Special 

Care 

Members

83
Average 

Donor Age

118

46

105

71
Urla  

Residence

Şenesenevler
Residence

Yakacık 
Residence

Maltepe 
Residence

Employees

340
of whom

143 work for
suppliers

Number of Healthcare 
Services

4.519
Activities 
Organized

806

Residence 
Donors Who Make 

Individual Donations

199

Rate at Which our Total Asset 
Management Revenues Cover 

Expenditures of our School

78.6%

 Increase of  
Individual Donations 

Compared to the 
Previous Year 

42%

 Increase of  
Corporate Donations 

Compared to the 
Previous Year 

18%

Amount of Individual Donations from 
Residence Donors

TL 4.8 M 

Residence Donors 
Who Make Bequest 

Donations and Grants

134

TL 117.4 M

Investment 
Spending

TL 5.5 M 

Year-End Value 
of Total Assets

 TL 1.623 M

Donors
161,500 
 (individual + corporate)

Regular Donors
13,585

Amount of Corporate and  
Individual Donations

TL 175.4 M 

Amount of Regular 
Donations

TL 13.3 M 

Total: 178 
*of whom 44 work 

for suppliers

(examination, hospital transfer, surgery)

 2020 in Brief



Awards

2019: 1st prize in "Corporate Governance Compliance Rating 
Report" with the highest grade among NGOs at the 9th 
Corporate Governance Awards organized by TKYD Corporate 
Governance Association of Turkey

2018: 1st prize in "Corporate Governance Compliance 
Rating" with the highest grade among NGOs at the 
8th Corporate Governance Awards organized by TKYD

2017: 1st prize in "Corporate Governance Compliance 
Rating" with the highest grade among NGOs at the 
7th Corporate Governance Awards organized by TKYD

2015: Two prizes by The Institute of Internal Auditing Turkey

2014: TThe first Civil Society Organization to receive CMB 
(Capital Markets Board) Grade in “Corporate Governance 
Compliance Rating" at the 4th Corporate Governance Awards 
by TKYD, winner of the similarly titled prize

2020: Annual Report Design - "GOLD Prize" at the Istanbul 
Marketing Awards for the 2019 Annual Report

2019: Best Social Media User Among Civil Society 
Organizations" Prize at the 9th Social Media Awards by 
the ITU Management Engineering Club

2017: 5 PR prizes at the 12th Mediacat Felis Awards,  
1 for our public service ad in the Social Responsibility and 
Sustainability in Educationcategory

2016: “Golden Effie prize for our campaign "Can Do 
Without Some Expenses, but Not Without Education"

2016-2017: "Favorite Social Responsibility Project" Can 
Do Without Some Expenses, but Not Without Education" 
campaign at the "Stars of the Year Awards" by the 
students of Yıldız Technical University

2014: “Gold Effie" for our "You Keep Things Alive,  
May You Live Long" campaign 

2011: "Gold Effie" for our "Entrusted to You" campaign

Society
 Girls Football Team, Best in Group at the Turkish 

Championship in Çanakkale (2019)

 Girls Football Team, 2nd Best in Group at the Turkey 
Championship in Kastamonu (2019)

 Prize for the Girls Football Team and the Technical 
Committee at the 37th Turkey Fair Play Awards held 
by the Turkish National Olympic Committee

 3rd Prize at the TDSF Turkey National Clubs 
Championship for our Young Dance Team (2018)

 Girls Football Team, 2nd Best in Group at the Turkey 
Championship in Konya (2018)

 1st Prize in Istanbul for our Football Team at the 
TFF Schools Football League (2018)

Sports

Corporate Communications
 2nd Prize at Fakir Baykurt Short  

Story Awards (2020)

 "Honorable Mention Award" at the 26th 
International Philosophy Olympics (2019)

 1st Prize at the "Drawing and Aware of 
My Rights" Competition (2017)

 "Best Chorus - Conductor Harmony Prize" 
for our Polyphonic Choir at the SANSEV 
International Choirs Festival (2016)

Literature-Philosophy-Arts

 Best in the World at University of Waterloo's 
Chem Avogadro Exam (2019)

 "Best Lesson Plan" prizes for our teachers at the STEM Lesson 
Plan Competition by BAUSTEM (2019)

 "Programming Award" for the FLL Robotics Club at the FLL 
İstanbul Regional Tournament organized by Science Heroes 
Association (2019)

 "Gold Medal" at the Will You Be My Inventor? 
Competition by Ardunio Club (2018)

 1st in Region, 2nd Best in Region, 3rd Best in Region (Twice) 
at the TÜBİTAK 48. High School Students Research Projects 
Competition (2017)

 Essay qualified for publication by the NASA CASSINI Scientist 
for a Day Essay Contest (2017)

 2 "Gold Medals" for the DŞ Makers Club at the  
"Canada Wide Science Fair" (2017)

 Nine individual medals, Three 1st Prize Cups for our 
Model Aircraft Club at the 2017 Salon Model Aircraft Turkey 
Competition (2017)

2013-2020: Respect for People Prize by Kariyer.net 

2015-2020: HR Star Prize by SecretCV

 1st Prize in Turkey for our Destination Imagination 
Team "Freaky Daçka" in the Fine Arts category of DAT 2019 in 
Turkey finals (2019)

 1st Prize in Turkey at İstanbul Round World Scholars Cup in 
Writing Team Senior Division (2018)

 2nd Prize in Turkey for our Destination Imagination Team 
at the "Team Challenges" section of Destination Imagination 
National Tournament (2018)

 1st Prize in Turkey at Bowl Team Senior Division, 1st Prize in 
Turkey at Challenge Team Senior Division, 3 rd Prize in Turkey 
in Writing Team Senior Division as part of İstanbul Round 
World Scholars Cup (2017)

 2nd Prize in Turkey for Destination Imagination Elementary 
Team at the Destination Imagination Turkey Finals (2017)

 Destination Imagination Middle Level Team named 
Turkey Champion at the Destination Imagination  
Turkey Finals (2017)

 Destination Imagination Middle Level Team won  
1st Prize in the World at the Destination Imagination 
International Finals (2017)

Science and Technology

 Turkey 2019 - "Championship Cup" for achievements abroad 
presented by Mehmet Muharrem Kasapoğlu, Minister of Youth 
and Sports, at the Türkiye Innovation Week

 Houston 2019-Engineering Inspiration Award

 New York 2019-Regional Finalists Team Spirit Award 
sponsored by FCA Foundation Wildcard

 İstanbul 2019-Team Spirit Award sponsored by  
FCA Foundation 

 Chicago 2018–Regional Chairman’s Award

 İstanbul 2018-Judges Award

 Third Off-Season Event in Turkey 2017-Finalist & Excellence 
in Engineering Award

 4th China Robotics Challenge 2017-Inspiration Award

 Houston World Champs 2017-Team Spirit Award sponsored  
by FCA Foundation

 San Francisco 2017-Regional Chairman’s Award

 Second Off-Season Event in Turkey  
2016-Chairman’s Award

 Off-Season Event in Turkey 
2015–Chairman’s Award

 Carson Division 2015–First Turkish Veteran team 
that participated in the Championship 

 Orlando 2015–Regional Engineering Inspiration Award

Darüşşafaka FRC Robotics 
Club “Sultans of Türkiye”

English

Human Resources
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1863

On March 30, 1863, upon the decree 
of Sultan Abdülaziz Han, the society 

named “Cemiyet-i Tedrisiye-i 
İslamiye” was founded by  

Yusuf Ziya Paşa,  
Gazi Ahmed Muhtar Paşa, 

Vidinli Hüseyin Tevfik Paşa, 
Sakızlı Ahmet Esat Paşa 

and Ali Naki Efendi. 
Their purpose was 

to support the 
education of poor 

and orphaned 
children. 

Darüşşafakat’ü
l İs

lamiye, 

built o
n th

e land in Fatih
 

purchased with
 a donation 

by Sultan Abdülaziz Han, w
as 

opened as a special-status 

school w
ith

 fre
e education 

and boarding.

1873

1881

1939

Darüşşafaka’s first intake graduated.
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Through the 
Generations
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1921
Zübeyde Hanım, mother of 

Great Leader Atatürk,  

made fresh fruit donations 

to students.

Law on the Unity of Education,  

Darüşşafaka earned a “secondary school” status 

and was named “Darüşşafaka High School.”
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With a change in the bylaws, 

the society was renamed as 

“Darüşşafaka Society.”

The status changed to “private 

high school with English as the language 

of education.” With 2 years of prep school, 

the duration of education rose to 8 years.

A separate “teacher’s
 class” was in

tro
duced to

 tr
ain 

teachers. T
he first in

take of te
achers graduated  

in 1929 and th
e class was closed in

 1930.

Following the Erzincan 

earthquake,  

83 students whose 

families were among 

the victims and who 

were eligible for 

Darüşşafaka were 

admitted to  

the school.  

Türkiye İş Bankası 

pledged to pay the 

Society to cover the 

educational expenses 

of these children.

At the time of its inception, 
Darüşşafaka was 
defending the right of 
every child to receive the 
best education depending 
on their competencies. 
The United Nations (UN), 
UNICEF, or concepts such 
as social welfare state 
or social responsibility 
did not yet exist then. 
Our Society maintained 
its traditions while 
sustaining a visionary 
and progressive structure 
throughout its history.

Declaration of the Turkish Republic

The Grand National Assembly 
of Turkey was founded. 1920
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m
 

1928

World War I 1914-1918

W
orld W

ar II

1939-1945

United Nations was founded.

1945
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1964

1994
1971

1997Following the death of Makbule 

Abasıyanık, a bequest donor of 

Darüşşafaka, Sait Faik’s author royalties 

and assets were bequeathed to 

Darüşşafaka. Darüşşafaka began to give 

out “Sait Faik Short Story Awards” to 

commemorate the author.

First female students were 

admitted to Darüşşafaka. Mixed-gender 

education began.

Darüşşafaka Residence project w
as 

launched. Yakacık Residence becam
e 

operational.

2020
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172019

2020

The new campus of 

Darüşşafaka Educatio
nal 

Institu
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ns was  

opened in Maslak.  

The 120-year-old 

building in Fatih
 was left 

and sold to
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ank.
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High Advisory Board was founded with 

prominent opinion leaders in the society, 

with an eye to contributing to Darüşşafaka’s 

setting sail fo
r new horizons amid changing 

global conditions.

The Society’s Bylaws were amended to 
admit to Darüşşafaka students who have 

lost their mothers, in addition to those who 
have lost their fathers only.  

The “Turkish-Muslim children” wording 
in the “Purpose” was modernized into 

“Citizens of the Republic of Turkey”.

Darüşşafaka Society became the first 

civil society organization to receive 

Corporate Governance Principles 

Compliance Rating. The primary school 

was closed in order to adapt to the 4+4+4 

compulsory education system.  

5th-year students were admitted in the 

2013-2014 academic year.

Children of 5 miners 

who lost their lives 

in the Soma mining 

disaster were admitted 

to our school without 

examination.  

Turkey’s first “Techno-

Entrepreneurship Youth 

Center” at high school 

level was opened.
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Distance education began due 

to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Thinking the future, not the present, of education

We define our raison d’être, as stated in Article 2 of our Society’s Bylaws, as follows: “Providing equality of opportunity in 
education and offering education at home and abroad to financially disadvantaged, talented children of the Republic of Turkey 
who have lost a parent; raising them as prominent individuals devoted to lifelong learning and universal values, self-confident, 
aware of their duties and responsibilities for their country and for the society.”

Our Vision

Our Mission

Being among the world’s most 
prestigious educational institutions 
that raise talented youth,  
laying the groundwork to unlock 
their potential.

 Raising individuals that are
 Lifelong learners
 Modern
 Self-confident
 With a full sense of responsibility  

 in the society.

Our Values

 We are committed to the principles of Atatürk.
 We respect people and our environment.
 We resp ect the "rights" of people, children and all organisms. 
 We lay emphasis on and uphold ethical values. 

 We take into account local as well as universal values.
 We are democratic, honest, trustworthy and fair.
 We manage our processes in line with good governance  

 principles. 
 We are innovative and implement modern developments at 

 every level of education.
 We take responsibility and initiative.
 We enquire and express our thoughts freely.
 We care about equality and inclusivity, fight against 

 all sorts of discrimination.

From Mardin to Darüşşafaka
“Darüşşafaka to me is about being ahead of the age, being 
visionary… I am from Mardin. I was a member of the robotics 
team in Darüşşafaka, built a robot and represented my 
country in international competitions. If I’d stayed in Mardin, 

maybe I wouldn’t have been able to even point out the USA 
on the map but I went to the USA four times to attend 

competitionn. In China, I gave robotics training to 
students who came from abroad. Daçka offered me a 
great vision, that’s what DAÇKA is about!” 
Şeyhmus Aca (DŞ’2019)
Alumnus and Koç University  

       Mechanical Engineering student

Since our inception, we have always 
successfully forecast the educational 
needs of the day and the future. We 
raised our country’s first telegram 
experts in the late 1800s, became 
the first school to include physical 
education in the curriculum. Today 
we create value for our children with 
the essentials of the 21st century 
including STEM, maker, coding, 
artificial intelligence practices, and with 
Turkey’s first robotics team.

"Its secret lies 
in stakeholder 
investments."

Darüşşafaka is a civil society organization that has been 
dedicated to equality of opportunity in education for more than 
150 years, serving children who have lost a parent.  
Additionally, it offers healthy livelihoods in Residences to senior 
adults who have recently donated to this mission.

It is a CSO who has adopted integrated thinking in the work 
that it does. In short it takes account of its relationships with its 
stakeholders and the resources used by it in achieving its purpose. 

It treats these relationships and the use of resources as if it 
were a symphony played through the use of different musical 
instruments. It no longer thinks in silos but integrates its 
resources and relationships which help it to progress even further 
in its good work.

It needs to be congratulated for this "change of mindset" which is 
the long-term best interest of all its stakeholders.

Prof. Mervyn E. KING
Honorary Chairman of International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC)
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Reporting to the Secretary General, these units provide functional services to the Society as well as to 
the Educational Institutions, Residences, Health and Care Units via matrix reporting.
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Our Board of Directors

1511 4 16 2 3 13 9

M. Tayfun Öktem (DŞ’82)
Chairman

M. Hakan Tahiroğlu 
Vice Chairman

Erman Süsler (DŞ’75)
Vice Chairman
Cem Şipal (DŞ’82)
Treasurer

Prof. Dr. Lütfü Telci 
Full Member
Mustafa U. Demirci (DŞ’71)
Full Member
Mehmet Erktin 
Full Member

Prof. Dr. Esra Ekmekçi Çalıcıoğlu 
Full Member
Celalettin Çağlar (DŞ’69)
Full Member

Dr. Ahmet D. Erelçin 
Full Member
A. Hakan Güldağ (DŞ’80)
Full Member
Oğuz Güleç (DŞ’72)
Full Member

Zeynep Necipoğlu 
Full Member
Haldun Boz (DŞ’77)
Full Member

Z. Ceylan Kabadayıoğlu 
Full Member
Dr. Serpil Durak Tunçer (DŞ’79)
Associate Member
F. Cemre Karaoğlan (DŞ’2012)
Associate Member

1-10

%60 %40

1-3

10-30

3-5

30+ 

5 + 
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Commission Membership

Capitals They Contribute to

1 8 6 12 5 1714 10 7

Corporate Governance Commission

Audit Commission

Donation, Comm. Fund Raising Commission

Asset Management Commission

Student Selection, Regis. & Adm. Comm.

Education Commission

Darüşşafaka Culture and History Comm.

Risk Categories They Help Mitigate
ER External Risks

OR  Operational Risks

SR Strategic Risks 

FR  Financial Risks

FC  Financial Capital

MC  Manufac. Cap.

NC Natural Capital

SC  Social and Relation. Cap.

IC Intellec. Cap.

HC  Human Capital (All apply)

Professional Experience (years)

Length of Service at Darüşşafaka (years)

Darüşşafaka Alumni / Other

Education

Age Distribution

Gender Distribution
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Our Management Structure
Our Board of Directors draws on its competence and diversity. Even the details of our management structure indicates how we 
embrace good governance principles in all our processes. 

Darüşşafaka Board of Directors has a "diverse" structure: 
 that reflects experiences from various industries and appreciates such experiences in "relevant" commissions,
 where Darüşşafaka alumni take voluntary and active responsibility in management, working shoulder to shoulder to create value 

with people who have not studied in Darüşşafaka,
 where gender and age distribution serves the purposes of Darüşşafaka,
 where new members to the Board bring in different perspectives that are mobilized alongside those of senior members,  

thereby effectively playing a role in risk and opportunity assessment of our organization.

Moreover, in line with their competences, every Board of Directors member: 
 takes an active role in preventing at least two risks we have, 
 contributes to enriching at least two capitals.

In 2020, our Board of Directors convened 33 times and took 54 decisions in these meetings. The Presidential Council made up of 
the Chairman, Vice Chairman and Accountant convened 27 times.

Our Corporate Governance Commission completed the annual Performance Review Survey on the operations of the Board of 
Directors in February this year. The Commission shared the results with the Board of Directors Members the same month and 
proposed improvements.

Number of Commission Meetings (2019-2020)

Number of Commission Presentations to the Board of Directors (2019-2020)

Corporate Governance 
Commission

Corporate Governance 
Commission

Donation, 
Communication and 

Fundraising  
Commission

Donation 
Communication and 

Fundraising Commission

Audit 
Commission

Audit 
Commission

Asset 
Management 
Commission

Asset 
Management 
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Student 
Selection 

Registration 
and Admission 

Commission

Student 
Selection 

Registration 
and Admission 

Commission

Education 
Commission

Education
Commission

0
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15

9

20
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15

4 8 12 8 5 83 12 12 13 8 18

2 8 12 5 3 97 14 8 10 4 11

2019 2020

2019 2020

Our Commissions
The Education Commission contributes to the advanced, high-quality and academically well-equipped continuity of the 
Educational Institutions' teaching activities, ensuring alignment with Darüşşafaka's mission, and embracing every social and 
technological advancement of the age.

The Audit Commission in order to ensure that the use of every asset entrusted by the stakeholders fits their purpose, audits 
every transaction and activity of the Society in the most qualified way, contributing to strategy and policy developments in line 
with relevant goals.

The Corporate Governance Commission aids the Board of Directors to make sure that every transaction and activity of 
the Society aligns with corporate governance principles in the most qualified way, and to contribute to strategy and policy 
developments in line with the relevant goals.

The Asset Management Commission observes all the operations and effectiveness of the Society's asset and debt management, 
identifies inadequacies that impede the achievement of goals and proposes improvements accordingly.

The Donation, Communication and Fundraising Commission reinforces the Society's brand recognition and reliable brand 
perception in the society, thereby ensuring that it's accessible to all segments of the society; defines new methods to increase 
donation and fundraising potential, and shares results and propositions regarding its activities in these areas.

The Student Selection, Registration and Admission Commission follows programs and practices for the selection, examination, 
registration, admission and orientation processes of students that will study at Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions and comes up 
with relevant propositions.

Darüşşafaka Culture and History Commission helps cement a strong awareness of Darüşşafaka's history and culture primarily 
among students and alumni, and also among all stakeholders, emphasizes its role and importance within the national history and 
culture, consolidates brand recognition and reliable brand perception, and contributes to strategy and policy developments in line 
with relevant goals.

“I proudly serve my school.”
“Following my graduation from Darüşşafaka, I came 63rd in the 2012 university entrance 
exam and was the top student to enroll in Istanbul Technical University (ITU). I obtained 
my architecture degree from ITU in 2016, and then my graduate degree in Architectural 
Design Computing. I worked in Denmark for a while and came back home to found my own 
architectural company. Darüşşafaka stood by my side throughout my higher education 
as well. Now, I am serving my School as the youngest member of the Board of Directors 
of Darüşşafaka Society. Darüşşafaka gave me the chance to seize academic and social 
opportunities which I had dreamed of. And more importantly, I have gained innumerable 
siblings who not only I have lived with but have learned to share life with."

Cemre Karaoğlan (DŞ’2012) 
Associate Member of the Board of Director
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"Education is the antidote to social inequalities."
Esteemed Stakeholders and Darüşşafaka Students Past  
and Present,

"Equality of Opportunity in Education" has been the 
principal mission of our Society since its inception. Today, 
we take pride in having advocated for this principle, which 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights considers a 
fundamental right, for 157 years.

We have offered the most advanced educational 
opportunities to disadvantaged children for 157 years 
straight and we continue to do so. Our school guarantees 
the students every right safeguarded by the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child. Our well-established history of 
education demonstrates that education is the antidote to 
inequalities, that every child who's given a chance to receive 
quality education goes on to lead their lives in confidence. 
Our history is full of life stories that change with education, 
while new ones are being written.

Without a single doubt, the sustainability of this great 
mission is thanks in large part to the benevolence of our 
people, just as it has always been. For more than a century 
and a half, they have always stood by our side 
as we continued on our journey to provide quality education 
and a "compassionate home" to orphaned or financially 
disadvantaged children.

Today, our top strategic priority is to preserve and consolidate 
the sustainable and disciplined financial structure of our 
Society. To serve this aim, we work selflessly to increase the 
number of philanthropists who wholeheartedly support our 
mission, while exercising an effective budget discipline to 
make sure that our resources are used correctly and are fit 
for purpose. These activities are guided by "transparency" 
and "accountability" principles.

We're happy to have increased our Independent 
Corporate Governance Principles Compliance Rating 
to 9.66 this year, proving that our institution is among 
those most transparent, accountable, and committed 
to corporate governance principles in our country. This 
year, nearly 161,500 philanthropist individuals and 
organizations donated a total of TL 175,466,689 to 

support our students. In 2020, a year highly challenging 
for the entire world, the donations we received rose by 42% 
compared to the previous year. The number of our regular 
donors, the most important pillar for the sustainability 
and future of our mission, rose by 43% compared to 
2019. This increase showed us yet again that even in the 
direst of circumstances, our people remember to support 
Darüşşafaka and its students. One of our donors who 
became a regular donor last year explained their choice as 
follows: "Due to Covid-19, we are going through tough times 
in education as well. Education and children matter a lot. 
That's why I wanted to donate regularly." In 2020,  
our Society received many similar messages and donations 
from philanthropists.

1,758 organizations, chief of them being Türkiye İş Bankası, 
supported our students this year as well. I woud like to 
thank once again all of our donors who have supported us 
on this long journey of education. "Thank you for being an 
organization which I can help without a second thought." 
These were the words of another donor in 2020... We will 
carry on our path by building even further trust in you...

We observe our students' physical growth as well as how 
they dream bigger every year in the course of their  
eight-year-long journey of education in Darüşşafaka.  
We are aware that those dreams growing bigger will shape 
the future of Turkey. With that in mind, together with you we 
lay the stones on the path where each of our students will 
realize their dreams…

We are presenting our 2020 activities to you with our "first" 
Integrated Report, which is really exciting for us. I hope 
that we have been able to better express the value we have 
created with nearly 1,000 students, nearly 500 donors who 
live in our Residences, nearly 700 employees, parents of our 
students, and with you!

Kindest regards,

Senem BAŞYURT
Secretary General
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SECONDARY STAKEHOLDERS OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Residence 
Operation

Society 
Operation

Educational 
Institutions

Our Business Model

Our Functions Our Current
As a “Society” thriving 
on donations, we 
create value with 
our Educational 
Institutions, 
Residences, Health 
and Care Units, and the 
Commercial Enterprise. 
In order to ensure 
effective, efficient and 
sustainable activities 
to attain our goals, 
we reinforce our 
intellectual capital by 
setting up Commissions 
reporting to our Board 
of Directors.

Educational Institutions
By providing equal opportunity in education, 
they raise leaders devoted to republican 
values and lifelong learning, who are confident 
with a sense of responsibility to their society, 
environment and families. Through the course 
of their 8-year education, the institution 
covers all the needs of their students, offering 
them an opportunity of education at EU 
standards on a modern campus.

Residences
Darüşşafaka Residences operate with 
customized rooms, restaurants with 
menus supervised by dieticians, healthcare 
and security units available 24/7, hobby 
rooms, sports halls, physical therapy units, 
entertaining social activities, serving with 
a non-restrictive approach and lifelong 
healthcare guarantee.

Commercial Enterprises
They provide services to members who live 
in the Residences as well as other people 
who are in need. Quality of service is a 
priority in residences where expert staff and 
technological infrastructure meet relevant 
demands.

Institutionalization Activities
In 2020, we launched three major projects in 
corporate governance principles compliance: 
The groundwork for ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) system, ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 
certifications and Integrated Reporting.

With efforts to qualify for ISO 9001, our 
Society has taken yet another significant step 
towards institutionalization. Our Board of 
Directors thereby proved again the emphasis 
it lays on the continuity and internalization of 
institutionalization. We have made progress in 
corporate digitalization across our operation 
by laying the groundwork for the ERP system 
and its core strategy. We took our digitalization 
efforts to the next level and recorded such 
efforts with ISO 27001 documentation.  
We revised all of our processes both as part of 
ERP and ISO activities.

We expanded and re-specified our monitoring 
and audit principles, redefined as a team the 
standards on how and how often processes 
would be revised.

As a result of these efforts, we set up the 
Early Detection of Risk Committee with a view 
to raising awareness about the internal and 
external risks to the Society.
 
We detailed our capitals with Integrated 
Reporting activities, redefined our corporate 
sustainability strategy, set our materiality 
criteria, compiled our concrete contributions 
to the UN Development Goals, paid close 
attention to how each department specified 
their own goals clearly, and established 
systems to make sure that these activities 
are integrated with ISO activities henceforth. 
All of these actions helped us take a more 
holistic view of our work both individually and 
in our units, as well as allowing us to better 
understand the importance of our roles in
relation to the entire system.

See 
P.

28
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Our Capitals

In all our activities, we use 6 capitals in order to create 
individual, corporate and social value.

Financial Capital: The pool of funds available to an 
organization for use in the production of goods or the 
provision of services obtained through financing, such as 
debt, equity or grants, or generated through operations 
or investments.

Intellectual Capital: Organizational, knowledge-based 
intangibles including intellectual property such as 
patents, copyrights, software, rights and licences; 
and "organizational capital" such as tacit knowledge, 
systems, procedures and protocols.

Human Capital: People’s competencies, capabilities 
and experience, and their motivations to innovate, their 
alignment with and support for corporate governance 
framework, risk management approach, and ethical 
values, ability to understand, develop and implement 
an organization’s strategy, loyalties and motivations for 
improving processes, goods and services, including their 
ability to lead, manage and collaborate.

Social and Relationship Capital: The institutions and the 
relationships within and between communities, groups 
of stakeholders and other networks, and the ability to 
share information to enhance individual and collective 
well-being. Social and relationship capital includes 
shared norms, and common values and behaviors, key 
stakeholder relationships, and the trust and willingness 
to engage that an organization has developed and 
strives to build and protect with external stakeholders, 
intangibles associated with the brand and reputation 
that an organization has developed.

Natural Capital: All renewable and non-renewable 
environmental resources and processes that provide 
goods or services that support the past, current or 
future prosperity of an organization. It includes air, 
water, land, minerals and forests, biodiversity and 
eco-system health.

Manufactured Capital: Manufactured physical objects 
available to an organization for use in the production
of goods or the provision of services, including buildings 
and equipment infrastructure (such as roads ports, 
bridges, and waste and water treatment plants).

Information 
and Experience
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Documentaries
Talent 
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Approach

 Amthem
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Royalties
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More than 150 years of Corporate Sustainability  
Strategy in Darüşşafaka

We at Darüşşafaka build our strategy on the main pillar of “corporate sustainability.” Within the 
financial, operational and relationship network of our Society, we draw strength from our technological 
infrastructure and human resources as well as from safe and comfortable living spaces.

Our Society updates and adjusts its business 
model and strategy in an effort to handle risks 
and opportunities in the best possible way. The 
most recent tangible practices to serve this aim 
are as follows: With an integrated approach, the 
Society defined the uncertainties that emerged 
with the ongoing pandemic as an area of 
development and took corporate sustainability 
actions to implement strategies in all main 
activity areas.

With innovative approaches, we pay due 
attention to operational efficiency in all areas, 
from facilities to resource utilization. We 
diligently aim to protect both financial and 
non financial values, continuously measure 
internal and external stakeholder perception via 
satisfaction monitoring methods and inform our 
services using the results thereof. Environmental 
and social concerns are embedded in all units 

of our organization with project activities and 
sustainability goals such as energy efficiency, 
hence contributing to our chain of value creation.
 
 
Our Strategic Priorities 

Equality of Opportunity in Education
To provide equality of opportunity 

in education, Darüşşafaka Educational 
Institutions aim to offer the opportunities for 
the exercise of all the rights enshrined in the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and 
to provide boarding and education with full 
scholarship.

Donor Satisfaction and Diversity
Our Organization seeks to familiarize 

with all its stakeholders, chiefly the donors, 
and to establish appropriate contact with 
each of them to sustain relations.  

We come up with integrated plans based 
on shared opinions for the level, means of 
communication and frequency of these 
relations. We measure stakeholders' 
experience on digital channels, create value 
by developing and properly maintaining 
suitable technological infrastructure to 
support all donations.

Sustainable and Robust Financial Structure
Our main strategic priorities include 

preserving and reinforcing the sustainble and 
disciplined financial structure of our Society 
rooted in a history of 157 years. We protect 
and improve financial discipline by diversifying 
sources through reaching out to more donors, 
ensuring proper use of sources with effective 
budget discipline.

Effective and Efficient  
Risk Management 

Our perspective in all our operations involves 
risk management, full compliance with 
legislation, high efficiency and diligence in 
legal processes, assessment and improvement 
of the effectiveness of internal control and 
management processes, and the development 
of systematic and disciplined approaches to 
aid the fulfilment of our Society's goals as 
specified in the bylaws. The system is hence 
surrounded with an impartial and independent 
reassurance mechanism.

Participation in Healthy, Safe and 
Comfortable Social Life in Residences

Providing healthy, safe, comfortable, sociable 
and active life conditions for our donors in 

their old age is a major area of focus for us.
In our Residences, we aim to offer constant 
access to necessary services, protect their 
data, boost the satisfaction of donors by 
bringing them comfort, and ensure their 
participation in social life.

Strong and Secure Technological 
Infrastructure

To offer uninterrupted services both in 
educational activities and in the operations 
of the Society, we establish and run a very 
strong technological infrastructure. We block 
data leaks and ensure information security. 
We meticulously examine the technological 
requirements of our units, conceive and 
implement projects, measure satisfaction and 
make improvements. 

Safe and Comfortable Life in Facilities 
We make sure to utilize all of our 

resources efficiently to provide safe and 
comfortable living conditions in all of our 
establishments. With feedback and data 
analyses obtained from the field and based 
on the needs of internal customers, we focus 
on excellent services.

Effective Management of Human 
Resources and Competences

With an eye to continuous development, we aim 
to make sure that Human Resources processes 
are run in line with correct management and 
good governance principles. We separately 
prioritize, measure at regular intervals and 
improve the reputation management of 
potential and current employees.

“My donation might have been just a drop.”
"I've never married, I don't have kids. I've thought a lot about what would happen after I'm gone. 
The only organization that jumped to my mind was Darüşşafaka. When I made my bequest to 
Darüşşafaka, I felt as though I'd had a duty and fulfilled it. And that gives me immense peace.  
I felt even more at ease when I got to know Darüşşafaka students better. My donation might 
have been just a drop, but nothing would make me happier than having lit up the path of even 
just one child. There is a lot to be done in the field of education in this country. With such a 
deep-rooted history, Darüşşafaka is one of the best destinations for such efforts. "
Filiz Acıgöl
Our Bequest Donor 
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STAKEHOLDER TYPE MATERIALITY CRITERIADEFINITION INDICATORS OF COMMUNICATION QUALITYCOMMUNICATION CHANNELS

People legally eligible 
to become members of 
associations who have 
applied and been approved 
for membership of 
Darüşşafaka Society.

Middle and high 
school students who 
study at Darüşşafaka 
Educational Institutions.

Families who entrust 
their children to 
Darüşşafaka for quality 
education and who make 
active contributions 
to processes as 
Darüşşafaka volunteers.

Everyone who has been 
qualified to study at 
Darüşşafaka Educational 
Institutions and exercised 
this right even if they spend 
just a single day under 
Darüşşafaka’s roof. 

All natural and legal 
persons that have 
donated to Darüşşafaka 
at least once (individual 
or corporate donations).

Donors who live in 
our 4 Residences and 
members who receive 
services in our 2 special 
care units.

All public bodies related 
to our primary activities 
including chiefly the Ministry 
of National Education, 
Ministry of Family and Social 
Services and Provincial and 
District Directors of National 
Education.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video -conferences,  
social media,  
real-life events, meetings. 

Mass media, website, digital 
media, video-conferences, 
social media, real-life 
events, meetings, counseling 
sessions, DEKSIS, bulletins, 
procedures. 

Website, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social 
media, real-life events,  
Parent-Teacher Assoc. activities, 
parent-teacher meetings, 
letters, bulletins, procedures. 

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social 
media, real-life events, 
meetings, Annual Donation 
Catalog of the People of 
Darüşşafaka.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences,  
social media,  
real-life events, meetings,  
telephone conversations, 
letters.

Mass media, digital media, 
e -mail, video-conferences, 
social media, real-life 
events, meetings, telephone 
conversations, one-to-one 
communication, letters.

E-mail, one-to-one 
visits, video conferences, 
telephone conversations.

 Quarterly bulletin open rate
 Participation rate to school opening, closure, national holiday ceremonies 
 Darüşşafaka newspaper etc. deliveries to members’ homes
 New Year’s and eid card deliveries 
 SMS notifications of Society member deaths, obituaries for the deceased 

members, flower deliveries etc.

 Academic Staff-Student ratio (1 Teacher per student)
 Number of tablets and computers
 Number of Clubs, Labs and Talent Workshops
 Extracurricular events and activities
 Awards
 University registration rate
 Frequency of sessions with counseling services and 

efficiency measurement data

 Rate of enrollment among children qualified to study at our school 
 Rate of parents’ attendance in Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions 

events (Parent-teacher meetings, Parent-Teacher Assoc. activities etc.)
 Number of notifications sent to parents via all applicable channels rate 

at which parents’ psychological support needs are met 
 Parents’ speed at which they access school 

 Number of collaborations mobilizing the values created  
in the ecosystem 
 Number and agenda of meetings
 Hours of voluntary work
 Communication frequency and content
 Data from alumni-students meetings held every Wednesday 
 Competence/Expertise data of Members

 Fundraising and communication activities plan 
 Non-cash donation portfolio rates (funds, bequests, immovables, 

in-kind product or service donations) 
 Rate of repeat donations among all donations
 Frequency and mode of communication with donors  

(birthday, new year’s, national and religious holiday celebrations, 
letter of gratitude for new donation, daily phone calls to say thank 
you, donation certificate ceremonies, commemorations  
for late donors etc.)

 Donors’ or members’ access rate to competent staff when necessary
 Length of time until donors’ or members’ needs are met, 

performance of such action
 Employee to member ratio
 Number of examinations, FTR sessions, employees frequency and 

mode of communication with residence donors

 Ministerial communication and visit outputs 
 Quality data of MONE Collaboration for Darüşşafaka Exam 
 Frequency and number of visits to public agencies in the province 
 Number of joint projects
 Impact performance data of projects
 Variety of communications for new year’s, religious holiday card 

deliveries etc.

Society 
Members

Students

Parents

Darüşşafaka 
Alumni 

Donors

Residence 
Donors

State  
Agencies

M2

M1

M8

M5

M10

M6 M7

M1

M1

M2

M2

M5

M7

M3

M6

M10

M12

M6

M7 M10

M1 M2

M3 M8

M9 M10

M11

M2 M3

M4 M7

M8 M9

M1 M2

M6 M7

M8 M12

M12

All foundations, 
associations and platforms 
built to create benefit to 
address social problems 
which we are currently 
collaborating with or have 
not collaborated with yet.

Mass media, website, 
digital media, e-mail, 
video-conferences,  
social media,  
real-life events, meetings.

 Number of conversations/meetings for collaboration 
 Number of collaborations achieved
 Number of people reached via joint projects 
 Impact assessment data of collaborations

Civil Society 
Organizations M2

M10

M12

Current full and associate 
members elected to the 
Board of Directors of 
Darüşşafaka.

Digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social media, 
real-life events, meetings,  
weekly BoD meetings,  
commission meetings,  
HAB meetings.

 Number of annual BoD meetings and decisions taken 
 BoD diversity and competence performance
 Annual reports of commissions
 E-mail open rate for daily donation reports
 Attendance rate in School, Society and Residence events

All apply

Board of 
Directors 
Members

Prominent opinion leaders of 
the society who are members of 
the discretionary High Advisory 
Board whose activities are 
specified in Article 55 of our 
Bylaws and presents advisory 
opinions to the Board of 
Directors.

Our teachers, administrative 
staff at our School, 
professionals in the Society’s 
units, all employees of the 
health and care units.

All public or private 
educational institutions we 
collaborate with or have not 
yet collaborated with.

Working for “equal 
opportunities in sports” 
since 1914, managed 
independently of the Society 
with its equity capital.

First alumni association 
of our Republic. Aims to 
help communications and 
solidarity among people raised 
in Darüşşafaka and those 
dedicated to Darüşşafaka with 
their work and donations.

Companies we are/might be 
collaborating with to support 
Darüşşafaka with in-kind or 
communication contributions 
with a sense of social 
responsibility.

Print and/or press 
organizations, TV and radio 
channels.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social media, 
real-life events, meetings,  
HAB meetings.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences,  
social media, real-life events, 
meetings, meetings, 
telephone conversations,  
letters, intranet system,  
bulletins, procedures.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social media, 
real-life events, meetings.

Mass media, website, digital media, 
e-mail, video-conferences,  
social media, Annual Donation 
Catalog of the People of 
Darüşşafaka.

Mass media, website, digital media, 
e-mail, video-conferences,  
social media, Annual Donation 
Catalog of the People of Darüşşafaka, 
real-life events, meetings.

Mass media, website, digital 
media, e-mail, video-conferences, 
social media, real-life events, 
meetings, meetings,  
telephone conversations.

Press meetings, press bulletins, 
mass media, e-mail,  
real-life events, meetings,  
telephone conversations.

 Number of HAB members trying to raise funds for 
Darüşşafaka Society with membership of Speaker Platform 
(http://www.konusmaciplatformu.com/konusmacilar/) 
 Competence data of HAB members
 Number of HAB meetings and diversity of propositions 
 Tenure and activity frequency data of HAB members 
 Number of mentorship hours by HAB members 
 Regular information shared with HAB members

 Satisfaction survey results
 Employee turnover rate
 Performance review system
 Training and its duration for teachers and administrative staff
 Teachers’ individual appointments and their themes 
 Teacher Talent Development Program 
 Number of teacher observation hours (during class) agenda 

and efficiency of year-end review meeting

 Number of conversations/meetings for collaboration 
 Number of collaborations achieved 
 Number of people reached via joint projects 
 Impact assessment data of collaborations

 Number of annual communications and collaboration  
data with Darüşşafaka Sports Club 
 Training duration of professional trainers who work with 

Darüşşafaka students in different sub-branches

 Number of Darüşşafaka Association members
 Number of collaborations mobilizing the values created in  

this ecosystem
 Frequency and content of communication

 Number of collaborative meetings with private sector 
 Number of joint projects 
 Number of projects with more than 1 phase 
 Project goal realization rate
 Inspiration among other stakeholders by the project 
 Rate of multiple projects with the same company

 Media coverage/monitoring reports, number of  
people reached
 Number of news pieces about us in the media 
 Voluntary contributions of press members 
 Stakeholder satisfaction measurement data

High Advisory 
Board (HAB) 
Members

Professionals 

Other 
Educational 
Institutions

Darüşşafaka 
Sports Club

Darüşşafaka 
Association

Private 
Companies

Press 
Agencies

All apply

M1 M2

M1 M2

M10 M12

M1 M10

M12

M1 M2

M10 M12

M1 M2

M10 M12

M8M2

M10

M10 M12

All individuals and 
organizations supplying 
products or services that 
help continue activities of 
Darüşşafaka and its affiliates.

Mass media, website,  
digital media, e-mail,  
video-conferences, social media, 
real -life events, meetings, 
telephone conversations.

 Results of supplier service satisfaction measurement 
 Supplier satisfaction data derived from regular meetings 
 Continuous process control reports from the field 
 Continuity rate among suppliers in the next service year 
 Suppliers’ level of product or service delivery at our standards
 Number of suppliers giving donations or in-kind contributions 
 Number of communications/greetings on special occasions

Suppliers

M7 M8

M2 M3

M11 M12

See 
P.

48
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Our External Environment and Stakeholders

It was found that the covid-19 virus was transmitted from human to human, that especially the elderly were vulnerable to the 
infection and suffered from severe symptoms, that the prevalence and death rate of the infection increased particularly among 
those above age 65. According to the weekly surveillance data from the European Region of the World Health Organization, 89% 
of people who died from Covid-19 infection were aged 65 and above. It was reported that as elderly individuals stayed home and 
did not go out during this period, they experienced physiological, biological and mental decline; functional and systemic changes; 
their needs for protection, surveillance and care increased, and that problems occured in their daily life activities.

Throughout this period, we served more than 600 senior adults in our Residences and in Special Care Units.
We followed the directives of the Ministry of Family and Social Policies and of the Ministry of Health and updated our practices 
constantly in order to protect our donors and members both from the virus itself and from the side-effects of the isolation that 
comes with it. We already had action plans for the pandemic even before the first case was reported in Turkey. Before nursing 
homes in Turkey went into official lockdown, we quarantined and thereby created value in Nursing Homes and Special Care Units.

External environment
We are aware that a focus on "stakeholders and value creation" is a major feature of Integrated Reporting compared to other 
annual reports. With that in mind, we considered this particular responsibility that came with the Reporting a unique opportunity. 
In November 2020, we conducted an e-survey to find out about our external environment as seen by our stakeholders, a SWOT 
analysis, the perception of a “Darüşşafaka person” and the indispensible "materiality" criteria we must meet in areas where we 
create value.

Due to the pandemic we chose to collect information online for the "Value Creation with Stakeholders Workshop”, even though 
we had planned it in person. However, in an effort to manifest in person how our Board of Directors owns this initiative, and to 
share information about our Integrated Reporting process and survey questions, we started the workshop with a remote-access 
meeting with stakeholders and an opening speech by the Chairman of the Board.

We then sent the stakeholders the online survey.

We received responses from 15 stakeholder categories:

From our "Survey on Value Creation with Stakeholders"

Education amid the "pandemic" across the world

Education amid the "pandemic" in Turkey

Elderly care amid the "pandemic"

As the Covid-19 pandemic spread around the whole world in 2020, most countries announced school closures, which impacted more 
than 91% of students across the globe. As of April 2020, nearly 1.6 billion children and young people stopped going to school.

In March 2020, UNESCO launched the Global Education Coalition for COVID-19 Response to design and implement innovative 
solutions in a multi-sector partnership with the UN family, civil society organizations, media and information technology partners. 
With a sense of collaboration, the purpose was to help countries overcome content and connectivity inadequacies, as well as 
to facilitate comprehensive learning opportunities for children and young people in a period when sudden and unprecedented 
interruptions took place in education.

UNICEF, UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning, World Food Program and the World Bank published the "Framework 
for Reopening Schools" guide for national and local authorities with propositions to ensure healthy and safe reopening of and return 
to schools.

Moreover, UNICEF expanded its activities in 145 low and middle-income countries to support governments and education partners in 
developing plans for a rapid, system-wide response, including alternative learning programs and mental health support.

Statistics of the 2019-2020 Academic Year in Turkey, which we at Darüşşafaka closely follow, were announced by MoNE (Ministry of 
National Education). (*) According to the report that reveals noteworthy statistics, there are a total of 18 million 241 thousand and 
881 students, and 1 million 117 thousand and 686 teachers at preschool, primary and secondary education levels in Turkey.  
At Darüşşafaka, we have a teacher-student ratio of 1 teacher per 4 students, while in Turkey it's 1 teacher per 16.3 students. 

The coronavirus pandemic created a considerable demand for outdoor and distance education. In addition, the society came to 
appreciate the importance of outdoor and distance education services. The pandemic brought to public notice that quality as 
well as quantity mattered in outdoor and distance education. We all felt the need for reinforcement in the infrastructure, access, 
safety, content, design, implementation, quality, legislation and pedagogical aspects of outdoor and distance education in Turkey. 
Following these conclusions, the Ministry of National Education joined forces with the private sector to launch "Digital Learning 
Program for Distance Teaching", aiming to increase the quality of distance teaching. Teachers were hence informed and better 
equipped about how to create lesson plans suitable for distance education, how to help students become more active in class with 
web 2.0 tools, and about next-generation assessment and evaluation tools.

*"National Education Statistics - Formal Education 2019-2020 Report" by the Ministry of National Education (MoNE)

“The achievements of Darüşşafaka's  
young people will be a great source of pride  
for the country in the future."
“Our bank first crossed paths with Darüşşafaka at the time of the Erzincan earthquake in 1939.  
Our bank covered the educational expenditures of 83 students whose families were among the 
victims and who were eligible for Darüşşafaka. The "81 Students from 81 Provinces" project we 
launched 13 years ago is inspired by this collaboration and is therefore very dear to our bank.

With the "81 Students from 81 Provinces" project, we touched the lives of many students from 
all over Turkey, and helped open a bright path for them. As part of the project, we continue to 
support the education of 513 students, with 231 students graduating from their schools so 
far boosting our spirits. For the graduates, we extend our support throughout their university 
education as well. We know that the achievements of Darüşşafaka's youth, who are taught 
in a modern environment led by reason and science, encouraged to learn by inquiry, will be a 
source of great pride for our country too in the future."

Türkiye İş Bankası

See 
P.
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Based on our survey results, 48% of 
Darüşşafaka Society stakeholders 
prefer to donate to civil society 
organizations working in education, 
30% in environment, 20% in rights 
and in health.

When we asked them: “What are the 
first 5 educational NGOs that pop 
to your mind?”, our stakeholders 
named our Society in the top three 
organizations.

Our stakeholders stated that 
they mostly trust civil society 
organizations in education in their 
appropriate use of donations. 

Donation preferences by our stakeholders

Perception about NGOs' appropriate use of resources

1%

48%

Charity and solidarity 
organizations

Education

13%

30%

8%

Rights organizations

Environment

Health

38%
I trust it partially 

58%
Yes, I trust it

4%
I have no idea

Compiled after a survey, following are the emotions, thoughts and concepts the word "Darüşşafaka" inspires among  
our stakeholders.

Emotions, thoughts and concepts the word 
"Darüşşafaka" inspires

An important section of our survey assessed Darüşşafaka Society's strengths, areas with a room for improvement, opportunities 
and threats. 

Our stakeholders reported that our biggest strength lay in "our background of more than 150 years" (43%) and that the area 
with the most room for improvement was "diversity and the extent of the donor network" (24%). According to the results, 
the most important opportunity ahead of us was "increasing awareness among individuals and institutions to donate to civil 
society organizations in education" (24%), and the greatest threat raised was "donors' inability to continue their support due to 
economic or other problems" (28%).

Our SWOT analysis 
"We're happy to support an 
organization that raises leaders."
“We are delighted with our collaboration with Darüşşafaka, an institution that offers equality of 
opportunity in education. Social responsibility projects are highly important for our corporate 
culture in terms of sustainability. While we are happy to support an institution that raises 
future leaders with a sense of responsibility towards the society in every realm,  
our collaboration perfectly dovetails with our brand goals 
Kaan Altınkılıç
General Manager of Kahve Dünyası Genel Müdürü, Our Corporate Donor
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According to our stakeholders, our Society directly contributes to Sustainable Development Goals of Quality Education and 
Reduced Inequalities; and indirectly contributes to Gender Equality, Good Health and Wellbeing, Decent Work and Economic 
Growth, Pece and Justice.

Based on 58% of our stakeholders’ votes, our Society is best known for being an organization capable of “attracting monthly 
regular donations.” The activity least known by our stakeholders was “delivery of quarterly information documents including 
financial results”, based on 30% of their votes.

Our Contribution to UN Sustainable Development Goals

Our power of self-communication
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International
United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)

UN Global Compact

In 2005, we received a special consultative status from ECOSOC, an international forum for economic 
and social problems with more than 3,200 NGO members. The status allows us to convey our opinions 
and recommendations about the forum’s activities to UN countries, as well as to other intergovernmental 
organizations.

In 2016, we became a member of UN Global Compact, an innovative corporate responsibility approach 
that proposes universal principles to create a common development culture across the business world 
that’s shaped by constant competition. 

As member to UN Global Compact, the world’s largest corporate sustainability platform, commits to 
the Compact’s 10 principles and publishes a biennial Responsibility Declaration Report that includes 
practices, performances and goals related to these 10 principles.

Memberships and Collaborations

GlobalGiving
In 2013, we joined the GlobalGiving platform, the world's largest crowd-funding community that brings 
together non-profit organizations, donors and businesses. Individuals abroad donate to our non-profit 
organizations, donors and businesses. Individuals abroad donate to our Society through GlobalGiving.

Turkish Philanthropy Funds (TPF)

Turkish Educational Foundation (TEF)

Bridge to Türkiye Fund (BTF)

Turkish Philanthropy Funds is a non-profit philanthropy fund based in New York, United States of America. 
Having made TPF a partner in 2014, our Society began to receive donations from education philanthropists 
abroad. Individuals and organizations outside of Turkey donate to our Society via TPF.

Based in California, the USA, the Turkish Educational Foundation is a non-profit organization that 
provides financial and educational support to children in need in Turkey. TEF raises funds for students of 
Darüşşafaka to support their education.

Bridge to Türkiye Fund (BTF) is a non-profit philanthropic organization established between the USA and 
Turkey, serving people with limited socio-economic means in Turkey.

National

Charities Aid Foundation of America (CAF)

Benevity

Açık Açık Association

Third Sector Foundation of Turkey (TUSEV)

Fonzip

Charities Aid Foundation of America (CAF America) is an international organization that offers 
companies, foundations and individuals in the USA and in Canada a chance to easily and efficiently 
make international donations. CAF America raises funds to support our students' education.

Benevity is a Canada-based organization that transfers donations from employees in a company 
to NGOs and manages such donations. Employees from companies donate to our Society via the 
donation platform of Benevity.

Based on a Board of Directors Resolution on July 12, 2016, we signed the "Declaration of Donors' 
Rights" and became a member of Açık Açık Association founded in Turkey to bring together donors 
with transparent and accountable societies and foundations that respect donors' rights.

Our Society is a member of Third Sector Foundation of Turkey (TUSEV) which was established in 
1993 in Turkey by 23 non-governmental organizations including leading foundations and societies in 
order to improve the legal, financial and functional infrastructure of the third sector.

Fonzip is an online donation, membership fee collection and member management program that doesn't require 
installation and which societies, foundations and other non-governmental organizations can start using in just a 
few seconds. Donors set up donation campaigns on Fonzip to raise funds for our Society.
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In an effort to determine our materiality criteria, we conducted a workshop with participants from all units. During the workshop, 
we first listed the issues that significantly impacted our organization's value creation capabilities in the short, medium and 
long term; and reached a consensus on a total of 33 themes. We discussed these themes in terms of our Strategic Priorities 
and reduced them to 22. With a "Survey on Value Creation with Stakeholders", we presented these criteria to a selection of 
stakeholders among all natural and legal entities who impact our activities and are impacted by them.

Our stakeholders selected 12 out of 22 criteria, which are listed below, and prioritized them as indicated on the vertical line.  
The horizontal line reflects the priorities of our team who joined this effort.

We consider these 12 materiality criteria the "sine qua non" of our value creation chain. They are all a part of Darüşşafaka's areas 
of high concentration. As an Institution with long-term commitments, we have gladly found out that the first 4 items and the 
11th item reflect our perspective on "corporate sustainability and risk prevention".
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Our Materiality Criteria
Materiality 
Code

Materiality 
Criterion Definition of Criterion Connection with and Basis for UN SDG Contribution

Strategic 
Priority

We offer all our students modern education 
equipped with all the benefits of technology, 
helping them acquire the skills to become lifelong 
learners, productive, respectful of universal 
ethics, develop sustainable means of income, 
contribute to peaceful and democratic societies 
and improve individual welfare.

We manage all of our processes with 
good governance principles such as 
“transparency,” “accountability,” and 
“fairness.”

In order to become a financially robust 
organization, we put in place mechanisms that 
properly and steadily operate all the elements 
of the financial system, regularly checking the 
sustainability of our actions. We strive towards 
productive allocation of assets that are 
entrusted to us, not letting them lose value, 
and work towards early monitoring of risks.

We as a team diligently observe the Codes of Ethics 
specified by our Board of Directors.  
We work with an awareness that our results are 
very much impacted by our adherence to ethics, 
commitment to internal rules of behavior,  
loyalty to our attitude and responsibilities towards 
stakeholders, and our management of processes 
without a conflict of interest.

We work with an awareness of a modern 
educational institution and civil society 
organization that adapts to global trends 
including technological, societal, social, cognitive, 
intellectual, environmental or governance trends.

We make the maximum effort to operate efficient 
and fair mechanisms to access and select 
talented students with disadvantages and who 
have lost a parent.

Quality of 
Education

Good 
Governance 
Principles

Financial 
Robustness

Ethics

Adaptation 
to 
Technology 
and the 
Needs of 
the Age

Access to 
the Right 
Children 
Who Face 
Inequality of 
Opportunity

Driven by a mission of 
"equality of opportunity in 
education", we have been working 
tirelessly for the last 157 years 
to offer quality education to our 
disadvantaged children, hence 
prepare them for the future.

and the 
rest

and the 
rest

In an effort to make progress in a planned 
and goal-oriented manner, and establish 
sustainability with no compromise in good 
governance, we carry out our activities 
based on strategic plans revised every five 
years. We receive Corporate Governance 
Principles Compliance Rating every year.

Driven by a mission of  
“equality of opportunity in education,” 
we ensure financial sustainability 
in our institution with an eye to 
maintaining and reinforcing our 
presence to provide quality education 
and reduce inequalities.

In line with our Code of Ethics,  
a Darüşşafaka person avoids all sorts 
of behaviors that might betray the trust 
of stakeholders, arouse suspicion and 
betray the principle of fairness. 

We incorporate in our entire 
organization and curriculum the global 
trends in modern education systems 
and make them seamlessly available 
to our stakeholders in the entire 
ecosystem of the Society.

Every year, we meticulously announce 
the Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions' 
exam that measures intelligence, 
talent and creativity, admit to our 
family students who pass the exam, 
following an investigation into their 
financial circumstances and a medical 
examination, and we offer them free 
private education from middle school 
until they start university.

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M1

S2 S3 S4S1 Equality of Opportunity 
in Education

Donor Satisfaction 
and Diversity

Sustainable and Robust 
Financial Structure

Effective and Efficient 
Risk Management

S1

S3

S3

S3

S4

S5

S6

S1

We always pay attention to offer living 
spaces and a sense of family to Darüşşafaka 
stakeholders in Schools, Dormitories, 
Nursing Homes and Care Units, making sure 
that they feel safe physically and emotionally 
in the physical spaces provided by our 
Society or elsewhere.

We stick to plans to make most efficient decisions 
on fundraising and their use, including activities 
such as correct analysis of all the funds raised, 
correct budget allocation, correct reporting, 
thorough risk analysis, regular inspections to 
prevent corruption.

We manage all our Human Resources processes 
with an awareness of talent acquisition, supporting 
and improving our employees’ personal and 
professional development. We regularly measure 
employee satisfaction to further boost employee 
experience in Darüşşafaka, followed with 
meticulous planning and implementation of  
data-driven improvements.

We aim to explain Darüşşafaka best to more 
people, preserve and boost its reputation, 
increase donors and collaborations.  
We regularly measure satisfaction to  
raise the quality of stakeholder experience,  
meticulously plan and implement  
data-driven improvements.

We implement a “multiple risk and control 
management system” that mobilizes various bodies 
in order to detect the risks as early as possible, 
these risks that threaten or might threaten the 
achievement of our organizations goals, correctly 
analyze risks, ensure high awareness of risks from 
senior management down to individuals, take risk 
prevention measures, identify goal-oriented  
actions and minimize surprises.

It refers to the inclination to develop collaborations 
with civil society organizations and public 
agencies that include many components such as 
communication, information sharing, coordination, 
solidarity, problem solving and negotiation.

Safe Living 
Spaces

Appropriate 
Use of 
Resources

Employee 
Competence

Stakeholder 
Communication

Risk 
Management

Culture of 
Collaboration
with 
Organizations

We work towards making sure  
that all our students,  
Residence donors and members 
that stay in our other facilities 
experience high quality lives in  
every sense.

Though our Corporate Governance 
Commission, Audit Commission and Internal 
Audit Unit as well as outsourced services 
such as Independent Audit, we manage all 
our processes in line with good governance 
principles, with a primary focus on fundraising 
and appropriate use of resources.

We work towards ensuring that the employees of our 
Society are team members that are well-informed about 
our corporate values, open to continuous learning and 
development, respectful of ethics, striving to carry out 
attentive and errorless work, open to sharing information, 
fond of teamwork, able to manage time, solution-oriented, 
laying emphasis on relationships with others and highly 
competent in analytical thinking.

In our corporate communications 
activities, we focus on developing 
collaborations and boosting the corporate 
reputation and recognition of all of  
our institutions.

We carry out activities to identify and come up 
with pertinent solutions for potential risks that 
might arise from environmental factors or other 
activities which our beneficiaries from affiliates 
(students, parents, donors, relatives of donors, 
customers of the commercial enterprise and 
guests) and our employees might face. 

Darüşşafaka Society develops collaborations 
focused on value creation with national and 
international private, non-governmental and 
public organizations.

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

S5
Participation in Healthy, 
Safe and Comfortable 

Social Life in Residences
S6

Strong and Secure 
Technological 
Infrastructure

S7
Safe and 

Comfortable Life  
in Facilities

S8
Effective Management of 

Human Resources and 
Competences

S5

S2

S7

S3

S4

S8

S2

S3

S1

S3

S4

S2

S3

QUALTY 
EDUCATION

QUALTY 
EDUCATION

GENDER 
EQUALITY

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

QUALTY 
EDUCATION

QUALTY 
EDUCATION

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

GENDER  
EQUALITY

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

Materiality 
Code

Materiality 
Criterion Definition of Criterion Connection with and Basis for UN SDG Contribution

Strategic 
Priority
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Tangible Practices

Our Awareness of Contribution to  
UN Sustainable Development Goals
On September 25, 2015, 193 member states of United Nations approved "Sustainable Development Goals" (SDGs) with a view 
to eliminating poverty, protecting our planet and ensuring that all humans live in peace and prosperity. Following this approval, 
organizations from all sectors and geographies began to shape their agendas and action plans with an intent to serve these goals.

We at Darüşşafaka consider it important and aim to serve these goals both in terms of our founding purpose and our practices. 
We embrace these goals as we raise our children, the architects of our future, and set an example to our children with concrete 
practices, seeking to help them grow with a sense of making the world a better place and creating value for the society.  
We hence create value by considerably reinforcing our human, social and relationship capitals.

With practices through which we directly or indirectly contribute to SDGs, we have been striving to help create a more liveable world 
for more than 150 years. As we specify our activities, we take into consideration, measure and assess stakeholder expectations.  
To serve that aim, in the e-survey of stakeholders we measured "our Society's contributions to SDGs" as well.  
The survey results revealed that according to the stakeholders, we contributed most to "SDG4 - Quality Education" and 
"SDG10 - Reduced Inequalities", both of them our main purposes. We hence confirmed that our direct contribution to these goals 
were strongly felt by our stakeholders too. Our stakeholders also confirmed that we indirectly contributed to  
"SDG5 - Gender Equality", "SDG3 - Good Health and Wellbeing", "SDG8 - Decent Work and Economic Growth" and "SDG1 - No Poverty". 

Quality 
Education

Good 
Health and 
Wellbeing

Reduced 
Inequalities

No  
Poverty

Gender 
Equality

Responsible 
Consumption 

and 
Production

Decent 
Work and 
Economic 

Growth

Motivation programs driven by a sense of "every student can achieve"

Monitoring and assessment of students’ academic, social and emotional status

Providing counseling services to properly address students’ needs

Preparing extra study programs for students with academic failures

Employing experienced and qualified academic staff

Informing all processes with the experience of 157 years

Creating the living environment that many students cannot find at home

Regular health examinations of students

Organization of domestic and international trips to contribute to students’ 
social and emotional development

Offering an opportunity of quality education to talented children that cannot 
access good education due to economic difficulties

Raising school attendance rates as a result of positive impression on family 
members thanks to the good education the student receives

Alumni’s development of their families’ socio-economic life with their 
academic and later business achievements

Mobilizing a student-experience oriented approach for  
curriculum development 

M1

M1

M1

M1

M1

M1

M1

M6 M7

M9

M7

M6

M6

M6

M1

M1

M1

M1

Raising value-adding human beings that will create benefit 
social development

Our alumni beginning to work in prestigious organizations following their 
education in good universities

Raising students with a sense of responsible consumption

Presence of organic waste and recycling (paper-cardboard-plastic)  
bins in front of every classroom

Maintaining our education approach both at School and in Residences to 
make sure our members access advanced technologies, giving them tips 
about improving their daily lives

Strict implementation of hygiene and sanitation rules in cleaning,  
dining and shuttle services especially during the pandemic

Joint information meetings with contracted healthcare organizations and 
associations for senior adults

Awareness-raising activities about ways to protect against  
life-threatening heart conditions or diabetes in later life,  
practical mental exercises and habits

Increasing the frequency of on-premise strolls and exercises  
for senior adults in the Residences to prevent any weakening in  
their physical capacities during the pandemic

Employing physical trainers for sports activities for senior adults

Creating a healthy work environment driven with the “equal pay for equal work” 
principle, in compliance with all state-imposed standards

Rainwater tank

Providing environmental awareness training to students with  
TEMA and WWF to encourage recycling

Composting and plant garden practices on the campus

Delivery of leftover food to shelters

Monitoring food and meal production and consumption rates to prevent 
waste, reducing waste and efficiently using resources

Centralizing printers to enable printouts only when necessary,  
saving paper (Protecting trees and reducing carbon-dioxide emissions)

M1 Quality of 
Education M3 Financial 

Robustness
M5

Adaptation to 
Technology and the 
Needs of the Age

M7
Safe Living 
Spaces M8

Appropriate Use  
of Resources M9

Employee 
Competence M10

Stakeholder 
Communication M11 Risk Management M12

Culture of Collaboration 
with Organizations

M2 Good Governance 
Principles M4 Ethics M6

Access to the Right Children 
Who Face Inequality of 
Opportunity

M1

M1

M1

M1

M6

M6

M6

M8

M8

M8 M12

M8

M12M1

M8

M5

M5 M7

M7

M7 M12

M7

M7

M7

M9M9

M1

M1

M1

Ensuring equality in the number of male and female students M6
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Access to Student Candidates

Entrance Exam 
AnnouncementsEntrance Exam

Exam Results Registration Process

Orientation

In cooperation with MoNE, we 
obtain data about the schools 
of potential candidates among 
4th grade students across 
Turkey who have lost their 
mother and/or father.

  We send application forms and a 
presentation kit to the schools of candidates.
 We call the schools to confirm the 

delivery of these items. 
 We hold “Promotion Meetings.”
 We coordinate with Darüşşafaka 

alumni for promotional activities across 
81 provinces.
 We work with social media and other 

organizations.

 We hold a “Health Council” for the 
winners.
 We confirm their declared 

financial status with home visits.
 Following health report and 

financial status investigation,  
we proceed to registration with an 
approval of the BoD.

 In a weeklong orientation,  
we host families along with 
students on the campus so that 
they can experience life there. 
 We inform parents about the 

education system at our School.
 Following the orientation, our 

students’ 8-year journey of 
education begins.

 We organize exams in 25 provinces 
on annual average.
 With our Teachers in charge during 

our Exam, we measure the potential 
rather than knowledge of students.
 If needed, we cover travel  

expenses of students and their 
parents who come from cities  
outside the exam centers.

 If the student passes the exam, 
we inform their parents of the 
result by phone or official letter.
 In compliance with PDPL,

we announce winners on the 
websites of our School and Society.

First Steps into 
the Value Chain

"I donate my daughter's pocket money to Darüşşafaka."
"A child's biggest gift is the presence of their mother and father. For those who have lost 
their parents, the biggest gift is Darüşşafaka. This is the best place for my daughter. If Allah 
orphans a child, I hope He'll destine them for Darüşşafaka. When I sent off my daughter to 
Darüşşafaka, I said to her: 'Here it's only your mother who cares for you and wants you to 
be happy, but in Darüşşafaka there will be many such people who will see to your happiness 
to your wellbeing. Look, I'm a high school graduate and all I could become was an educated 
farmer. Don't mention missing me, you'll be a good child and will serve the nation.' I donated 
to Darüşşafaka the pocket money I'd normally give to Diyar. Ultimately, my daughter will 
benefit from that donation too, I'll keep donating as long as I can."

Sevgi Atasoy 
Mother of our student Diyar and our Donor

Darüşşafaka as a Companion to which Individuals and  
Organizations of Any Age can Contribute

Discovering the talent of every child must be the 
fundamental principle for schools. And discovering 
talent depends on the opportunities provided to 
children! For 157 years and with your support, 
we at Darüşşafaka have been offering means to 
children with which they discover and build on 
their talents, and thereby create value both for our 
children and for our country.

The first step in the creation of this value lies in 
access to children eligible for the Darüşşafaka 
Entrance Exam. Every year, we reach the schools 
of potential candidates one by one and give 
information about our Exam, while running 
an intense campaign to access candidates, 
mobilizing our social and relationship capital via 
mass communication channels.

We fulfill our mission for equality of opportunity 
with our Exam, paying due attention to 
inequalities between different regions and 
"measuring the talent and potential rather than 
the knowledge" of every child. 

At our school, maximum 24 students study in each 
classroom. We have an average teacher-student 
ratio of 4 students per teacher. Every classroom 
is equipped with modern hardware including 
projectors, smart boards, and sound systems.

To make sure that our students "learn by 
experience rather than rote," each lesson is held 
in rooms suitable for the relevant subject. We 
provide a tablet to every student. They are taught 
STEM, Maker, coding and artificial intelligence, and 
graduate with proficiency in English.

We give them the resources with which they 
specialise in at least one type of sport, play at least 
one musical instrument. With a Talent Recognition 
Program, we organize "Talent Workshops" with 
adventures encouraging self-discovery.

We also maintain our value creation chain by 
providing a chance for senior adults 
who choose to live in Darüşşafaka Residences to 
share in the value we create for our children and 
our youth, while spending their later years in a 
healthy, comfortable and safe 
environment guaranteed by Darüşşafaka.

Ever year, thousands of philanthropists donate 
to our Society to support with whatever means 
they can our children who have lost their parents 
or who come from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
This value chain is summarized for you from the 
next page onward.

We create value as 
a transparent and 
reputable organization 
in which individuals 
or organizations from 
every segment of 
the society can walk 
together in every phase 
of the cycle of life, 
irrespective of the size 
of their contribution.

Our Lifelong Value Creation Chain

See 
P.

72
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 Our deep-rooted history
 The trust we have built 
 Our fair and transparent  

"Darüşşafaka Entrance System" 
 Our teachers and administrative staff
 Our professional and pedagogical competences
 Our foreign language program and immersive 

education program 
 Our publications, books, corporate  

background and experience
 Our Technology Teaching Unit
 Our powerful technological infrastructure
 DEKSIS, our digital school management system
 Our strong assessment and evaluation system
 Our safe, comfortable, healthy and sociable 

living spaces
 Our Counseling Program
 Our Orientation Program
 Our Talent Recognition Program
 Our laboratories and talent workshops
 Our DAÇKA spirit
 Our parent information delivery system
 Our licenses and management system certificates

 Our deep-rooted history 
 The trust we have built
 Our teachers and administrative staff 
 All our preparations for all (national and 

international) university entrance tests
 Our foreign language program and 

immersive education program
 Our “From Talent to Career” program from 

the Career Office
 “Mentorship” from alumni to high school 

students
 Our publications, books, corporate 

background and experience
 Our powerful technological infrastructure
 Our strong assessment and evaluation system
 Our laboratories and talent workshops
 Our DAÇKA spirit 
 Our licenses and management system certificates
 Our parent information delivery system
 Our Counseling Program 
 Our safe, comfortable, healthy and sociable 

living spaces

 Despite the pandemic, we have succeeded in carefully 
selecting our new students for our School.

 We’ve had the chance to more frequently communicate with 
parents online who were otherwise unable to come to our meetings.

 We successfully enabled all our students to access education 
uninterruptedly during the pandemic. 

 Because of the pandemic, we haven’t been able to provide 
education to 98 new students on our campus. 

 Due to the pandemic, we could not hold some of our social 
and cultural events or trips.

 Despite the pandemic, our students were able to get into the 
universities they wanted.

 Despite the pandemic, we expanded our collaboration network 
and maintained our “pioneering” status by launching new programs.

 We successfully enabled all our students to access education 
uninterruptedly during the pandemic.

 Due to the pandemic, we couldn’t offer in-person education.
 Due to the pandemic, we could not hold some of our social 

and cultural events or trips.
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Results

Results

 Complete distance education equipment for all students
 The parent, student and teacher e-bulletins we have published
 The digital user manuals we have compiled 
 500 new publications added to our resource pool
 Digital talent workshops/instrument training sessions
 Digital parent training sessions and Orientation Program
 5,514 hours of counseling services, of which 3,203 for students, 

1,600 for parents
 3,203 media mentions, 9,905 runs for our TV public service ad,  

10,640 runs of our radio ad, 170 million views on digital media

 40 awards won by our students in 2020
 78% of our students who took the university entrance test 

enrolled in a formal educational institution
 Digital talent workshops, training sessions and 

instrument training
 5,514 hours of counseling services
 Internal Audit, Independent Audit etc. Reports
 Complete distance education equipment for all students
 The parent, student and teacher e-bulletins we have published
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Risks and 
Opportunities

2020 
In Brief

 Our deep-rooted history 
 The trust we have built
 Our Residence donors
 Our corporate knowledge and memory 

about Residence management
 Our competent healthcare workers and 

service staff
 Attention, sensitivity, knowledge and 

experience of our healthcare staff
 Safe and comfortable living spaces we 

provide in our Residences
 Social activity possibilities in our 

Residences
 Our equipment in health and care units
 Our licenses and management system 

certificates

 We’ve managed to curb the spread of the virus in our Residences 
 Despite the pandemic, we’ve maintained healthy and quality life in 

our Residences, acquired new members and expanded our family.
 We have succeeded in maintaining our donors’ and members’ 

satisfaction levels.
 Due to the pandemic, we couldn’t hold social and cultural 

activities outside Residences. We did not admit new members 
for a certain duration in line with lockdown measures. 

 Due to distance education practices, our Residence members 
and students could not get together as frequently as they used to. 

In
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 Our deep-rooted history 
 The trust we have built
 Good governance principles we uphold as we 

manage every process
 Our Corporate Rating activities
 Our competent staff
 Our strong risk management and audit system
 Our powerful infrastructure for donors and 

donor types
 Our culture of collaboration
 Our corporate knowledge and experience  

in stakeholder communication
 Our communication campaigns
 Our fundraising diversity
 Our licenses and management system 

certificates
 Effective and socially-beneficial career 

opportunities we offer our employees
 Our powerful technological infrastructure
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Adults

Results

 The satisfaction we inspired resulted in increasing support by 
all our donors for "equality of opportunity in education".

 We improved our Risk Management System.
 We built diversity with new donation types, giving more 

alternatives to our supporters. 
 Due to the pandemic, we couldn’t hold our offline Donors Day 

event, annual donation concert and meetings in various cities. 
 Due to the pandemic, we couldn’t organize meetings bringing 

donors and students together.

Results

Outputs
 Our Corporate Rating as 9,66/100 in 2020
 ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 Certificates obtained
 Early Detection of Risk Committee founded
 Average employee seniority rose from 4 to 5 years
 Number of donors increased by 35% compared to the 

previous year
 Our Internal Audit, Independent Audit etc. Reports
 The time dedicated to us by our volunteers
 New fundraising methods including Distance Education 

Campaign, Lale and Tunç Doluca Donation Campaign, 
Healthcare Workers certificates

 40 awards won by our students, the Kariyer.Net and the 
SecretCV awards won by HR unit, and a design award for 
our Annual Report 
 Good service offered in all our health and care units 
 Social and cultural activities
 Restaurant services with attention to healthy nutrition
 Reports on audit activities 
 Reports on coordination meetings
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EFFECTIVENESS

Our Good Governance Practices

We are aware that behind our presence 
of more than 150 years lies chiefly our 
embrace of Good Governance Principles 
and that we carry out all our activities in 
compliance with these principles.

Good governance is a deep-seated sense of 
governance that includes all principles that 
drive interactivity including participation, 
transparency, accountability, effectiveness, 
consistency, fairness and adherence to 
the rule of law. We are aware that behind 
our existence for more than 150 years 
lies predominantly our embrace of these 
principles and that we have carried out all of 
our activities with a commitment to them.

In order to ensure effective compliance 
with Good Governance Principles, monitor 
the functionality and effectiveness of the 
principles, identify shortcomings and make 
improvements where necessary, we set 
up the Corporate Governance Commission 
(CGC) in 2012. 

Since its inception, CGC has always sought to 
advance its position, carry out its operations 
diligently and continues to contribute to our 
intellectual capital.

Here is how we at Darüşşafaka Society 
define Good Governance Principles:

Adherence to the Rule of Law: We are 
committed to drawing on the expertise 
of our highly qualified Law Unit as we 
make decisions and manage our 
processes, carrying out our work legally, and 
constantly auditing our work with multiple 
mechanisms.

Consistency: The decisions we make and 
our actions are in harmony with and do not 
contradict each other. All our activities 
are announced and implemented in a 
way easily understood by our stakeholders. 
Our work complies with regulations of public 
agencies both in effect at the present or that 
may take effect in time. 

Transparency: We openly and clearly 
communicate our decision-making 
processes, implementations, activities, 
resources and their areas of use. We notify 
every stakeholder of such actions via 
appropriate communication channels. 

Accountability: We use every asset we receive 
from our stakeholders in the most efficient 
and proper way. We make sure to share 
information about every decision, task or 
activity in a timely manner and via the correct 
communication channel. 

Fairness: We are committed to clearly and 
openly defining rules for decisions, tasks 
or activities and to not engaging in any 
favoritism for any stakeholder or group at any 
given time.

Effectiveness: Dedicated to universal ethics 
at all times, we take steps and conduct 
activities to realize our goals with a review of 
our past experiences, focusing on achieving 
the most effective and beneficial results.

Participation: As we make our decisions, 
plan our work and projects, we make sure to 
act in coordination with all stakeholders that 
impact and are impacted by our work 

Responsibility: As per our mission and 
vision, we are aware of our responsibility 
towards all of our stakeholders. We define our 
responsibilities with a focus on adherence to 
the rule of law and value creation. We plan 
and carry out our entire operation in a way 
that can swiftly respond to social changes.

"Darüşşafaka symbolizes the value we place  
on girls' education."
“There is no other well-established institution in the country that provides quality 
education to our children like Darüşşafaka, that offers equality of opportunity in education. 
As someone devoted to girls' education, I find it extremely valuable to see that my name 
and the name of my older brother Fikret Aktekin will survive in the Girls' Dormitory of 
Darüşşafaka High School. Our names will continue to live on in a 157-year-old institution 
maybe for such length of time, symbolizing how we value girls' education." 
İsmet Aktekin
Our Bequest, Residence and Founding Donor

TRANSPARENCY

ACCOUNTABILITY

CONSISTENCY

RULE OF LAW

FAIRNESS

RESPONSIBILITY

PARTICIPATION
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CONSISTENCY EFFECTIVENESSRESPONSIBILITY PARTICIPATION TRANSPARENCYFAIRNESS ACCOUNTABILITY RULE OF
LAW

SR

OR

At every year-end, we prepare a very detailed annual report including an independent audit report, 
publish it on our website and deliver it to our donors ahead of the General Assembly meeting.

Decisions on processes are discussed in committees, boards and commissions and submitted to the Board 
after an exchange of opinions.

OR We receive legal counseling to correctly implement the Personal Data Protection Law.

OR
We have a “bottom-up” decision-making process,  

with departments starting negotiations in Board of Directors meetings,  
hence holding discussions for a conclusion.

OR All managers are involved in ISO processes and the work is done collaboratively.

SR
We obtain the Corporate Governance Principles Compliance Rating Report and 

Score from an independent agency.

OR
We have regulations that specify standards for all the activities of the Society, 

hence the documentation of every action and process. Regulations are updated based on necessities, 
the circumstances of the day and new legislation.

OR

ER

We carry out all corporate practices and processes in line with “regulations,” 
monitor their compliance with procedures, principles, legislation and bylaws.

Compliance with and internalization of legislation, development of practices, 
organizing seminars so that the Society embraces the codes of ethics.

Independent real estate agencies “valuate” all real estate properties before acquisition, 
sale or rent, following which the purchase or rent proceeds based on their valuation. 

Financial statements and their details are audited by independent audit firms in line with tax 
legislation and international financial reporting standards.

FR

FR

FR

FR

Bidding methods and rules are clear, senior managers and/or employees and their 
first-degree relatives cannot apply for our bids.

Financial statements and comparative budget information 
is published on our official website quarterly.

SR

ER

SR

SR

SR

SR

OR

Student admission to the school is clear 
and transparent, arbitrary actions are not allowed.

MoNE regulations are carefully followed and implemented, 
activities are delimited by procedures.

 Student Assembly and Parent-Teacher Association activities 
are based on plans and are reported to the management at regular meetings.

Periodical parent meetings are held to regularly share information with them and to get their insights. 
We also notify them of developments and release bulletins.

We conduct internal and external stakeholder 
surveys to identify needs and measure satisfaction.

We plan our annual calendar with all our stakeholders, listing all academic, social and cultural practices and 
events to be held during the academic year, and share them with all stakeholders on DEKSIS.

All activities of DEI are reported 4 times a year, monitored and submitted to the 
Education Commission and the Board of Directors.

TANGIBLE PRACTICESRELEVANT RISK 
CATEGORY
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SR

SR

All students at the school are entitled to join all activities and competitions in their age group, 
rules for participation are specified in relevant procedures and shared with all stakeholders.

On DEKSIS, every parent is given a password and has access to information about their child’s academic, 
social and emotional development.

OR
Students develop social responsibility projects to contribute to the society 

(YGA projects etc.) and share them with the entire school.

ER Conditions of conditional donations are fully met. Grave maintenance is carried out. 

SR Quarterly delivery of information to donors about our activities.

OR
The room of a deceased donor cannot be opened before the commission convenes,  

every procedure is based on the commission's decision and is documented.

SR
Annual satisfaction surveys are conducted about internal services, 
the results of which are assessed and action plans are developed.

OR

OR

Payroll services are outsourced to an independent firm.

Recruitment criteria are clearly defined, job adverts are published for vacancies, 
the principle of “the right person for the right job” is upheld.

Offering professional and personal development 
training opportunities depending on what employees need.

Employee satisfaction surveys.

OR

OR

OR

SR

Full compliance with all legislation in all HR processes (Lalor Law, Social Security Institution, PDPL).

Job definitions in written form for every position.

SR

OR

OR

SR

SR

ER

SR

We conduct an objective and fair performance evaluation process annually, 
give feedback to our employees.

Pay raise, promotion and dismissals are run according to performance evaluation results.

We prioritize employees of our Institution when a vacancy occurs.

With effective examination of the relevant bequest and acceleration of legal processes, 
we contribute to rapidly executing the will of bequest donors.

We contribute to the continuity of donor relations by providing legal support to donors where necessary.

The websites are regulated and their records are kept as part of Law Nr. 5661.

The annual activity plan of the Internal Audit Unit, which reports to the BoD, is approved by the BoD. 
The BoD is given information about Internal Audit Reports at the end of each quarter,  

the results are followed by the BoD.
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TANGIBLE PRACTICESRELEVANT RISK 
CATEGORY

CONSISTENCY RESPONSIBILITY EFFECTIVENESSFAIRNESS PARTICIPATIONACCOUNTABILITY TRANSPARENCY RULE OF
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Identification of 
strategic goals

Identifiction of unit/ 
process-based goals in line 

with strategic goals

All units contribute to 
the identification of risks 
that might obstruct the 

achievement of goals

Early Detection of Risk 
Committee assesses  

high-priority risks

 Presentation 
to the Board 
of Directors 

the Specified 
Risks and 

Action Plans

All activities are checked both
internally and externally, 

the Board of Directors 
is given information thereof

Evaluation, 
review and 
approval of 

goals

Authorization 
of Risk Action 

Plans

Risk 
assessment and 

prioritization

Action plans 
are made 

against risks, 
followed with 
responsibility 

definitions 
and task 

distribution

At the deadline, 
risks are 

re-evaluated, 
measured and 

prioritized

Risk 
Management

4

5

8

9
12

10

11

11

12

10

2
4

3

7

5

32 4

5 6 7

8
1

MULTIPLE RISK 
MNG. AND AUDIT 

COMPONENTS

4
Audit Commission

3
Ethics Committee

9
Legal Counseling and 

Law Unit

7
Early Detection of 
Risk Committee

6
Corporate Governance 

Commission

8
Quality Unit

1
Board of Directors

2
Supervisory Board

5
Internal Audit

10
Audits by Regulatory 

and Supervisory 
Agencies

11
Tax Consultancy 

and Audit

12
Independent Audit

7 86

7

8

6

1

7

6

6

7

1
Darüşşafaka is an Institution with “Long-term Promises” 

We make long-term promises to and engage in 
relationships with stakeholders through whom we 
mobilize our resources. We promise our students 
and their families that we will provide free,  
high-quality education and accommodation for  
8 years. In our Residences, we promise our donors 
that we will offer them quality and comfortable 
living conditions and healthcare services for 
their entire life. Hence, we at Darüşşafaka need 
to live our lives without interruption. We know 
that this high-quality continuity is possible only 
with effective practice of "good governance 
principles" in the processes, and with "holistic" 
risk management by multiple functions.

To serve these goals, we give priority to 
conducting, developing, and adding value to all of 
our activities in line with our corporate strategies, 
effective legislation and procedures; utilize every 
"asset" our stakeholders trust us with in the most 
efficient and appropriate way. 

Our institution is annually audited by independent 
audit firms and we communicate their reports to 
our stakeholders via appropriate channels. Every 
year, we identify our strategic purposes and goals, 
define our expectations in cooperation with all 
of our units and organizations. We set unit and/ 
or process-based goals. Aware that risks are 
dangers in the way of achieving goals, we identify 
goal-based risks, defining carefully what we might 
face. We determine the "scores" of the identified 
risks, prioritize the risks based on their scores and 
then create "action plans" and "risk inventories" 
accordingly. When we find out the high-score risks 
and those that might disrupt activities temporarily 
and/ or permanently, we present them to the Early 
Detection of Risk Committee for follow-up. 

Risk management and audit mechanism 
functions manifest an awareness of value creation 
in addition to the duties expected of them and 
listed in the regulations.

For instance:
Our Supervisory Board conducts internal 
audits on behalf of the General Assembly as per 
legislation on associations and bylaws, reporting 
the results to the General Assembly. In addition, 
the Board holds widely attended meetings with 

the Internal Audit Unit and the Management, 
provides "holistic" risk assessment, comes up with 
practical propositions, and thereby creates value.

Our Corporate Governance Commission (CGC) 
insures that all the operations and activities of 
the Society are carried out in full compliance 
with Corporate Governance Principles, as well 
as the functionality and effectiveness of the 
principles. The Commission presents to the Board 
of Directors the results of and propositions about 
potential shortcomings and improvement efforts. 
Our Corporate Governance Commission works 
"not retrospectively, but prospectively", creating 
value in terms of risk management.
It constantly asks "What should we do 
differently to get better? What kinds of systems 
should we put in place to get better?" and seeks 
answers to such questions. For instance, thanks 
to the extensive studies and recommendations 
by the CGC in 2019, our Institution obtained the 
ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certificates this year. 
Our goals and risks are now identified according 
to the requirements of these standards. In 
2020, we created value by setting up the Early 
Detection of Risk Committee under the CGC. 
The Committee follows and checks actions 
taken against high-priority risks.
Our Audit Comission examines and assesses 
internal/external audit reports including those 
by regulatory/supervisory agencies. With 
independent members as well as those from 
the Institution, the Commission takes measures 
to ensure effective, adequate and transparent 
internal audits, creating value by in-depth 
examinations of monthly financial statements. 
Our Internal Audit Unit audits the Institution 
according to all applicable legislation and internal 
regulations, issues reports at international 
internal audit standards, gives reasonable 
assurance and works under the Board of 
Directors, independent from all the units in the 
Institution. The internal audits enable independent 
and impartial inspection of risk management, 
control and corporate governance processes. 
Equally, our Internal Audit Unit raises awareness 
among managers and staff of internal and 
external risks, and creates value by playing 
the role of an "advisor" that comes up with 
propositions.

Our institution is 
annually audited by 
independent audit firms. 
As per transparency, 
accountability and 
responsibility principles, 
we communicate 
the audit reports to 
our stakeholders via 
appropriate channels.  
We create value by 
devising and monitoring 
action plans for each 
area of improvement 
identified by both internal 
and external audits.
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GENERAL RISK 
CATEGORY RISK DEFINITIONOPPORTUNITIES

RISK 
DURATION / INTENSITY 

Abuse of Power in Annual 
Spending

Decline in Students Potentially 
Qualified to Take the Exam

Decline in the Quality of Education

Negligence and Wastefulness in the 
Use of Any Resource

Other Institutions with Similar 
Missions Becoming More Active

Academic Failures of Students

Decline in Donations due to 
Economic Conditions

Stakeholder Relations 
Management Risk

Competence and Efficiency Risk in the 
Professioal Team

Cash Flow Risk

Communication Risk

Abuse Risk

Compliance Risk

Failure to Ensure Sustainability in 
Residences

Data Leak

State of Emergency and  
Natural Disaster Risks

Failure to Properly Utilize Movable 
or Immovable Assets

Risk of Error in Reporting

Competence and Efficiency  
Risk in the BoD

Long

Long

Medium

Long

Long

Short

Long

Long

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Short

Long

Long

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Low

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
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M1

M2

M3

Quality of Education

Good Governance Principles

Financial Robustness

M4

M5

M6

Ethics

Adaptation to Technology and the Needs of the Age

Access to the Right Children Who Face Inequality of Opportunity
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ACTION PLAN (SUMMARIZED VERSION FOR THE INTEGRATED REPORT)CONNECTION WITH 

MATERIALITY CRITERIA
Clarifications of processes via regulations and procedures, purchases made through bidding, reception 

of at least three bids, budget control at different stages, necessity and appropriateness 

Diversification of promotional activities, increasing the number of exam centers

Control, spending through period justifications
effective and needs-based utilization of labor, electricity and water

Follow-up on the agenda, continuous improvement of education and service quality 

Effective asset management control, appropriate use of resources,  
improvement of donation diversity, diversification of revenue sources

Selection of effective channel and means to establish the right relationship with stakeholder, 
evaluation of received feedback, communication of the right information to the right stakeholder

Correct identification of qualifications and competences for job positions, identification of and 
addressing the training needs of staff, satisfaction measurement with surveys

Regular tests, student status analyses with one-to-one meetings, action plans, 
correct guidance informed by talent analyses 

Correct identification of staff qualifications, identification of and addressing training needs,  
creation of an experienced staff, up-to-date technology and resource utilization

Correct analysis of target audiences, target audience-oriented promotion activities,  
effective use of social media, interaction with higher number of individuals and organizations

Effective management of digital and print media communication, correct crisis management, continuous 
monitoring and control to prevent crises, keeping crisis communication document up- to-date and ensuring its use

Raising awareness among employees via Codes of Ethics training, 
effective activities by the Ethics Committee 

An internal Law Unit exists, legal counseling services are obtained in various areas

Reception and evaluation of feedback from Residence members, effective Residence 
promotion activities, effective communication with members, qualified and competent staff

Security tests at regular intervals, technical and administrative measures aided by professional support, 
fulfillment of ISO 27001 requirements

OHS risk assessment for all institutions, action plans, emergency action plans

Regular reports are obtained on the valuation of assets, we make sure they are processed 
at value, bidding specifications are kept up-to-date

Employing the right people with relevant expertise, boosting employee competence via internal and external 
training, correct operation of data systems, correct data analysis, double-control analysis for confirmation

Board of Directors members are elected via majority votes, Corporate Governance Commission carries out 
annual evaluation and proposes actions

M7

M8

M9

Safe Living Spaces

Appropriate Use of Resources

Employee Competence

M10

M11

M12

Stakeholder Management

Risk Management

Culture of Collaboration 
with Organizations

Increased individual and 
corporate awareness about 
donating to civil society 
organizations in education

Increased public awareness 
about civil society organizations' 
appropriate use of donations 
they receive

Increase in corporate social 
responsibility awareness among 
companies

Technological advancements
considerably facilitating 
donation 

National and international grant 
Programs supporting education

Development of a culture of 
collaboration in civil society

Presence of financially 
disadvantaged children who  
have lost a parent

M3

M3 M8 M9

M3

M3 M9

M3 M9

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M1

M1

M6

M6

M10

M10

M2

M2

M9

M9

M9M4

M4

M4

M4

M4

M4

M7

M5

M8

M8

M10

M8

M7

M10

M10

M2 M9

M2

M1

M1

M2

M2

M9

M9

M9

M9

M9

M9

M9

M5

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M2

M8 M11

M11

M11M10 M12

M11M8

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11

M11
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S3

S4

STR. CODE OUR TARGETS PERF. CODE
2020 
TARGETS

MET IN 
2020 

2021 
TARGETSOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

OUR STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES

Our 2020 Performance

Contributing to 
Students' Social 
and Emotional 
Development

Retaining Donors 
through Good 
Governance

Boosting the 
Recognition of the 
Institution and 
Donation Diversity

Increasing 
Academic 
Success

Regular Control of 
All Processes and 
Risk Detection

Development 
and Use of 
Technological 
Infrastructure, 
Implementation 
of International 
Education Models

Working in 
Compliance with 
Legislation and 
Internal Regulations

Increasing
the Number 
of Students 
Reached

Boosting Donation 
Revenues

Appropriate and 
Effective use of 
Resources

S1-P1 S2-P1

S1-P24 S3-P10
S1-P23

S3-P9
S1-P22

S3-P8

465 440465

47 82
5122

82%

8%

50 82
6000

82%

8%

45 70
5000

80%

5%

Students Who Play an Instrument Donors Day Event

Competitions Attended Average Supplier Performance Evaluation Rating

Teacher Training (hours)
Rate of Contractual Product/Service Purchases 
in Total Purchases

Creation of an Assessment and Eval. Coord. Office
Savings Rate based on Investment Spending Budget

S1-P2 S2-P2473 100%450 100%470 100%Licensed Athletes Contact with All Donors on Special Occasions 
(calls-sms-mail-bulletin)

S1-P25 12 1212Projects Prepared

S1-P3
S2-P3

261
43%

250
62%

250
54%

Trips-Events
Regular Donor Growth Rate

S1-P26

S4-P1

100% -

100% 100%

100%

100%

Rate of Student Attendance in Online Classes

Compliance with Internal Audit Plan

S1-P4
S2-P4 100% 100%100%

Talent Tests
Regular Information Delivery to All Donors

S1-P27
S4-P2

78%
100%

100%
100%

95%
100%

University Enrolment Rate

Creation of Action Plans for Each Area of 
Improvement

S1-P5 27 3027Student Talent Workshops

S1-P28
S4-P3

21 4021Number of University Entrance Prep Tests
Establishment of Early Detection of Risk Committee

S1-P18

S3-P1 42% %3868%

Increasing the Diversity of Promotion Activities

Individual Donation Growth Rate

S1-P6 S2-P53914 38003000PCG-Student Sessions "Can Do Without Some Expenses, 
but Not Without Education" Campaign

S1-P29 S4-P4 1 61Creation of a Vertical English Program Meetings of Early Detection of Risk Committee

S1-P19

S3-P2 18% 2%6%

Renovation of the Website

Corporate Donation Growth Rate

S1-P7
S2-P6

Creation of an After-School Life Program
Communication Activities for Eid al-Fitr 
and Eid al-Adha

S1-P30 83 8580Academic Evaluation Meetings

S1-P20

S3-P3

24

60

28

80

28

75

Exam Centers

Bequest and Grant Growth Rate

S1-P8

S1-P9

S1-P10

S2-P7

S1-P11

S2-P8

S1-P12

S2-P9

S1-P13

S2-P10

S2-P11

S2-P12S1-P14

S1-P15

S1-P16

S1-P17

1600

100%

61 3159

120

50%

46%

131682

105000

100%

1400

100%

75

95

50%

50%

160000

163000

100%

1400

100%

55

120

30%

30%

130000

114000

100%

PCG-Parent Sessions

Fulfillment Rate of Students’ Extra Psychological 
Counseling Needs

Student Seminars and Guidance Workshops

Communication Activities for Exam Campaign

Creation of a Career Office

News Articles in Print, Visual and Digital Media

Students Benefiting from Coaching System

Website User Growth Rate

Creation of a Mentor-Mentee Program

Website Login Growth Rate

Social Media Followers

New Individual DonorsCreation/ Implementation of Skills Tests for 
Applied Courses

Behavior Development Project

Creation of a Middle School Portfolio

Fulfillment Rate of Parents’ 
Extra Psychological Counseling Needs

S1-P31

S4-P5

933 950900Lesson Observations

ISO 9001 Certification

S1-P21

S3-P4

S3-P5

S3-P6

S3-P7

1092

2,2

7%

13%

79%

2000

2,1

7%

12%

62%

1000

2,0

8%

8%

38%

Students Who Took the Exam

Revenue/Expense Ratio

Rate of Central Activity Expenses to Total Revenues

Asset Management Revenues/Total Revenues Rate

Coverage Ratio of Darüşşafaka Educational  
Institutions Expenses by Asset Management Revenues

S1-P32

S4-P6

S1-P36

S1-P33

S4-P7

S1-P37

S1-P34
S4-P8

S1-P38

S1-P35

S1-P39

S1-P36

S1-P40

109

85

510

5324

100%

2220

27034
100%

26567

6293

36

1532

100%

120

90

600

6000

100%

3000

30000
100%

30000

6300

41

1600

100%

100

80

400

5000

100%

2000

25000
100%

25000

6000

35

1500

95%

Science Experiments

ISO 9001 Trainings and Meetings (hours)

Sources Uploaded to Source Pool

Books Read

Regular Reporting by the Law Unit

Technology Training (hours)

Materials Embedded in to DEKSIS

Legal Counseling Services for management of 
PDPL processes

Digital Lesson Materials

Face-to-Face Lessons (hours)

Modules Created on DEKSIS

Extra Lessons (hours)

Boosting Active use of DEKSIS

S1P1: With a decrease in the number of students, we expect a decline in the number of students who play an instrument.
S1P2: As we couldn’t predict when face-to-face education would be resumed, we kept our target for licensed athletes low.
S1P3: We set the target lower than the achieved target in 2020 due to a change in curriculum.
S1P6: Due to a decrease in the number of students, we expect the target to be lower than the achieved target in 2020.
S1P12: This is a system put in place for grade 12 students, hence the target in view of a decline in grade 12 students.
S2P8: This is an indicator that we’ve monitored and measured but have not yet specified a target for.
S3P1-S3P3: Due to limiting life circumstances in the pandemic, we couldn’t reach the target in bequest and grant donations. As we couldn’t engage in sufficient penetration 
efforts again due to the pandemic, we couldn’t achieve targets in individual donations. However, with organizations mostly shifting to remote work during the pandemic, online 
meetings increased and we thereby connected with more organizations. Our corporate donation pool expanded after we included pandemic-related donations as part of 
corporate social responsibility efforts.
S3P4-S3P5-S3P6-S3P7: Due to the pandemic, (electricity, water, food, healthcare, heating, etc.) expenses by especially the Educational Institutions fell below expectations. 
We set our 2021 target in anticipation of normalization.

STR. CODE OUR TARGETS PERF. CODE
2020 
TARGETS

MET IN 
2020 

2021 
TARGETSOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

OUR STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES
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S8

S5

S7

S6

Boosting Employee 
Competence and 
Efficiency

Reinforcing Inclusivity 
and Diversity Practices

Improving Employer 
Brand via Improving 
Employee Experience

Boosting Donor 
Satisfaction

24/7 Healthcare 
Services to Donors

Increasing 
Participation in 
Social Life

Ensuring Maximum 
Security in All 
Institutions

Boosting the 
Service Satisfaction 
of Internal 
Customers

Saving Through 
Correct Analysis

Uninterrupted 
Continuity in All of 
Our Activities

Ensuring Data 
Security

SÖ7-P1S1-P1

S7-P1

S6-P7

S6-P6

5100% 5100% -100%

365 365365

Hours of Training per EmployeeSatisfaction of Residence Donors' 
Examination Needs

Periodic Reports

Data Leak Tested

ISO27001 Certification

SÖ7-P2

S1-P2

62%

100%

80%

100%

80%

100%

Observance of Training Plan
Rate at which Emergency Incidents are Rapidly 
Transfered to a Healthcare Facility

S7-P2 0 00Uncontrolled Access

SÖ7-P3

S1-P3

25

100%

30

100%

40

100%

Training Sessions

Annual Health Scan of All Donors

S7-P3 6 66Drills

SÖ7-P4 - 60%-Rate of Digital Training Sessions in Total Training

S7-P4 100%100% 100%Rate of Incidents Recorded

SÖ7-P5 14% 14%14%
Maximum Difference in the Number of Male and 
Female Employees

S7-P5 80% 90%80%Rate of Camera-Detected Incidents 

S6-P1

S6-P4

98%

27

98%

30

95%

26

Request Response Rate (Information Technologies)

Servers Transfered to Data Centers and 
Geo-Replicated Servers

SÖ7-P6 9% 9%9%Maximum Difference in the Number of Male and 
Female Middle and Senior Managers

S7-P6 100% 100%100%Rapid Access to Camera Records If Need Be 100%

S6-P2

S6-P5

S6-P3

1040

99.9

99%

1050

99.9

99%

1000

99.4

98%

Tablets Managed

Server Runtime

Successful Operation Rate of Redundancy System

S7-P7 100% 100%100%IP Camera Installation Rate 
(to Render Identified Blind Spots Visible)

SÖ7-P7

SÖ7-P8
S1-P6

S1-P5

S1-P4

S1-P7

S1-P8

S1-P9

S1-P10
S1-P11

74%

-
48

2074

12

348

96

62

64
188

75%

12
57

2810

12

565

440

128

515
218

70%

-
60

1900

12

550

50

90

220
110

Employee Satisfaction Rate

Information Meetings Accessible to Employees
Special Occasion Activities

Meetings with Donors Who Have Not Yet Moved to 
Residences

Donor Meetings inside Residences

Sports Activities

Film Screenings

Activities Outside the Premises

Hobby Activities

Charity Sales, Concerts, Talks

S7-P8 4 44Planned Training Hours for the Security Staff 

S7-P9

S7-P14

S7-P10

S7-P16

S7-P15

S7-P11

S7-P17

S7-P12

S7-P18

S7-P13

S7-P19

80.90%

85.80%

30%

85%

48%

100%

40%

100%

100%

83%

86%

10%

86%

10%

100%

10%

100%

100%

80%

85%

7%

85%

7%

100%

7%

100%

100%

Internal Customers' Cleaning Services Stf. Rate

Routine Checks of Transportation Services

Internal Customers' Cleaning Services Stf. Rate

Electricity Saving Rate

Special Menus for Special Occasions

Internal Customers' Cleaning Services Stf. Rate

Water Saving Rate

Routine Checks of Food Services

Heating Saving Rate

Routine Checks of Cleaning Services

Rainwater Tank Installation on our Campus

Our 2020 Performance

S5P6-S5P7-S5P9-S5P10: With restrictions and bans on collective events during the pandemic, we couldn’t hold our face-to-face events that we had planned  
in Residences. However, we increased the number of our online talks and film screenings.
S7P16-S7P17-S7P18: With distance education and remote work practices during the pandemic, we saved an unexpected amount of energy.  
We set our 2021 targets in anticipation of normalization.
S8P2-S8P3: We couldn’t achieve our target specifically because we couldn’t hold in-person and collective training sessions during the pandemic.

“Without the voices of children, something feels missing!”
“I've been working at Darüşşafaka for three years. Since I began, I've felt a part of a huge 
and beautiful family. It's a massive responsibility to ensure the safety of our students 
whose families trust us with, and we work with an awareness of this responsibility.  
The pandemic has kept us apart from our students for a very long time and we have 
missed them a lot. Without the voices of children, something feels missing!"
Gizem Avcı
Our Security Unit Employee 

STR. CODE OUR TARGETS PERF. CODE
2020 
TARGETS

MET IN 
2020 

2021 
TARGETSOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

OUR STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES STR. CODE OUR TARGETS PERF. CODE

2020 
TARGETS

MET IN 
2020 

2021 
TARGETSOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

OUR STRATEGIC 
PRIORITIES



ACTIVITIES
2020

ACTIVITIES OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIETY

ACTIVITIES IN RESIDENCES, 
HEALTH AND CARE UNITS

72

86

108



ACTIVITIES 
OF EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS

Built on a history that began 
as a special status school with 
54 students, Darüşşafaka 
continues to diligently provide 
the best means of education  
in our age to nearly  
1,000 students from across 
72 provinces today.
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“Darüşşafaka Students Stand for the Future, 
Hope and the Success Story of this Country”
Dear Darüşşafaka Students Past and Present,

As our country and our world goes through a challenging 
pandemic, I hope we will survive these days together in health 
and peace. We at Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions 
continue to educate our children via distance education in 192 
different locations across the country, drawing on our  
157-year history and a curriculum that we have woven thread 
by thread with forecasts.

Throughout the distance education process, we have provided 
computers and tablets to students so that every one of them 
has access to online courses, supported them with internet 
connection, having done and still doing our best to make sure 
that they are not academically impacted or limited during this 
difficult period. We also know that what matters most is health 
and that our students overcome this period without any social 
and emotional damage. That's why we always stand by them 
and their families with all sorts of administrative, psychological 
and social support.

During the pandemic, we have offered thousands of hours 
of synchronous learning to fully support our students 
academically and socially, reinforced by asynchronous 
lessons. We used nearly 25,000 GB on the internet, created 
21,094 digital materials and 5,473 digital measurement and 
evaluation materials. We have taught 5,000 hours on average 
in live classes at middle and high school levels. 

As we welcome the future with the traditions of Darüşşafaka 
Educational Institutions, we pass on Darüşşafaka's values 
to our students, striving to help them acquire all the skills 
required in the 21st century. Full academic proficiency, 
intellectual curiosity, and social development are vital for us. 
Self-discipline, participatory leadership, arts, and sports are as 
important as academic development. That's why, even during 
the pandemic, we have offered nearly 1,000 hours of musical 
instrument teaching annually at middle and high school levels.

We have taught visual arts and physical education lessons 
online. Just as we would do at school, we have held all our 
events and activities without interruption. Our school is involved 
in 16 different sports and activities. Throughout the distance 

education process, we made sure that our teams continued to 
work online. We have started to make progress with students 
on their journey of talent discovery. We have mapped out the 
talents of our students across the School and placed this work 
at the core of the activities in our career office.

We have also organized training programs for teachers in a 
variety of fields ranging from personal growth, new trends in 
the profession, and technology. We've followed each student 
one-to-one with exams, projects, performance assignments, 
experiments, and alternative assessment methods, continuing 
our office work and studies nonstop. We've read 7,000 books 
on average at middle and high school levels.

We've set up a program to help our children professionally 
prepare for national and international examinations. To that 
end, we have designated all the necessary steps from middle 
school to high school.

We have developed a vertical curriculum at middle and high 
school levels to teach foreign languages in international 
standards. We've set up an assessment scheme with 
Cambridge examinations for middle school and IELTS 
examinations for high school students.

We habitually participate in numerous national and international 
competitions and activities each year and host some of these 
events, something we have sustained at all times.

We are proud of our students' efforts in science, arts and 
sports, shouldering all the responsibility that comes with 
preparing them for the next academic level and for life itself. 
We know that every Darüşşafaka student stands for the 
future, hope, and success story of this country. Each student 
in Darüşşafaka and we, the educators have dreams about 
their lives. I would like to express my gratitude to all of you on 
behalf of all my colleagues and my students for sharing these 
dreams and supporting us in achieving them. 

Sincerely,

Ebru ARPACI 
General Manager
Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions
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Our "Equality of Opportunity in Education" mission begins with "Darüşşafaka Entrance Exam"

In order to determine the students who would join our family in our 155th academic year, we sent letters one by one to the schools of 
9,987 potential 4th grade candidates across Turkey whose parent(s) are not alive. We ran an intense communication and promotion 
campaign. A total of 1,190 students applied for our exam, of which 1,092 took the exam.

On June 28,  
we organized 

our exam in 24 
provinces under 

Covid-19 
measures.

Following medical 
checks and financial 
status examinations, 
98 students from 25 

provinces joined 
our family.

Between  
September 14-17  

we gave basic tablet training 
to 98 students from  
7 different regions, 

hence began distance 
education properly on  

September 21. 

We organized 
multidisciplinary  

visual arts and drama 
events for new students 
so that they could meet 

friends outside their 
classroom and sisters 

and brothers  
in senior years.

With online meetings 
and seminars,  

we talked to parents of 
grade 5 students about 
how things work at our 

school and about the 
Darüşşafaka culture.

Locations of our Students

With 98 incoming students this year, enrolment in our School was 905 students, with 199 educators (including teaching assistants and 
academic trainers) in charge as academic staff. With an average teacher-student ratio of 4.5 students per teacher at our School,  
we met our students in 905 different locations via distance education on September 21.
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Our Value Creation Activities for "Academic Gains"
Concluding the 2019-2020 academic year with 934 students, our School welcomed the 2020-2021 academic year with 905 students.

2019-2020
Total Students

934

477

High  
School

457

Middle 
School

231 221

2019-2020
Female Students

452

246 236

2019-2020
Male Students

482

464 441

2020-2021
Total Students

905

228 205

2020-2021
Female Students

433

236 236

2020-2021
Male Students

472

1

2 4 6

3 5 7

Between July 17-31,  
we held online psychological 

counseling and guidance 
meetings with 120 out 

of 1,092 candidates who 
passed our exam, along  

with their parents.

We delivered  
by cargo, the lesson 

materials and tablets of 
new students  

to their homes.

This section in the Report includes our School's activities in the 2019-2020 academic year and the data from this period. Furthermore, to give 
an idea about future projections, we also provide the number of students and teachers in the 2020-2021 academic year.

See 
P.

53

High  
School

High  
School

Middle 
School

Middle 
School

High  
School

Middle 
School

High  
School

Middle 
School

High  
School

Middle 
School
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Total Male

%52%
Total Female

48%

Weekly
Boarders

39%

Permanent
Boarders

61%

distribution of  
permanent-weekly boarder

Weekly
Boarders

41%

Permanent
Boarders

59%

distribution of  
permanent-weekly boarders

Gender distribution of our students

In the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years, 
52% of our students were male, 48% were female.

2019-2020 2020-2021

Hig
h School High School

Middle School Middle School

Distribution of Weekly-Permanent Boarders Distribution of Weekly-Permanent Boarders

2019-2020 2020-2021 

High
School

Middle
School

Total High
School

Middle
School

Total

Weekly 
Boarders

Weekly 
Boarders

Permanent 
Boarders

Permanent 
Boarders

Weekly Female 
Boarders

Weekly Female 
Boarders

Permanent 
Female 

Boarders

Permanent 
Female 

Boarders

19
0

19
3

28
7

27
1

99 9791 9713
2

13
1

15
5

13
9

36
7

37
1

56
7

53
4

18
3

17
9

18
4

19
3

26
9

25
4

29
8

27
9

17
7

17
8

28
0

26
3

84 8293 9613
7

12
3

14
3

14
0

Weekly: Spends weekends with their families 
Permanent: Stays at school all week

Our Academic Staff
Numbers of Academic Staff Members and Students in the Last Two Years

120 128

4 420 20

47

43

37
8

2019-2020
Total Staff

224

Teachers TeachersTeaching Assistants Teaching Assistants

Academic Trainers Academic TrainersTeacher-Student Ratio Teacher-Student Ratio

Managers Managers

2020-2021
Total Staff

199

“We are confident about the future.”
“Darüşşafaka is an institution that has made significant progress since its inception, open 
to developing itself and others in every field, driven by participatory management and with
all stakeholders contributing to its improvement. We are confident for the future thanks to the 
opportunities Darüşşafaka offers for teachers' personal development, follows technological 
advancements and successfully integrates them into educational practices, raising students to 
become lifelong learners, modern, self-confident, who care about society and embrace Atatürk's 
principles and reforms while employing managers and teachers with the same qualities."
Nuray Oğan
Our Social Sciences Teacher at Darüşşafaka Middle School

Our managers and teachers have an average length of service of 8.6 years, with an average 3.77 years 
of service in our Institution.

*For details on DEI staff see p. 175
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Distance Education

Our School adopted distance education on March 23, 2020. We delivered tablets to all of our students, identified students who did not 
have internet connection at home and provided internet packages to them, sent our students all the lesson materials they would need.

100% of our students actively participated in the distance education process. We organized our academic work with synchronous and 
asynchronous lessons.

During the said process, we reached every student in 192 locations one by one, delivered by cargo their tablets, books, and instruments 
to their homes, and continued with distance education as if we were still physically at school.

"Darüşşafaka is a temple for me."
“Darüşşafaka is like a temple for me... It holds a different energy, a dimension within. The moment you 
step through the gate of Darüşşafaka, you enter a new dimension, not a new place. If you appreciate 
that dimension and mature with it to the extent that your fate allows, you'll become a complete person. 
Darüşşafaka doesn't only tutor, but also educates. It earns you a formation, creates a structure. 
It receives raw material, molds it into a shape not in an interventionist manner but with love and 
compassion. At Darüşşafaka you experience love, one of the biggest necessities of a human being..."
Prof. Dr. Necmettin Kutlu (DŞ’75)
Our Alumnus and Donor

Leading projects and collaborations

Since 2007, our students have joined the FLL Robot Workshop and participated in tournaments by the Science Heroes Association ever 
year. In 2019, our students began working on the City Shaper theme but could not join the tournaments because they were canceled 
due to the pandemic.

The main idea behind RePlay, the theme of 2020, was to produce solutions for moving and doing sports within a lifestyle where people 
could not leave home because of the pandemic. Our students designed living spaces and series of movements to exercise in limited 
circumstances.

Our students in the Erasmus Workshop collaborated with peers from Germany, France, and Holland to work on the theme of "health", 
driven by the motto "Mind Your Health." They engaged in activities on protecting one's physical and mental health during the pandemic 
that impacted the entire world.

In an effort to explore the current status of nature and animals amid climate change and warming at the poles, our students from the 
Environment and Nature Workshop received seminars on environmental issues led by ITU Polar Research Application 
and Research Center.

Run by entrepreneurs, scientists, senior managers, and academics from Turkey, YGA was not impacted by the pandemic
because it is held online. Only the annual Star Leadership Camp and Seed Camps were canceled. 12 of our students 
worked with YGA leaders in 2020.

Seeking to broaden the horizons of girls in software, coding, and technology and to create the space in which they can prove 
themselves, The HUB21 initiative began to work with our 5th grade girl students in the 2019-2020 academic year, hosting them in their 
workshops during the weekend. The activities continued in the first three months of 2020, and then stopped due to the pandemic. 
In the 2020-2021 academic year though, the HUB21 Workshops were held online with our 5th and 6th grade female students as part of 
our Talent Workshops. Our alumnus Beren Kayalı joins our students in these workshops at regular intervals.

As of 2017, about 15 to 18 students in 7th and 8th grades have joined training programs by IBM for a duration of 10 to 15 weeks each. 
Run voluntarily by Ali Özkan, a computer engineer from IBM Turkey, the program provides our students with courses on coding and 
information technologies, catching up with the latest developments in artificial intelligence.

We cooperated with the Systems Thinking Association in order to better familiarize ourselves with the systems thinking approach and 
learn about system tools. Following our science and maths teachers' participation in training sessions, we held weekly meetings and 
designed lessons to integrate system thinking in the curriculum. The first plan was put into action online in the 2020-2021 academic 
year with 17 students in 7th grade, focusing on work, force, and energy transformation. We explained our students the basic tools of 
systems thinking, introduced them to the Stella program and provided information about energy transformation.

FLL Robot

ERASMUS

ITU Polar Research Application and Research Center

Young Guru Academy (YGA)

The HUB21

IBM

Systems Thinking in Education
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Our Donor and Game Programmer Mevlüt Dinç, joined our students 
in February.

Our Researcher's World Laboratory is the first center in Turkey and third in the world of the "Forscherwelt" project by Henkel, which seeks to 
help children love science and learn while having fun, run in cooperation with the Creative Children's Association. At the laboratory, we shot 
"Researcher's World at Home" videos with fun and instructive experiments to be performed throughout the distance education process.

Researcher's World Laboratory

In 2019-2020, our students participated in the İstanbul Biennial for Children with "Meeting Point" and “Before It’s Too Late” projects in 
the Fine Arts section.

İstanbul Biennial for Children

Our Value Creation Activities for "Social, Cultural and 
Emotional Gains"

Our School aims to make sure every student plays at least one 
instrument. 465 of our students received musical instrument 
instructions based on their areas of interest and talents.

Our School aims to make sure every student 
specializes in at least one branch of sports. 
473 of our students are licensed athletes.

Musical Instrument Instruction Our Licensed Athletes

36
Flute

14
Flute

69
Guitar

36
Guitar

72
Violin

18
Violin

28
Clarinet + Saxophone

11
Clarinet + Saxophone

52
Percussion

28
Percussion

17
Cello

7
Trumpet

6
Trumpet

6
Pop Rock

5
Singing

43
Piano

63
Football

32
Handball

33
Volleyball

14
Table Tennis

52
Chess

17
Badminton

75
Basketbal

64
Football

34
Volleyball

16
Table Tennis 

11
Chess

24
Badminton

4
Dance

28
Athletics 

44
Basketball

17
Piano

Total

323

Total

142

Licensed Athletes 
at Middle School

Instrument 
Players at 

Middle School

Instrument 
Players at 

High School

Total

248

Licensed Athletes 
at High School

Total

225
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In order for our students to discover and develop their potentials, 
we organized Talent Workshops in 27 areas for Middle School 
students in the 2019-2020 academic year. In the 2020-2021 
academic year that began with online learning, we held online 
platforms for 22 different Talent Workshops after lessons.  
We also began to implement Talent Tests for our students based 
on their areas of interest and talents, helping them make more  
goal-oriented choices. Physical-Kinesthetic workshops were the 
most popular workshops among our students.

At our High School, 343 students were engaged in 30 
different talent workshops in the 2019-2020 academic 
year. In the 2020-2021 academic year, we promoted Talent 
Workshops and received students' choices via Google 
forms. Every Wednesday, our students join one-hour online 
workshops after class.

Talent Workshops

Field Middle School Talent Workshops

Logic-Mathematics

FLL Robot

Mind Games

Maker

Digital Heroes

Hub21

Arduino

Nature-Talent Environment and Nature 

Visuo-Spatial
Art

Short Film and Screenwriting

Verbal-Linguistic

Creative Drama /Theater

Movie Watching

Dungeons & Dragons

Lyrics & Karaoke

Audio-Musical Chorus

Personal

Erasmus

JMUN

Philosophy

Cooking

Physical-Kinesthetic

Football

Basketball 

Yoga

Volleyball

Field High School Talent Workshops

Verbal-Linguistic

 Theater Club

 Modelling United Nations (MUN)

Debate Club

ESU

Technology

 Artificial Intelligence AI  
(supported by Sertrans)

FRC Robotics

FTC Robot

3D Design and Print

Audio-Musical

Music Culture and Piano

Music Culture and Guitar

Music Culture and Percussion

Music Culture and Clarinet-Saxophone

Music Culture and Trumpet Trombone

 Music Culture and Violin

Music Culture and Pop Orchestra

Singing Club

Physical-Kinesthetic

Male Basketball

Volleyball

Folk Dances

Table Tennis

Male Football

 Chess

Visual Arts

Fashion Design-Jewelery Design

Sculpture-Ceramics Club

Painting Club

History of Cinema and Photography

Personal

Creative Writing Club

Philosophy and Films Club

Financial Literacy

Vanguards of Nature

We run Life Skills Program at all levels in our School. 

Supporting academic development, taking development to the next level, supporting social and emotional development, and creating a strong 
value system are as important as academic development itself. To that end, we have created a special Life Skills Program at our School.

With preventive guidance services at our school, we organize tests and other activities to gain insights into and follow our students 
from the time they begin their studies until they graduate in terms of their personality traits, socio-economic circumstances, family 
conditions and relations, relations with their environment, psychological adaptation, health, areas of interest and talents, and academic 
achievements.

In order to share the information they need for personal, social, educational, and professional development, we hold one-to-one 
sessions with students; carry out small group activities in addition to large group activities such as psycho-educational programs, 
seminars, trips, workshops, conferences, and panels; broadcast on notice boards, brochures, and the school website.

We also work on our students' preparation for university, adaptation to school and its environment, motivation for healthy educational 
choices, building a habit of efficient work, academic achievement, and effective use of time to develop their competences. 

While focusing on our students' areas of improvement, we also organize activities to reduce any unwanted behaviors they display.

With "From Talent to Career" activities, we get to know the talents of each student and guide them accordingly. 

In the 2019-2020 academic year, our PCG Unit held a total of 3,914 sessions with 1,903 middle school and 2,111 high school students. 
Similarly, the unit held a total of 1,600 meetings with the parents of 1,039 middle school and 561 high school students.

Our Value Creation Activities for 
“Psychological Gains”

Parental loss situation

Psychological Counseling and Guidance (PCG) Services

In the 2012-2013 academic year, our School created value by admitting children who have lost their mothers, in addition to admitting 
those who have lost their fathers only. Students who have lost their fathers are the majority in our School.

2019-2020

146

17

771

Parental Loss 
Situation

Maternal 
loss

Maternal and
Paternal Loss

Paternal 
Loss

Total

934

2020-2021
Parental Loss 

Situation

Total

905

166

Maternal 
Loss

723

Paternal 
Loss

16

Maternal and
Paternal Loss



ACTIVITIES OF 
THE SOCIETY

Driven with a mission of 
equality of opportunity 
in education, we created 
value with activities in 
the Society Center with 
the participation of 
67 employees in 17 units.
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As general assembly meetings of associations were postponed four times due to the pandemic until February 28, 2021 and 
we could not hold our General Assembly Meeting in 2020. Meanwhile, we published our 2019 Annual Report in the first week of 
March and sent the report via e-mail to the members of our General Assembly.

We postponed our General Assembly meeting due to the pandemic

HighAdvisory Board (HAB), one of the cardinal human capitals of our Society, convened twice in 2020, with Hüsamettin Kavi 
chairing the sessions on February 15 and October 24. This year, our Board acquired a new member, Mehmet Nane,  
CEO of Pegasus Airlines.

Activities in 2019, financial results, goals for 2020, the Strategic Plan for 2020-2025, and educational activities were discussed 
at the 32nd HAB Meeting held in the Society Center on February 15.

At the 33rd HAB meeting held online on October 24, we discussed the state of our Educational Institutions during the pandemic, 
as well as developments in the Society and in its affiliates.

Darüşşafaka High Advisory Board Meetings

Having received corporate governance principles compliance ratings on "transparency, accountability, and sustainability"  
since 2013, our Society increased the rating to 9.66 with a revised 2020 report.

Regularly increasing its rating from 8.40 in 2013, the first year of rating, our Society thereby asserted itself as a successful civil society 
organization that has issued corporate governance principles compliance reports for 8 consecutive years, improving each year.

We increased our corporate governance rating to 9.66

Our Value Creation Activities for a 
"Sustainable and Robust Financial Structure"

What where our goals in 2020? How many of them did we achieve? What are our 2021 goals? (*)

Our Revenue Distribution (million TL)

Our total revenues amounted to TL 228.0 M, rising to TL 257.8 M in 2020. However, due to the effects of the pandemic, this figure 
is TL 37.3 M below the budgeted amount. Our budget target for 2021 amounts to TL 339.4 M beques.

Our revenue/expense ratio was 2.2, higher than last year’s figure as well as the 2020 target. Our target for 2021 is 2.1. Following 
the appropriate allocation of annual donations and revenues, we seek to efficiently keep the remaining amount for the coming 
years, thereby consolidating our financial status. We, hence, aim to properly fulfill our obligations towards both students and 
donors who live in our Residences for many years to come.

In 2020, the biggest growth in donations came from individual donations, up 42% compared to the previous year.

Members of our Board of Directors donated TL 80.407 in 2020, and incurred TL 5.181 in expenses.

(*) Our financial statements and audit report issued in line with IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards) can be found in the annexes to the report.

2019 Actual 2020 Actual2020 Budget 2021 Budget
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Residence Protocol 
Donations
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Asset Management 
Revenues (Net)

Individual  
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Other Revenues Finance Revenues 
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Our Revenues - Expenses (million TL)

*Not all corporate and individual in-kind donations are included. For more information on in-kind donations see p. 95.
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Our Revenue Distribution (%)

Coverage Ratio of Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions (DEI) Expenses by  
Asset Management Revenues

10%

17%

20%

9%

40%

4%

1%
Finance Revenues (net)

Residence Protocol Donations

Corporate Donations

Donations via Bequest or Immovables

Individual Donations

Asset Management Revenues (net)

Other Revenues

*Not all corporate and individual in-kind donations are included. For more information on in-kind donations see p. 95. 

Our fundamental strategic goals include 
"effective management of our non-cash assets 
and increasing the rate of asset management 
revenues in total revenues", a goal our 
Institution attaches a lot of importance to. 
The rate at which our Asset Management and 
Financial Revenues covers the expenditures 
of Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions (DEI) 
improved over time, reaching 78.6% in 2020. 
The reason behind the coverage ratio nearly 
doubling in the 2020 budget is the fact that our 
students have been receiving education at home 
since March 2020 due to the pandemic. Due to 
students being taught at home, some of our 
operational and accommodation expenses were 
much lower than budgeted figures.

Asset Management + Finance Revenues (Net) DEI Expenses Ratio

2015 Actual 2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Actual 2019 Actual 2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2021 Budget
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Expense Distribution by Organization (million TL)

Expense Items (%)

Rate of Society Center Expenses in All Expenses 

At 48.1%, our employee 
expenses make up the 
biggest share in our 
expenses, followed by 
food expenses at 
13.0%, cleaning expenses 
at 5.4% and energy 
expenses at 5.4%.

The rate of activity expenses 
in the center as well as 
communication and promotion 
expenses in total expenses 
was 6.7% in 2020. We seek to 
maintain this figure in 2021 
with efficient operational 
management, while our 
general strategic goal is to 
keep it below 9%.Total Expenses Society Expenses Ratio

7.1%

8.0%

6.7% 6.7%

2019 Actual 2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2021 Budget

Expenses by Darüşşafaka 
Educational Institutions

Society, Communication and 
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Excluding finance expenses, TL 117.4 M was spent out of the 147.1 M budget.
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Residence-based revenues and expenses (million TL)

Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions and Society management operations in brief, 
excluding Residence-based revenues and expenses (million TL)

Debt management / Bank loans (million TL)
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Protocol Cash 
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Residence
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2019 Actual

TL Bank

2020 Actual

USD Bank

In 2020, total donation revenues from our Residence donors dropped by TL 5.6 M to TL 59.3 M. Expenses in Residences amounted 
to TL 55.1 M in 2020.

Excluding Residence-based revenues in 2020, our donation revenues and asset management revenues amounted to TL 177.1 M in 
total, our finance revenues to TL 24.7 M, our Society expenses to TL 17.3 M, and Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions expenses to TL 
43.1 M. Accordingly, our net revenue-expense difference rose by 45.6% to TL 141.5 M compared to the previous year.

In 2020, we paid USD 
1.5 M off our loans. Our 
loan balance from US Exim 
Bank was USD 
11.25 M as of the end of 
2020. In 2021, we will pay 
USD 1.5 M off our loans. 
We did not utilize any 
loans in TL or USD in 2020.

Society Revenues Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions 
Expenses

Management Expenses 
in Society

Finance Revenues- 
Expenses (net) Balance
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Our asset distribution

2020 Actual

TL 1.623 M

2019 Actual

TL 1.394 M
While our net cash amounted to TL 
121.7 M by the end of 2019, it rose 
by TL 138.9 M to TL 260.6 M by the 
end of 2020.
During the same period, our cash 
in banks amounted to TL 343.2 M 
and our credit debt equivalent to TL 
82.6 M. We invest TL 76.1 M of our 
cash (USD 10.4 M ) in banks and 
Eurobonds of the Turkish Treasury.

The year-end market value of our 
non-cash assets in 2020 amounted 
to TL 1.36 billion. Our Service 
Buildings include Maslak Campus 
(TL 558.5 M), Residences, and other 
buildings (TL 167.4 M).

Real estate properties other than 
Service Buildings are rented or sold 
in line with the Regulations on  
Asset Management depending on 
whether they are limited  
(usufruct or bare ownership).

Service Buildings

Real Estate Rented Out

Real Estate Sale-in-Progress

Maslak Campus Project Fund Properties

Real Estate with Limited Use

Lands and Other Real Estate

Fixtures

Net Cash

Net Cash: (122)
Cash: 198 
Short-Term Bank Debt: (0) 
Long-Term Bank Debt: (76)

Net Cash: 261 
Cash: 343
Short-Term Bank Debt: (0) 
Long-Term Exim: (83)

122 261

133

9863

79
184

227

725
726

15

17
67

70
86

145

Our investments In 2020, TL 18.7 M was allocated 
for investment expenditures, of 
which TL 5.5 M was spent on actual 
investments.

TL 2.1 M of this amount was spent 
in fixtures purchasing, TL 1.7 M in 
large-scale projects, TL 852,000 
in construction work, TL 639,000 
in the transformation project of 
Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions 
and TL 146,000 in information 
technology investments.

For 2021, we plan TL 32.4 M in 
investment spending, of which  
TL 25.2 M is allocated for large-scale 
projects and the remaining TL 7.1 M 
for other investments. For detailed 
information, see pp 189, 190, 191.

31%

12%

3%

Large-Scale Projects

Darüşşafaka  
Educational Institutions 
Transformation Project

Information Technology Investments

15%
Construction Works

39%
Fixtures
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Our Value Creation Activities for  
"Improving Donor Satisfaction and Diversity"

Having kept our Society's mission alive for 157 years, our donors stood by our students in 2020 as well. In 2020, nearly 161,500 
philanthropists and philanthropic organizations made contributions to our Society worth TL 175,466,689 (including in-kind 
donations, grants, royalties, full ownership, individual and corporate donations; excluding Residence protocol donations, bequest 
donations, asset management of the Society, financing, and other revenues.)

65% of our individual donors and 68% of our corporate donors in 2020 donated to Darüşşafaka for the first time. In 2019, the rate of 
our first-time individual donors was 71% and corporate donors 69%.

In 2020, nearly 13,585 regular donors contributed with TL 13,337,444. In 2019, 9.488 regular donors had made donations worth  
TL 7,831,826.

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

Number of Donors 2015-2020 

0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000 140,000 160,000 180,000

At the end of 2019, we developed  
a strategic work plan for  
2020-2025 with voluntary support 
from McKinsey. With the outbreak 
of the pandemic that impacted 
our country and the entire world 
in March, we rapidly adapted our 
fundraising activities. We took swift 
actions in areas ranging from the 
way we work (home office, partial 
office) to identification of and 
responding to sudden needs, and 
coming up with new  
donation areas.

Distance Education Package Campaign

With the Distance Education Campaign that we announced to our donors as of March 20, we covered our students' needs such as 
internet connections, digital education materials, books and stationery items. We reached out to our donors with a similar call in the 
back-to-school campaign. We, hence, reinforced our social and relationship capital, human capital and manufactured capital.

Lale and Tunç Doluca Donation Campaign
Led by our USA-based donors Lale and Tunç Doluca and via Turkish Philanthropy Funds (TPF), we ran a donation matching campaign 
between October 15 and December 31. Lale and Tunç Doluca promised to match USD 250,000 in donations. More than 100 
philanthropists donated to the campaign we co-organized with TPF. With Lale and Tunç Doluca's matching, donations amounted to 
USD 505,045. It was the highest-earning donation matching campaign launched by TPF and our Society.

Donations on special occasions
Donors who chose products and certificates that we created for weddings and other special occasions created a total of  
TL 6,001,985 in funds for our Society. The previous year, we had collected TL 4,573,263 in donations from special-occasion products.

In-kind Donations
291 donors including 37 individuals and 54 organizations made in-kind donations worth TL 1,166,300 in 2020. In-kind donations were 
calculated at market value.

Darüşşafaka Speaker Platform
This year, our Speaker Platform again created funds for our Society. Cem Kozlu, Cem Seymen and Hakan Güldağ gave speeches at the 
Darüşşafaka Speaker Platform and raised funds for us this year. The donations amounted to TL 26,500.

Our New Year's Products
Each year, we aim to diversify our products further in an effort to respond to the needs of our donors. The products we came up with 
this year were very popular among our donors who sent their loved ones "gifts promoting education." We produced mugs, cups, 
wooden mobile phone holders, Happiness Gift Pouch s with various items, and lemon cologne this year.

Our E-Certificates
We diversified our digital products this year. 
The following e-certificates were popular 
among st our donors:  Miss You 
 Healthcare Workers  Stayhome  Thank 

You, Teacher  October 29 Republic Day. 
Furthermore, our donors also picked our 
Mother's Day and Father's Day certificates 
to support our Society.

"We gave Darüşşafaka magnets to those 
who came to see the baby."
"During my pregnancy and after my child was born, I discovered so much needless spending, 
a whole industry working to that end. I don't find such huge amounts of expenditure ethical. 
I also believe that this particular time in one's life should be kept alive with souvenirs. We can 
do this by making others happy, I mean sharing our happiness with other people. I wanted 
to support Darüşşafaka for this reason and we gave out Darüşşafaka magnets to those who 
visited me after childbirth. We didn't bother with room decoration or anything like that."
Aslı Kızmaz 
Our Donor
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Distribution of 
110 

“Middle School 
Guardian Donors”

(2020)

Our Bequest and Grant Donors
In 2020, 60 philanthropists made bequest and grant donations to our Society. In 2019, 70 philanthropists had contributed with 
bequests and grants. As of the year end, we have 530 bequest and grant donors to the knowledge of our Society.

"Darüşşafaka is Looking for Guardians" Program
Many expenses of our students who study at Darüşşafaka including their educational, accommodation, social, cultural, and technical 
needs are covered by our philanthropic donors. With a “Guardian Donation” worth TL 10,000, you support our students' educational 
expenses, addressing in particular their social, cultural and technical needs.

We present each donor with a certificate according to their donation category. Since the program was launched in 2007, we have 
attracted 4,036 donors as part of the "Guardian Campaign."

Please find below the categories of this program and the distribution of donors within these categories.

Guardian Donor
When your donations amount to TL 10,000, you're entitled to 
join our "Guardian Donors."

In 2020, a total of 1,031 donors joined the "Guardian Donors" 
category.

Middle School Guardian Donor
When your donations amount to TL 50,000, you're entitled to 
join our "Middle School Guardian Donors."

In 2020, a total of 110 donors joined the “Middle School 
Guardian Donors" category.
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Our Bequest and Grant Donors

Residence donors 
who make  
bequest + grant  
donations

Non-Residence 
donors who make  
bequest + grant 
donations

Total

10.9%
Corporate Donors

1.2%

2.4%

0.58%

Residence Donors

People of  
Darüşafaka

Bequest Donors 
(Non-Residence)

Distribution of 
1,031 

“Guardian Donors" 
(2020)

59.1%85.0%

Other Individual 
Donors

Other Indivdual 
Donors

35.5%
Corporate Donors

1.8%

3.6%

Residence Donors

People of  
Darüşafaka

Graduate Donor*
When your donations amount to TL 100,000, you're entitled to join 
our "Graduate Donors."

In 2020, a total of 48 donors joined the "Graduate Donors" 
category.

Cornerstone Donor*
When your donations amount to TL 500,000, you're entitled to join 
our "Cornerstone Donors."

In 2020, a total of 11 donors joined the "Cornerstone Donors" 
category.

18.75%

9.1%

Corporate Donors

Residence Donors

22.92%

2.1%

2.1%

Residence Donors

Other Individual Donors

People of  
Darüşafaka

Bequest Don ors 
(Non-Residence)

54.17%

81.8%

Other Individual 
Donors

Corporate Donors

Distribution of 48 
“Graduate Donors" 

(2020)

Distribut ion of 11 
“Cornerstone Donors" 

(2020)

Double Major Donor*
When your donations amount to TL 200,000, you're entitled to 
join our "Double Major Donors."

In 2020, a total of 37 donors joined the "Double Major Donors" 
category.

Founding Donor*
When your donations amount to TL 1,000,000, you're entitled 
to join our "Founding Donors."

In 2020, a total of 11 donors joined the "Founding Donors" 
category.

32.4%

27.3%

Corporate Donors

Residence Donors

45.9%

54.5%

Other Individual 
Donors

Other Individual 
Donors

Distribution of 37 
“Double Major Donors" 

(2020)

Distribut ion of 11 
“Founding Donors" 

(2020)

8.1%

9.1%

10.8%

9.1%

2.70%

9.1%

Residence Donors

People of  
Darüşafaka

People of  
Darüşafaka

Bequest Don ors 
(Non-Residence)

Bequest Donors 
(Non-Residence)

*On the columns of our Society building, we pay homage to our "Graduate", "Double Major", "Cornerstone" and "Founding" Donors.
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We lay emphasis on communicating with our donors and 
make a difference by developing our channels 

Via our newly-created WhatsApp line (0850 222 1863), 
we have started to give rapid responds to our donors' 
questions since May.

Following the first reported coronavirus case in Turkey, we talked 
with each of our bequest and residence donors on the phone to 
find out about their state of health. During lockdown,  
we addressed the needs of our donors who live in their own 
homes. Throughout the year, we regularly kept in touch with our 
donors and stood by them.

On Eids and special occasions, we called our bequest and 
residence donors, finding out about the state of their health 
and their needs.

We delivered our Bequest, Residence and Guardian Donors 
their certificates, a token of our gratitude for the contributions 
they have made.

Every quarter, we published on our website the highlights and 
financial statements of the given period, and delivered them 
to our members via e-bulletins.

We shared on our social media channels the “stay home" 
calls by our donors who live in our residences.

We commemorated the donation by Zübeyde Hanım, the mother of 
our Great Leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, on its 99th anniversary, and 
the 81st anniversary of the Erzincan Earthquake which marked the 
beginning of the collaboration between Türkiye İş Bankası and our Society, 
continuing today with the "81 Students from 81 Provinces" project.

We commemorated our donor Süreyya İlmen on the 65th 
anniversary of his death with a concert by the pianist Sabri Tuluğ 
Tırpan and violinist Seda Subaşı at the Süreyya Opera House 
which Mr. İlmen had donated to our Society.

We celebrated the 157th anniversary of our foundation on 
March 30 on a digital platform with the participation of all our 

donors. We sent our donors "You Keep Things Alive, May You 
Live Long" certificates to express our gratitude.

On January 15, we commemorated Zübeyde Hanım, 
Atatürk's mother and our donor, at the site of her tomb. 

Following the outbreak of the pandemic, we carried on 
commemorating our donors via remembrance ads in 

newspapers and on our social media channels.

To our donors we delivered video messages from students 
who continued their studies in 192 provinces and districts.

This year, we published a book entitled "A Journey into Darüşşafaka's 
History" which recounts the deep-rooted history of our Society.  

We also dispatched issues of "Rezidans" magazine to the readers. 
We also helped find readership for Darüşşafaka alumnus Oğuz 
Tunç's book "Daçkalılar Durağı" (Darüşşafaka Students' Stop).  

We delivered our 2019 Annual Report to our stakeholders.

We shared with the public developments about our 
Society and its affiliates chiefly on our website and also 

via press releases and announcements. In 2020, a total of 
1,254,738 users visited our website. The number of our visitors 

rose by 50% compared to the previous year.

We celebrated our annual Donors Day, canceled due to 
the pandemic, on an online platform. We communicated 
to all our donors a video entitled "What was 2020 like at 

Darüşşafaka?” featuring highlights from our Society and 
our affiliates in 2020. 

On May 19, which coincided with Laylat al-Qadr, we held 
mawlid recitations in Erenköy Galippaşa Mosque in Istanbul, 
Maltepe Mosque in Ankara and Alsancak Hocazade Mosque 

in İzmir. Due to the pandemic, only hodjas were present at 
the mosques during the mawlid which we streamed on the 

YouTube channel of our Society.

We regularly called our donors to check in on  
their health during the pandemic.
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Darüşşafaka's alumni have always supported their school
Darüşşafaka's past students continued to support their schools in 2020 as well. Throughout the year, 714 Darüşşafaka alumni 
donated TL 3,5 million to our Society, while in 2019, 676 Darüşşafaka alumni had donated TL 2,9 millio

University scholarships
During the 2019- 2020 academic year, we provided TL 2, 003,052 in scholarships to 354 university students. 317 undergraduate and 
12 postgraduate students benefited from our Society 's Higher Education Scholarships. 7 of the undergraduate students and 5 of 
the postgraduate students studie d abroad. As part of Equality of Opportunity in Education Scholarship Fund, we gave scholarships 
to 25 university students who are not Darüşşafaka alumni.

Mentorship activities for the alumni
In 2020, we continued to run our Mentorship Program to boost the academic achievements of Darüşşafaka alumni who study at 
universities, contribute to their future planning and to support their social lives if need be. We matched 64 mentors with mentees as 
part of the program, operating on the digital Mentorink platform.
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Projects we run with our prominent corporate supporters create 
value by advancing our sustainability considerably.

Leading organizations in Turkey maintained their support for our mission of equality of opportunity in education in 2020, thereby 
continuing to invest in the future of our country. In 2020, 1, 758 philanthropic organizations donated a total of TL 53, 702,903.03. 

Additionally, our corporate donors contributed to our students' education with their products and services. We would like to introduce 
you to some of the philanthropic organizations that have been a tower of strength to our Society that has been changing lives with 
education for 157 years.

The Tekfen Foundation for 
Education, Health, Culture, Art, and 
Protection of Natural Resources has 
covered all expenses of 24 students 
since 2018.

Procter & Gamble (P&G) has 
made in-kind and cash donations 
since 2010.

Mehmet Zorlu Foundation has stood 
by our students with regular monthly 
donations since 2010.

Fundación MAPFRE has made 
donations for our students’ 
education in the 2020-2021 
academic year in addition to 
providing healthcare equipment 
for Covid-19 at our Residences 
and our School.

Türkiye İş Bankası has stood by our students since 2008 
with the social responsibility project “81 Students from 
81 Provinces.” The bank covered all the expenditures of 
513 students in the 2020-2021 academic year while 
providing higher education scholarships to 100 alumni. 

Doğuş Holding has been by our 
students' sides since 2007.

Fikret Yüksel Foundation has 
supported Darüşşafaka 
Robotics Club activities as a 
donor since 2007.

Geneks Mümessillik has  
been supporting our students 
since 2015.

UPS Foundation supported the rearrangement 
of our dormitories as part of Covid-19 measures, 
while aiding the purchase of English books to be 
used in the 2020-2021 academic year. 
They also helped us deliver tablets and books to 
students’ homes.

SOCAR suppported our students 
with donations on Father's Day 
and Mother's Day..

Kroman Çelik became our 
"Companion" in 2020 by 
covering overig all expenses 
of 3 students for 8 years.

Siemens contributes to 
technological training in our 
School, and gives engineering and 
training support to our Sultan of 
Turkey Robotics Team (SOT 2905) 
that has been attending the First 
Robotics Competition since 2014.

Toyota Otomotiv San. Türkiye has 
supported our students since 2019 
with a social responsibility project that 
involves encouraging visitors to their 
Sakarya factory to donate to  
our Society.

Kahve Dünyası has been 
supporting our students since 
2011 by selling chocolate boxes 
and mugs designed by our 
students in their stores.

KVK has been supporting us 
since 2016 with a purchase of our 
holiday donation cards on every 
holiday.

McKinsey & Company, 
donated to our Society in 2020
to support distance education.

bioMérieux, donated to our 
Society in 2020 to support 
distance education.

As part of ESAS Sosyal First Opportunity 
Projet, SANKO Holding helped the 
recruitment of 3 people, Tahincioğlu 
Holding 2 people and Defacto 1 person  
in our Society for one year.

Ford Otosan has been supporting 
our students since 2018 with a social 
responsibility project that involves 
encouraging their monthly MP&L training 
attendees to donate to our Society.

CarrefourSA, has stood by our 
students since 2016 by selling 
tote bags designed by our 
students in their stores…

Mercedes Benz Türk, donated to our 
Society in 2020 with a contribution  
to German teaching in our School.

Autogong supported our 
AI-powered coding classroom for 
high schoolers in 2020.

Türk Henkel founded the third 
“Researcher’s World” center in the world, 
first in Turkey, as part of the Forscherwelt 
project launched in 2018 to attract middle 
school students to science. 

Bayer Türk Kimya supported 
distance education in 2020.

TÜYAP Fairs and Exhibitions  
Organization Inc. has been 
supporting 24 students until their 
high school graduation since 2012.

Tınaztepe Education, Culture and 
Social Aid Foundation as been 
supporting 7 students  
since 2015 until they graduate 
from our School. 

Yüce Auto became our 
"Companion" in 2020 by coverig all 
expenses of 1 student for 8 years. 
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Our Value Creation Activities for  
"Leading a Healthy and Quality Life in our Facilities"

2020 was a year marked by the pandemic, during which we consolidated our intellectual capitals, and we had to manage 
operational risks in our facilities in a very agile manner. With the extraordinary measures we put in place at the residences that 
accommodate senior adults, the group most vulnerable to the Covid-19 virus, we successfully maintained our chain of value 
creation without interruptions.

On February 27, we devised an action plan for the Covid-19 
pandemic. Based on the plan, we communicated what 

measures should be in place to companies we outsource 
food and cleaning services from. We increased the amount 

of immunity-boosting foods in our menus.

Upon our return to office in July, we created safe and 
healthy living spaces for our students, teachers and 

staff under Covid-19 measures 

We regularly disinfected indoor areas with a ULV disinfectant 
fogger every week, depending on the use of such areas.

In August, we listed instructions based on directives of the 
Ministry of Health and delivered them to suppliers who would 

provide services related to Covid -19 measures when 12th grade 
students returned to school, and we began implementing a 

rotation scheme for employees. We made sure that suppliers 
trained their staff and came up with emergency action plans.

We placed curtains between the beds in the dormitory.

As we transitioned to home office and distance education 
practices on March 21, we reduced catering and cleaning 
staff as well as the amount of food provided. We began to 

offer food with single -use dishes and cutlery.

We regularly distributed masks to our employees and 
mandated mask use across the campus.

In March we started to take Covid-19 hygiene measures 
across the campus.

We allowed entry to our campus with thermal camera scans, 
temperature scans and HES code checks.

Transitioning to remote work

We disinfected every area in use on an hourly basis.

In order to isolate our 12th-grade students from 
incoming employees, we turned the High School 
recreational area into a dining hall for employees.

We placed hygiene mats and hand sanitizers at entry points 
and at the gates of buildings.

We arranged our dining hall according to social distancing 
rules. We separated office desks with plexiglass.

Covid-19 measures on our Maslak campus

Our Value Creation Activities for 
"Strong and Secure Technological Infrastructure"

The year marked by the pandemic proved to be one in which we passed all its tests successfully, reinforcing our intellectual and 
manufactured capitals, minimizing our operational risks and carrying out information technology activities.

We settled 3,309 requests on the Information Technologies Request Follow-up System (ITRFS), which we'd set up to solve 
issues our employees had regarding information technologies. Last year, the number of requests was 3,273. In 2020,  
we created 500 documents as part of ISO Quality Management System efforts.

In 2020 we 
reduced our carbon dioxide

emissions by  
 233.1 kg and saved 

2,20 
 trees.

In 20 19 we 
had reduced our carbon 

dioxide emissions by
110,7 kg and saved 

1,05 
trees. 

We’ve had access
to detailed reports 

on the environmental 
impact of 

print-outs.

Thanks to printer 
management, we 

reduced printing costs 
and consumption, 

hence, saving paper.

We transferred 27 servers to a data 
center for business continuity purposes. 
We enabled geo-redundancy in our 
servers with a 15-min replication lag 
in a city other than Istanbul. In 2021, 
we want to raise the number of such 
servers to 30. In 2020, we made sure 
that our servers provided uninterrupted 
access at a 99.98% rate.

In 2020, we received 6 hours of ISO 
9001:2015 Quality Management System, 
14 hours of ISO
27001: 2013 Information Security 
Management System, and 10 hours of 
ERP Application training.
We equally gave information to other 
units about PDPL for 7 hours in total.

We obtained ISO 9001:2015 
Quality Management  
System certification for all of 
our institutions, adding
ISO 27001:2013 Information 
Security Management System 
certification in 2020.

“Darüşşafaka changed my life.”
“I went to primary school in Sokullu Mehmet Paşa in Toptaşı, Üsküdar. There is a school in Paşa Kapısı, 
Üsküdar, that's called ‘sultanî’, meaning middle and high school. I didn't have a father, he had died. 
My mother used to sew underwear for unmarried men. That's how she made a living for us. How could 
I ever go to the Sultanî School? We could not at all afford their books or notebooks. At the time, it was 
common for children to work as shoe menders, apprentices in corner shops, because they were given 
tips. I had to choose one of these jobs. A fatherly neighbor said to me, "Son, you're wasted like this, why 
don't you take Darüşşafaka's exam?" I said: "What is Darüşşafaka?" He told me about Darüşşafaka. 
It was 1926... 'There is this Darüşşafaka exam. If you want to do the exam, I'll take you there.' I took 
Darüşşafaka's exam in 1926 and passed it. Thanks to Darüşşafaka, my life changed. Instead of being a 
child of the streets, I became an educated person."
İhsan Devrim (DŞ’37)
Veteran Turkish theater and film actor known for his role in "Super Baba" series
(1914-2010)

See 
P.

33
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Our Value Creation Activities for 
"Effective and Efficient Risk Management"

In order to assess and improve the effectiveness of risk management, internal control, and management processes, as well as to help 
fulfill the goals of our Society as stated in the bylaws, we developed systematic and disciplined approaches, and conducted our Internal 
Audit activities to provide an impartial and independent reassurance for the Society's past and present.

Accordingly, in 2020, we evaluated the strategic plan, corporate risk management compliance with operational activities, organization 
schemes, budget sizes of departments as well as duration/ workday. Our work covered processes related to budget, purchasing, crisis 
management, real estate portfolio management, financial asset management, human resources, information technologies, and 
oversight of services obtained from contractors for DEI, Society, Residences, and commercial enterprises. In light of our findings, we 
supervised the action plans for areas of improvement created by relevant departments. Every audit process was periodically discussed 
at Audit Commission meetings and reported to the Supervisory Board and the Board of Directors. Moreover, we also provided information 
about the auditing processes in response to requests by the Supervisory Board. We shared the quarterly internal audit reports with the 
Board in the format required by Directorate General for Relations with Civil Society.

Our Audit Commission convened three times this year. Our Internal Audit Directorate conducted 7 audits, reporting to the Audit 
Commission 7 times and Once to the Board of Directors.

In 2020, we founded and started operations with Early Detection of Risk Committee following an opening meeting. Our Ethics Committee, 
another indispensable element of our effective and efficient risk management approach, has been active since 2015, chaired by the Chief 
Legal Counsel, Secretary General and Department Chief of Internal Audit.

In addition to our internal system components for effective and efficient risk management, we drew strength also from our external 
components. In 2020, we consulted our tax advisors regularly to obtain their advice and opinions on a variety of tax-related questions. 
We held 10 meetings on and conducted audits for the Provisional Tax Return and Corporate Tax Return of the Commercial Enterprise and 
Daçka Inc. 

In August 2020, we issued the 2019 full certification report for the Commercial Enterprise, ready to be submitted to the tax office. 
In June 2020, we drafted annual audit reports on the Foundations with contributions from tax advisors.
As part of Audit Services, we completed audits for 2019 in early 2020, and we presented the 2019 audit report to the Supervisory Board in 
February 2020.

Between September and October 2020, we audited our School 's activities in the September 2019 - August 2020 academic year, issued 
a Specific General Expenses Statement and Independent Audit Report. Pursuant to the protocol between our Society and Türkiye İş 
Bankası, we issue the report annually and present it to Türkiye İş Bankası. The audit process for 2020 began in December 2020. We plan 
to make a presentation to the Supervisory Board on February 26, 2020.

Activities for ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Certification

We have created value by organizing meetings that contributed to our corporate development with the 
participation of the Chairman of our Board of Directors, our Supervisory Board, Audit Commission, and 
Secretary -General.

Driven by the motto "next step in institutionalization", our Corporate Governance Commission (CGC) proposed in 2019 that the quality 
certificates and processes be kept in a sustainable and traceable written form at quality standards and in a specific order. The same 
year, we devised our road map with the CGC members and our Secretary General, with contributions from an external quality advisor. We 
notified our entire staff of the development and asked them to review their processes.

Within the scope of ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Certification activites, we organized a total of 85 meetings with all units. 
We analyzed processes, identified unit-based goals and risks, discussed standard requirements and hence internalized the system 
during these meetings. In April 2020, we completed all our preparations and obtained our certificate.

Activities for ISO 27001:2013 Information Security Management System certification

As our work on ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System progressed, we also planned for ISO 27001:2013 certification. We installed IT 
Audit software, hence making all actions reportable. In order to ensure data security within the institution, we set up a DLP infrastructure 
as part of ISO 27001 and PDPL. 

As required by the ISO 27001:2013 Information Security Management system, we produced documents, created an asset inventory, and 
minimized possible risks by conducting a risk assessment for each inventory. In December, we completed all our work and obtained our 
certificate.

Our Value Creation Activities for 
"Sustainable and Socially Beneficial Careers"

Our recruitment process

Gender Distribution
Female

57%
Male

43%

Gender 
Distribution in 
Management

Female

54%
Male

46%

As of the end of 
2020, a total of

employees worked 
in our Society and 
affiliates.

682

Average age of 
our employees

36.3
Average length of 
service at our 
institution

5 Years

Our Society and affiliates recruited a total of 165 people, including 27 interns. 86,300 candidates applied for the 129 job adverts 
we posted, 550 of whom we interviewed. In line with good governance practices, basic principles of equality and objectivity 
underpinned our recruitment processes during which, we provided all the human resources required by our institutions. We 
wrote back to candidates who applied for our vacancies in a timely and meticulous manner, giving them necessary information.

We carried on with our cooperation with universities this year, in an effort to enrich our candidate pool. We participated in the 
"Career Fair for Teachers", communicating one-to-one with teachers who serve as building blocks of education. In 2020, we 
again joined the First Opportunity Program organized with the support of Esas Sosyal to help recruit new graduates, and gave 
job opportunities to six participants at the Society for a duration of one year.

Training and development

Training and development being essential 
for human resources, we planned training 
programs in professional, legal and personal 
development categories in 2020. We began 
to lay the infrastructure to take this function 
to a digital platform. We aim to complete the 
process in 2021.

In 2020 we 
gave a total of 

of traning. 
3,347 hours

We trained each
employee for

on average.
4.9 hours
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We create value by preserving the historical legacy 
entrusted to us via our museums.

Enjoying a "Special Museum" 
Status, our Museum could 
only provide limited services 
in 2020 due to the pandemic. 
We had 369 visitors 
throughout the year. In 2019, 
meanwhile, it was closed due 
to renovation work.

A master's thesis is 
being written on the 
Natural History Collection 
of our Museum, a 
comprehensive study 
entitled "An Assessment 
of Darüşşafaka's Natural 
History Collection With 
Regards to the History of 
Science." We also supported 
two research projects this 
year.
In our museum, we 
designated an exhibition 
area with mementos from 
our donors who have left 
their mark on our history, 
presented with the theme 
"You Keep Things Alive, May 
You Live Long. "We also 
put on display the "film 
projector" that's registered 
in our Collection at the 
same exhibition area. We 
completed the restoration 
work on the painting by 
painter Naciye Neyyal that's 
a part of our collection.

Museum of the Society

We closed our Sait Faik Abasıyanık Museum to visitors between March 10 to June 15 due to measures against the pandemic. 
From July onwards, we welcomed visitors four days a week. Visited by 35,240 people in 2019, our Museum welcomed 4,030 
visitors in 2020 amid the pandemic. Since its inception in 2013, we have hosted a total of 119,000 people. This year, we restored 
the paintings "Turbaned Man" and "Turbaned Child" which are a part of our museum's inventory and which needed restoration.

66th Sait Faik Short Story Award
Ethem Baran, the writer of the book "Döngel Dünya", won the 66 th Sait Faik Short Story Award, organized in partnership between our 
Society and "Kültür Yayınları" publishing house by Türkiye İş Bankası. We received a total of 125 applications for short story books, up 
from 63 last year. Due to Covid-19 measures, we could not hold our award ceremony this year.

Sait Faik Abasıyanık Museum

Sait Faik Abasıyanık, supporting our students 
since 1964
Sait Faik Abasıyanık attended various literary matinées towards the end of his life. Upon the 
invitation of Fazıl Hüsnü Dağlarca, he participated in a literary matinée at our school in 1954 and 
was deeply moved by the ambiance. Following the event, Sait Faik toured our school which was 
located in Fatih at the time, showing interest in and deeply admiring the children studying there. 
Upon his return home, he suggested to his mother Makbule Abasıyanık that they donate their 
assets to our Society which he thought gave wonderful opportunities to children who had lost 
their fathers. Following the writer's death, Makbule Hanım bequeathed to our Society most of 
their properties, author's royalties, and their mansion in Burgazada on the condition that it was 
converted into a Sait Faik Abasiyanik Museum, based on her will dated November 8,1954. 
Our Society has shown utmost care to his will which it received in 1964.



ACTIVITIES  
IN RESIDENCES, 
HEALTH, 
AND CARE UNITS

We accommodate our  
donors in 4 Residences,  
provide special care services in 
2 centers, and Physical  
Therapy and Rehabilitation  
services in 1 facility.  
In 2020, with 518 members  
of staff (331 permanent,  
187 subcontractors) we served 
a total of 630 donors and 
members, treated 164 patients 
in Maltepe Physical Therapy and 
Rehabilitation Center.
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Values We Create for our Residence Donors

As of February 27, we devised action plans against the 
Covid-19 pandemic in our Residences, 

Urla Yaşam and Maltepe Special Care Unit.

We imposed a lockdown in the Residences 
and in the health and care units as of March 27 and 

began to work in 14-day shifts.

We increased the frequency of cleaning services. 
We used UV lamps and fogging to 

ensure regular hygiene in our facilities.

After each trip, we disinfected the vehicles in
which our donors went to hospital.

We began to use masks, protective gowns and 
gloves from day one.

We addressed every personal need of our donors and 
members and did shopping for them.

Considering the risks therein, 
we minimized transfers to hospitals.

We organized regular Covid-19 information meetings 
with our donors and members who were staying 

in our health and care units.

We quarantined Residence donors who had gone home and 
members who had contacts outdoors (hospital visits) in their 

rooms upon their return, and tested them for Covid-19.

We trained our staff accordingly.

 We blocked access to external visitors as of March 27.

We hung notices from the Ministry of Health about Covid-19 
symptoms and preventive measures across all facilities.

We regularly informed our Residence members
about the pandemic and methords of protecti again it.

We received coronavirus action plans from suppliers we 
outsource our cleaning and food services to.

We regularly trained our staff and held 
meetings to discuss and share experiences.

To respect social distancing rules, we sometimes 
delivered food in special packages to our donors' rooms.

We constantly updated our practices based on the directives of 
the Ministries of Family and Social Policies and of Health.

The Chairman of our Board of Directors communicated our 
messages via videos to our donors and members.

Members of staff who completed their shifts and
left the premises were tested for Covid-19 upon 
their re-entry and were admitted based on their test result.

Our Chief Physician Dr. Can Bostancı served as a full member 
of the crisis desk set up by the Provincial Directorate of Family 
and Social Services as part of the coronavirus measures.

We admitted inside the premises every supermarket 
and cargo delivery item after isolating them for 24 to 48 hours 
and then disinfecting them.

We used single-use materials in food services at our 
special care units.

Our Value Creation Activities for 
"Leading a Healthy and Quality Life"

Our Covid-19 actions
The Ministry of Health reported the first case in our country on March 11.

Yakacık  
Residence

Activities

Members

80
Employees

71

253

Şenesenevler 
Residence

Activities
73 46

166

Maltepe 
Residence

Activities

Members

130
Employees

105

144

155

Hospital 
Transfers

550
Examinations

9
Surgeries

3
Surgeries

195

Hospital 
Transfers

192
Examinations

226

Hospital 
Transfers 3

Surgeries

1.400
Examinations

Urla Residence

Activities

185 118

243

14
Surgeries

388

Hospital 
Transfers

1.384
Examinations

Total

Activities

Members

468
Employees

340*

806

29
Surgeries

964

Hospital 
Transfers

3.526
Examinations

*143 of our employees are subcontractors 
working for our food, cleaning and technical 

services suppliers.

We have 3 donors aged above 
100 in our residences where 
the average age is 83. With 
healthcare services available 
24/7, we had a total of 4,519 
medical interventions in 2020 
including 3,526 examinations 
on the premises, 964 hospital 
transfers and 29 surgeries. In 
2019, we had 7, 603 medical 
interventions including 3,651 
examinations on the premises
and 3,952 hospital transfers.

See 
P.

40

Members Employees Members Employees
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Urla Life Special Nursing Home and Care Center

Commercial Enterprise

Our Value Creation Activities to Support the 
"Mission of Equality of Opportunity in Education"

New Member 
Distribution

Total Member 
Distribution

New Member 
Distribution

Total Member 
Distribution

2019

2019

2020

2020

41

Special 
Care Unit

24

Special 
Care Unit

86

Special 
Care Unit110

Special 
Care Unit

10

28 24

5

Nursing 
Home

Nursing 
Home

Nursing 
Home

Nursing 
Home

In an effort to create sustainable funds for our school, we have been accommodating members above age 55 in return for a monthly 
fee in Urla Yaşam Special Nursing Home and Care Center where we hosted 110 members (24 in nursing home, 86 in special care unit) 
in 2020. This year, 29 new members (5 in the nursing home, 24 in the special care unit) joined our Center. 85 is the average age of our 
members, of whom 81 are women and 29 men.

We regularly checked and monitored the health status of our members who were staying in our nursing home and in our Special Care 
Unit. In November and December, we got consent from the relatives of our members to get them all vaccinated against pneumonia.

Based on the requests and needs of residents in the Nursing Home and the Special Care Unit, we differentiated our planned activities 
inside and outside the premises in view of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Following the lockdown that began on March 27, we relied heavily on activities inside the premises. Strictly following social distancing 

Our Value Creation Activities for  
"Leading a Healthy and Quality Life"

In 2020, we served 35 Residence donors on average. In the course of the same year, 14 of our Residence donors received healthcare services 
from our Unit, 9 of whom recovered and went back to their life in the Residence. The average age of members we serve d in the Unit is 88.

When the pandemic broke out in 2020, our inpatient floor remained closed for five months. During this period, our Center could not serve 
our Residence members either, on the grounds of protecting them from the pandemic, and, therefore, earned revenues far below
targeted figures. Right now, our Center operates with full measures of infection-control during the Covid-19 pandemic. We aim to 
increase its revenues considerably in 2021. In 2020, we examined a total of 164 patients in our Center, of whom 82 were paying visitors
and 82 Residence donors. We offered physical therapy and rehabilitation services for 4,509 sessions to paying visitors and 2,339 
sessions to our Residence donors.

Operating with the aim of providing treatment in the best possible conditions for our Residence donors if needed, and of raising sustainable 
funds for our students, our Center obtained the International Medical Tourism Certificate in 2020. We, hence, began to serve patients visit 
ing our country for medical treatment purposes and tourists who require medical services during their stay in Turkey. 

We renewed our website and created corporate social media accounts in 2020.

Maltepe Special Care Unit

Our Darüşşafaka Ömran and Yahya Hamuluoğlu Physical 
Therapy and Rehabilitation Center

149

Residence 
member 
examinations

82

Residence 
member 
examinations

159

Non-residence 
examinations

82

Non-residence 
examinations

308

Total 
examinations

164

Total 
examinations

3.570

Residence 
member 
sessions

2.339

Residence 
member 
sessions

14.415

Non 
member 
sessions

4.509

Non 
member 
sessions

17.985

Total 
sessions

6.848

Total 
sessions

13.676

Rehabilitaion 
sessions

5.637

Rehabilitaion 
sessions

1.621

Pool exercise 
therapy 
sessions

443

Pool exercise 
therapy sessions

493

Talk therapy 
sessions

48

Talk therapy 
sessions

644
Electrotheraphy

273
Electrotheraphy

Figures 

Figures 

2019

2020

rules, we organized a communal breakfast on Father's Day, a barbecue party with all our members and staff on July 21, a special 
holiday breakfast on Eid al-Adha, a celebration of October 29 Republic Day and a new year's dinner on December 31, all 
of which boosted the spirits of our members during lockdown. In October, we arranged supervised walks for our members by the 
seaside. Throughout this time, we held meetings with our members in small groups to find out about their thoughts and requests. 
We occasionally organized special motivational dinners for staff who worked in 14-day shifts.

In 2020, we held 110 activities in our Center to add value to the social, cultural, mental and physical lives of our members.

1.504

Robotics 
rehabilitation 
therapy sessions

447

Robotics 
rehabilitation 
therapy sessions

Total

Total

Total

Total

51

138

29

110
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Our future expectations

In the upcoming period, we aim to create a Darüşşafaka with 
a sustainable financial structure and digital revolution taking 
place in all its processes, embracing corporate governance 
principles, raising young leaders equipped with the qualities 
that Turkey needs now and will need in the future by integrating 
internationally accepted educational approaches in Turkey's 
education system, and offering this opportunity to a greater 
number of children. 

We will be working towards raising 
"knowledgeable and agile individuals" as we 
transition from the 21st to the 22nd century. 
Serving our mission to ensure equality of opportunity in quality 
education for the children of our country, we raise them as leading 
individuals devoted to lifelong learning and universal values, 
self-confident, aware of their duties and responsibilities for their 
country and for society. Meanwhile, we took many initiatives to equip 
them with the competencies of the 21st century. In the upcoming 
period, we will integrate in the education system of our country with 
international best practices in education, use these practices, and 
continue to raise young people who have the universal qualities that 
our country needs. The reason behind this is that a student who will 
start Middle School at Darüşşafaka this year will turn 40 in 2050... 
Our efforts go into raising individuals who will be qualified in the 
transition from the 21 st to the 22nd century. 

We will boost quality and quantity 
in education.
Going forward, we want to reach a greater number of potential 
students and have them take our exam, while readjusting our 
education model based on a next-generation understanding and 
the needs of our age. We continue our R&D activities to develop a 
skills-based curriculum that integrates digitalization, synchronous 
& asynchronous lessons and hybrid education models with the 
realities and values of Darüşşafaka. In an age where knowledge 
can be found anywhere, we are aware that what matters is raising 
individuals who are equipped with the skills relevant to that age, 
who can access correct knowledge and create value. Our goal is 
to help rear productive young people who will serve society and 
nature at the same time, using digital instruments correctly and 
properly. Hence, we may argue that the model of a "teacher" 
has transformed from one that lectures to a "next-generation 
teacher" that explains subjects with "justifications" and is able 
to engage with an emotional bond with the students. We are 
ready to fulfill our duties with well-equipped teachers that have 
a strong sense of belonging to our institution, supported with 
systematic training, who will accompany us on a long journey. 
We at Darüşşafaka will continue to implement and reinforce our 
"authentic" education model built on these aims. We will raise 

young people with maximum academic qualifications, ready 
for the next level of education, intellectually curious, wholly 
embracing their values, equipped with life skills. 

Our efforts of compliance with corporate 
governance principles will grow.
We will focus on aligning all our management practices and 
processes with the corporate governance principles required 
by the Capital Markets Board for public companies. Each year, 
we lay another brick on the edifice of a management approach 
committed to the rules set by our Society, accountable, open 
to supervision and transparent. We will continue to have audits 
carried out by independent agencies, improving ourselves based 
on the reports they issue. In 2020, our Corporate Governance 
Principles Compliance Rating was 9.66, which we will work towards 
increasing further, just as we did for the previous eight years. 

We will build on our participatory 
management approach.
"Participation" lies at the heart of the management approach that 
will advance Darüşşafaka. Every decision in our Society is taken with a 
majority vote and a high participation rate. We have limited the Board 
of Directors Chair tenure to six years, which is a good governance 
principle that we take very seriously and is therefore enshrined in our 
bylaws. So far, we have adhered to this principle continuously and will 
do so in the future.

In 2020, we standardized our processes and laid the groundwork 
for integration to obtain ISO 9001: 2015 Quality Management 
System and ISO 27001: 2013 Information Security Management 
System certificates. We will carry on our standardization efforts in 
all areas in the upcoming period.

“Sustainable financial structure"  
will remain a priority!
We will maintain our priority of consolidating our Society's 
sustainable financial structure both with a growing number 
of donors and with diverse fundraising methods. To serve 
this aim, we will particularly lay emphasis on gaining regular 
donors who provide guidance for us as we plan our future. 
We will keep issuing calls for support from philanthropists to 
become a "Companion" to our students with monthly regular 
contributions of whatever amount they can. Our future goals 
include establishing long-term partnerships with companies who 
would like to have a say in our country's future with a sense of 
corporate social responsibility. We will acquire a greater number 
of corporate supporters, and hence will develop projects that will 
bring equality of opportunity to more children.

We will contribute to improvements in senior 
adult care services.
We are planning new steps to mirror the social benefit we create 
in education in senior adult care. Our Residences, Special Care 
Units and Nursing Homes set an example for the lives and care of 
senior adults in Turkey, the experiences and insights from which 
will help us create social benefits. Just like in the rest of the world, 
our country's population is aging every year, and providing healthy, 
comfortable and safe livelihoods to elderly individuals is becoming 
a priority for all social states. With our Residences proving 
themselves as "good models" both for Turkey and for the rest of 
the world, we prioritize efforts to turn our competence in this area 
into social benefits.

We will complete our digital transformation.
2020 demonstrated yet again the importance of digitalization 
and catching up with the times. We took our first steps by 
transitioning to education with tablets in our School. Similarly, we 
overhauled the technological infrastructure of our classrooms, 
enabled Internet access from all areas on our campus, developed 
the technological skills and competencies of our academic 
staff, digitalized our lesson materials, launched the school 
management program DEKSİS exclusive to our School... Thanks 
to these investments, we were able to rapidly, smoothly and most 
importantly uninterruptedly adapt to the distance education 
process. However, we have devised necessary plans with an 
awareness of many other developments we need to undertake to 

complete digital transformation both at our School and across our 
Society and its affiliates. In addition to digitalizing all of our work 
processes, we primarily intend to boost efficiency with our digital 
transformation activities.

We will show ever greater interest in our 
culture and history.
We will continue to work to make sure that awareness of 
Darüşşafaka's history and culture takes root chiefly among our 
students and alumni, as well as among all of our stakeholders.  
We founded Darüşşafaka Culture and History Commission in 2020, 
through which we concentrated our efforts to explore our history. 
We want the cultural legacy of our country and of Darüşşafaka to 
be embraced and sustained throughout generations.

We will strengthen our bonds with the 
Darüşşafaka students past and present.
Darüşşafaka has thrived with the individuals it has raised for 157 
years. Those who will be raised in Darüşşafaka in the future will 
be shaping its future with their material, spiritual and intellectual 
support. Our priorities include further developing our bonds with 
the Darüşşafaka students past and present who are among 
the most important members of our family. We continue to 
stand by our alumni who study at universities with scholarships, 
mentorships and career planning support.
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People we have lost in 2020

Our Donors and Members Who Left Us

They breathed their last. We pay tribute to their Honorable Memories with Respect, Gratitude and God's Mercy.

Mustafa Zeki Akkaya
Anastasios Algerinos
Binnaz Alperen
Fikret Altınbaş
Bedia Altuğ
Necmiye Altuğ
Nazire Atay
Remzi Hayati Baygan (DŞ’1951)
Nevin Borluk
Ali Can
Kamil Celkan
Şadiye Cimilli
Ayten Coşkun
Ahmet Metin Çolgar
Mediha Demircan
Tuna Dinç (DŞ’1963)
Mazlum Sami Doğannur
Sabahattin Dolgun (DŞ’1950)
Kebire Dönmez
Ali Durbin
Jale Erkurt
İzzet Gönül
Yalçın Granit (DŞ’1949)
Selçuk Nisa Gündemir
Yüksel Gürleyik
Zühal Güveniş
Zehra İbrahim
Canfidan İnce
Mehmet Kemal Karabatak
Celal Karakaş
İsmet Kılınçaslan
M. Nuri Orhan Kırmacıoğlu (DŞ’1947)
Hayriye Kıroğlu
Mehmet Suat Kıyan
Sevim Kızlıer
Manolya Kural
Şöhret Malesli

Hayrünnisa Mısırlı
Mücella Mordalga
Halide Zuhal Öcal
Sabahat Necla Özalpay
Nimet Ender Özant
Mehmet Münir Özersoy
Ankin Özşaho
Beyhan Öztümer
Hatice İlhan Paylı
Güney Pehlivanoğlu
Ayyüz Sabuncu
Zennur Zainer Serim
Hendan Sezginer
Sevim Bike Sobaşat
Ahmet Sükan
Yavuz Şeremetoğlu (DŞ’1962)
Türkan Şikkak
Rafet Tahiroğulları
Emine Taner
Birsen Timurtaş
Ali Nihat Tuna
Kaya Turgut
Hatice Saliha Türeyin
Gönül Yasa
Muhteşem Edibe Yaşar
Neriman Yatağanata
Hatice Veladet Yeniyıldız
Hatice Yılmaz
Emine Türkan Zeren

SUPERVISORY BOARD REPORT

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

FINAL ACCOUNTS OF OUR SOCIETY IN 2020 
AND PROPOSED 2021 BUDGET

118

120

164

ANNEXES
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Daruşşafaka Cad. 1'1, Maslak 3'l'l57 Sarıyer/ lstanbul 
t (212) 276 5020 - 'l'l'l 1863 f (212) 276 5011 
darussafaka.org 

DARÜŞŞAFAKA CEMİYETİ 

2020 YILI 

DENETİM KURULU RAPORU 

Darüssafal<a 
86 

1 1 1 3 CEMiYET 

ı. Darüşşafaka Cemiyeti, iktisadi işletmesi ve bağlı ortaklıklarının 01.01.2020-

31.12.2020 dönemine ait faaliyetleri, hesap işlemleri, defter kayıtları ve 

belgeleri, başta Dernek Tüzüğü ve diğer ilgili mevzuat çerçevesinde, çalışma 

dönemi boyunca 27 Şubat 2020, 6 Ekim 2020 ve 26 Şubat 2021 tarihlerinde 

Denetim Kurulumuzca incelenmiştir. 

2. Denetim Kurulu olarak 2020 yılında yapılan çalışmalarımızın sonuçlarını içeren

raporlarımız gereği için Yönetim Kurulu Başkanlığı ile paylaşılmıştır.

3. İçişleri Bakanlığı Dernekler Dairesi (yeni ismiyle Sivil Toplumla İlişkiler Genel

Müdürlüğü) tarafından önerilen formata uygun iç denetim raporunun 29 Mayıs

2020, 28 Ağustos 2020, 28 Ekim 2020 ve 25 Ocak 2020 tarihleri itibariyle

hazırlandığı görülmüştür.

4. Cemiyet'in, 2012 yılı faaliyet dönemi olarak başlattığı kurumsal yönetim

derecelendirme çalışmalarının yıllar itibariyle güncellendiği, 2020 yılı faaliyet

dönemine ilişkin puanının 9,66'a yükseldiği görülmüştür.

5. Cemiyet'in kurumsal risk yönetimi çalışmaları kapsamında 2016 yılında yapılan

çalıştaylarda risk envanteri oluşturulmuş, bu risklerden önem sırasına göre

seçilenlerden Kurumsal Yönetim Komisyonu tarafından 2017 yılında Yönetim

Kurulu'na sunulmuş ve bu risklere karşı alınan önlemler konusunda Kasım

2018'de Yönetim Kurulu'na bilgi verilmiştir. 2019 yılına ilişkin risk

güncellemeleri ve anket çalışmalarının 2020 yılında tamamlandığı ve bunun

yanı sıra "Riskin Erken Saptanması Komitesi" kurularak ilgili komitenin

çalışmalarına ba dığı anlaşılmıştır.

G� 
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CEMiYET 

6. Cemiyet Yönetim Kurulu tarafından kabul edilen risk esaslı iç denetim planına

göre yapılan iç denetim çalışmalarının ve sonuçlarının Denetim Komisyonu

tarafından değerlendirilerek Yönetim Kurulu'nun bilgi ve değerlendirilmesine

sunulduğu görülmüştür.

7. Cemiyet Yönetim Kurulunca, Cemiyet'in mali tablolarına ilişkin KPMG Bağımsız

Denetim ve Serbest Muhasebeci Mali Müşavirlik A.Ş.'ye bağımsız denetim

yaptırılmıştır. Denetim Kurulumuzun yaptığı inceleme sonucunda, söz konusu

bağımsız dış denetim raporunda yer alan 31.12.2020 tarihli Cemiyet

bilançosunun Cemiyet'in anılan tarihteki mali durumunu, 01.01.2020-

31.12.2020 dönemine ait gelir tablosunun anılan döneme ait faaliyet

sonuçlarını bağımsız denetçinin şartlı görüşünde yer verdiği görüş dışında

yansıttığı görülmüştür.

8. Yukarıda yer alan hususlar ışığında, Yönetim Kurulu'nun 01.01.2020-

31.12.2020 dönemine ilişkin tüm faaliyetlerinin Sayın Genel Kurulca tasdiki ve

ibrası yönünde değerlendirilmesi için iş bu raporun Genel Kurul nezdinde,

Cemiyet üyelerinin bilgi ve değerlendirilmesine sunulmasına Kurulumuz

tarafından oy birliği ile karar verilmiştir.

İşbu Denetim Kurulu Raporu'nu bilgi ve takdirlerinize arz ederiz. 

Saygılarımızla 

26.02.2021 

Darüşşafaka Society

Supervisory Board   

   Vedat BAYRAK 

Member·,
WO( { 1vı; 

Zafer BOZTUNA 
Member
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DARÜŞŞAFAKA SOCIETY
2020

SUPERVISORY BOARD REPORT

1. Pursuant chiefly to the Society’s Bylaws and to other relevant legislation; on February 
27, 2020; October 6, 2020; and on February 26, 2021, throughout the activity term, our 
Supervisory Board examined the activities, account transactions, book records and docu-
ments dated between 01.01.2020 and 31.12.2020 by the Darüşşafaka Society, the com-
mercial enterprise and affiliates. 

2. The Supervisory Board’s reports that include the results of our work in 2020 have been 
duly shared with the Board of Directors. 

3. It was observed that the internal audit report was prepared as of May 29, 2020; August 28, 
2020; October 28, 2020, and January 25, 2020, in line with the format suggested by the 
Office of Associations at the Ministry of Interior (recently renamed Directorate-General for 
Relations with Civil Society). 

4. It was observed that the Society’s corporate governance rating activities started in the 
2012 operating year have been updated over the years and that the rating rose to 9.66 in 
the 2020 operating year. 

5. As part of the Society’s corporate risk management activities, a risk inventory was made 
during the workshops carried out in 2016, risks, selected in significance order, were pre-
sented by the Corporate Governance Commission to the Board of Directors in 2017, and 
information regarding measures taken against such risks was given to the Board of Direc-
tors in November 2018. It was understood that risk updates for 2019, and surveys were 
completed in 2020, and also that the “Early Detection of Risk Committee” was established 
and the said committee began operations. 

6. It was observed that internal audit activities, done in accordance with the risk-based 
internal audit plan approved by the Board of Directors of the Society, as well as their 
results were evaluated by the Audit Commission, and were presented to the Board of 
Directors for information and evaluation. 

7. The Board of Directors of the Society assigned KPMG Bağımsız Denetim ve Serbest 
Muhasebeci Mali Müşavirlik A.Ş. to carry out an independent audit of the financial state-
ments of the Society. As a result of the examination by the Supervisory Board, it was 
observed that the Society’s balance sheet dated 31.12.2020 and included in the said 
independent audit report reflected the Society’s financial status as of the said date, and 
that the revenue chart dated between 01.01.2020 and 31.12.2020 reflected the activity 
results in the said period, except for the qualified opinion stated by the auditor. 

8. In light of the statements above, in order for all the activities of the Board of Directors 
between 01.01.2020 and 31.12.2020 to be approved and discharged from liability by 
the General Assembly, the Supervisory Board has unanimously decided to submit the 
present report to the General Assembly for the information and evaluation of Society 
members. 

We hereby present the Supervisory Board Report for your information and to your discre-
tion. 

Sincerely,

26.02.2021 
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The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
1

Notes 2020 2019

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 5 176.468.645 90.558.668
Financial assets 6 70.756.780 16.150.263
Trade and other receivables 7 3.607.014 5.607.678
Due from related parties 8 721.497 3.728.554
Other current assets 3.071.131 2.447.156

254.625.067 118.492.319
Non-current assets held for sale 10 83.699.075 46.620.626

Total current assets 338.324.142 165.112.945

Non-current assets:
Trade and other receivables 7 900.000 -
Financial assets 6 117.432.785 97.429.617
Property and equipment 9 689.323.812 698.407.917
Investment property 10 388.576.961 368.199.632
Intangible assets 375.782 810.945
Other non-current assets 1.326.584 718.728

Total non-current assets 1.197.935.924 1.165.566.839

Total assets 1.536.260.066 1.330.679.784

LIABILITIES
Short-term liabilities:
Bank borrowings 12 10.633.431 8.811.580
Trade and other trade ayables 11 13.795.551 12.064.241
Other current liabilities 13 15.221.725 17.489.158

Total short-term liabilities 39.650.707 38.364.979

Long-term liabilities:
Bank borrowings 12 52.566.509 47.387.304
Provision for employment termination benefits 14 7.615.990 8.137.466
Other long-term liabilities 13 20.655.947 17.568.243

Total long-term liabilities 80.838.446 73.093.013

Total liabilities 120.489.153 111.457.992

Net Assets:
Revaluation fund 9 485.640.486 485.640.486
Actuarial losses (-) (3.419.044) (4.623.619)
Operating results of previous years 933.549.471 738.204.925

Total net assets 1.415.770.913 1.219.221.792

Total liabilities and net assets 1.536.260.066 1.330.679.784
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DARÜŞŞAFAKA SOCIETY AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
2

Notes 2020 2019

Donations and operating income 15 316.233.833 233.023.430
Operating expense (-) 16 (150.074.746) (140.893.677)

Net operating income 166.159.087 92.129.753

Other income 17 8.824.113 4.640.046
Other expenses (-) 17 (1.274.364) (3.153.676)

Net income before financial income and 
expense 173.708.836 93.616.123

Financial income 18 26.416.046 19.022.600
Financial expense (-) 18 (4.778.480) (5.406.688)

Operating results before tax 195.346.402 107.232.035

Current tax expense (-) 21 - (260.989)
Deferred tax expense (-) 21 (1.856) (241.232)

Net operating result 195.344.546 106.729.814

Other comprehensive income/expense

Other comprehensive income/expense 9 - 19.946.041
Actuarial gains/(losses) 14 1.204.575 (1.604.681)

Net comprehensive operating result 196.549.121 125.071.174
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The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN NET ASSET 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020 AND 2019
(Amounts expressed in Turkish Lira (“TL”) unless otherwise indicated.)

DARÜŞŞAFAKA SOCIETY AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES

Revaluation
fund

Actuarial
     losses (-)

Operating results of 
previous years

Total 
net assets

Balances as of 1 January 2020 485.640.486 (4.623.619) 738.204.925 1.219.221.792

Net operating result - - 195.344.546 195.344.546
Actuarial gain (+) - 1.204.575 - 1.204.575

Balances as of 31 December 2020 485.640.486 (3.419.044) 933.549.471 1.415.770.913

Balances as of 1 January 2019 466.531.611 (3.018.938) 630.637.945 1.094.150.618

Transfer (Note 8) (837.166) - 837.166 -
Net operating result - - 106.729.814 106.729.814
Fair value increase of properties for use (Note 8) 19.946.041 - - 19.946.041
Actuarial losses (-) - (1.604.681) - (1.604.681)

Balances as of 31 December 2019 485.640.486 (4.623.619) 738.204.925 1.219.221.792
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4

Notes 2020 2019

Operating activities

Net operating result 195.344.546 106.729.814

Adjustments:
Amortisation and depreciation 16 12.145.611 10.985.781

Interest and commission expenses 18 2.238.918 2.035.700

Changes in provision for doubtful receivables 7 736.261 176.952

Provision for severance pay 14 1.385.015 1.604.039

Interest income 18 (26.416.046) (19.022.600)

Gain on sale of properties 15 (3.861.000) (3.630.833)

Unrealized foreign exchange losses 15.767.176 4.901.348

Tax expense 1.856 502.221

Gain on valuation of investment and sales properties 15 (66.569.828) (13.367.281)
Borrowing discount and provision related

(income)/expenses, net (717.442) 3.164.817

Non-cash donations 10 (40.258.450) (55.576.556)

Cash flows from operating activities

before changes in assets and liabilities 89.796.617 38.503.402

Changes in working capital (46.641.363) 285.775

Proceeds from sale of investment properties 53.233.500 25.270.942

Taxes paid 21 (260.989) --

Collections from doubtful receivables             7 154.480 485.525

Employee termination benefits paid 14 (701.915) (2.662.716)

Net cash generated from operating activities 95.580.330 61.882.928

Investing activities:

Acquisition of marketable securities (20.003.168) (66.907.635)

Acquisition of tangible and intangible assets (3.061.507) (5.051.253)

Interest received 21.963.013 19.117.239

Net cash used in investing activities (-) (1.101.662) (52.841.649)

Financing activities:

Loans paid (10.409.100) (585.900)

Interest payments (2.612.624) (3.874.258)

Net cash used in financing activities (-) (13.021.724) (4.460.158)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 81.456.944 4.581.121

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 90.169.609 85.588.488

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 5 171.626.553 90.169.609
The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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NOTE 1 - ORGANISATION AND NATURE OF OPERATIONS

Darüşşafaka Association (the “Association”) was founded in 1863 in order to operate as an education 
center. The main goal of the Association is to educate, financially inadequate and talented Turkish 
Republic citizen kids, lost either one or both of their parents, by creating equality in education within the 
country and abroad and also raise them as leader individuals who learn through the whole life pane, 
embrace the global values, self-confident and aware of their responsibility towards their country and 
society.

Association is a nonprofit institution and carries out Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions, Darüşşafaka 
Maltepe Donator Residence, Darüşşafaka Yakacık Donator Residence, Darüşşafaka Şenesevler Donator 
Residence, Maltepe Welfare Home, Maltepe Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation Center and Urla Donator 
Residence operations.

Association accepts monetary and generally nonmonetary real estate donations from real and legal entities. 
The generated donations are used in the financing of Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions, Association 
Center and the donator residences. 

In accordance with the protocols signed with some donators, the Association grants individual units for 
accommodation in “donator residences” at Maltepe, Yakacık, Şenesenevler and Urla to such donators and 
commits them to provide food, rest, health and medical care services in these residences for a lifetime 
without any charge.

The headquarter of the Association is in Istanbul, at Darüşşafaka Cad. No:14 34457 Maslak/İstanbul.

Subsidiaries and Commercial Enterprise

The Association’s subsidiaries and commercial enterprise with their nature of operations and operational 
status are stated below:

                                                                                                                                      Nature of operations/
Subsidiaries                                                                                                                Operational status

Daçka Eğitim Araştırma Tanıtım 
Organizasyon Hizmetleri A.Ş.                                                                                                  Event management

Nature of operations/
Commercial Enterprise Operational status

Darüşşafaka Cemiyeti İktisadi 
İşletmesi (“İktisadi İşletme”) Physical therapy and rehabilitation

Welfare home and nursery

Foundations whose management is left to the Board of Directors of Association

There are certain foundations whose management and administration of revenues are totally or partially 
left to the Board of Directors of the Association based on the settlement deed designated for their 
establishment. Such foundations are Tiryakioğlu Vakfı, Süreyyapaşa Vakfı, İmamverdi Vakfı, Nuriye ve 
İdris Murgüz Vakfı, Erer Vakfı, Çakıroğlu Vakfı, Asım Paşa Vakfı, Aliye Arslan Vakfı, Denizsever Vakfı, 
Murad Günel Vakfı, Mükerrem Karaağaç Vakfı, Nevzuh Tevgil, Dr. Uluğ Vakfı and Halil Hasan Uysal 
Vakfı.

Foundations whose revenues are transferred to the Association

Besides, there are certain foundations whose revenues are partially transferred to the Association based on 
the settlement deed designated for their establishment. The mentioned foundations are Misbah Muhayyeş 
Vakfı and Ferudun Öz Vakfı.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Principal accounting policies, applied during the preparation of consolidated financial statements, are stated 
below. The policies are applied consistently within the presented years unless otherwise is indicated.

2.1 Basis of preparation of financial statements

The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards (“IFRS”). The Association maintains its books of account and prepares its statutory financial 
statements in Turkish Lira based on the Uniform Chart of Accounts issued by the Ministry of Finance. The 
financial statements are based on the statutory records, which are maintained under the historical cost 
convention with adjustments and reclassifications for the purpose of fair presentation in accordance with 
IFRS, issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”).

Consolidated financial statements are prepared on the basis of historical cost. Service buildings (including 
the lands), classified as usage purpose, are transferred with their recalculated values and the valuation 
differences are directly followed under revaluation fund in net assets. Real estate with income, classified 
under investment properties, is measured at their fair values and fair value changes are associated with the 
related period’s statement of activities.

The preparation of consolidated financial statements necessitates the use of estimates and assumptions that 
affect asset and liability amounts reported as of the statement of financial position date, explanations of 
contingent liabilities and assets; and income and expense amounts reported for the accounting period. It also 
requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the accounting policies. Although 
these estimates, assumptions and judgments are based on all management information related to the events 
and transactions, actual results may differ from them. The areas involving a higher degree of judgement or 
complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial statements 
are disclosed in Note 4.

The consolidated financial statements are approved at 26 February 2021 by the Board of Directors of the 
Association. The Association has right to change the consolidated financial statements and the related 
regulatory institutions to be changed.

2.2 Basis of consolidation

a) The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Association, its subsidiaries and 
İktisadi İşletme (collectively referred as the “Group”) on the basis set out in paragraphs (b). The 
financial statements of the companies included in the scope of consolidation have been prepared as 
of the date of the consolidated financial statements with the required adjustments and reclassifications 
reflected for the purpose of fair presentation in accordance with basis of preparation as described in 
Note 2.1. The results of operations of subsidiaries and İktisadi İşletme are included or excluded from 
their effective dates of acquisition or disposal respectively.

b) Subsidiaries and İktisadi İşletme are companies in which the Association has controls an entity when 
it is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the entity and has the 
ability to affect those returns through its power over the entity.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.2 Basis of consolidation (Continued)

Subsidiaries and the Commercial Enterprise are stated with their effective shareholding rate as of 
31 December 2020 and 2019 in the table below:

Effective Rate     
31 December      31 December

Subsidiary 2020 2019

Daçka Eğitim Araştırma Tanıtım
Organizasyon Hizmetleri A.Ş. %100 %100

Commercial enterprise

Darüşşafaka Cemiyeti İktisadi İşletmesi %100 %100

Subsidiaries are included in the scope of consolidation beginning from the date, the control over the 
operations are transferred to the Group and excluded when the mentioned control is terminated. 
Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the 
policies adopted by the Group.

The cost of the investment for the Association with respect to the shares held in the subsidiaries is 
eliminated against the corresponding equity items of the subsidiaries. Inter-company transactions and 
balances between the Association and its subsidiaries and the Commercial Enterprise are eliminated. 
Dividends from the subsidiaries and the Commercial Enterprise are eliminated from current period 
result.

2.3 Changes in International Financial Reporting Standards

Standards and interpretations issued but not yet effective 

a) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted

A number of new standards and amendments to existing standards are not effective at reporting date and 
earlier application is permitted; however the Group has not early adopted are as follows. 

Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current (Amendments to IAS 1)

On 23 January 2020, IASB issued Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-Current which amends 
IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements to clarify its requirements for the presentation of liabilities 
in the statement of financial position.

The amendments clarify one of the criteria in IAS 1 for classifying a liability as non-current—that is, 
the requirement for an entity to have the right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months 
after the reporting period.

The amendments include:

(a) Specifying that an entity’s right to defer settlement must exist at the end of the reporting period;

(b) Clarifying that classification is unaffected by management’s intentions or expectations about whether 
the entity will exercise its right to defer settlement;

(c) Clarifying how lending conditions affect classification; and

(d) Clarifying requirements for classifying liabilities an entity will or may settle by issuing its own equity 
instruments.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.3 Changes in International Financial Reporting Standards (Continued)

a) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted (Continued)

The Group shall apply retrospectively these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2022 with earlier application permitted. However, the amendment published on 15 July 2020,
IASB decided to defer the effective date of IAS 1 until 1 January 2023.

The Group does not expect that application of these amendments to IAS 1 will have significant impact 
on its consolidated financial statements

Covid-19 related rent concession (Amendments to IFRS 16)

In May 2020, IASB issued Covid-19 related rent concession which amends IFRS 16 Leases.

The amendments allow lessees not to account for rent concessions as lease modifications if they arise 
as a direct consequence of COVID-19.

The practical expedient will only apply if:

 the revised consideration is substantially the same or less than the original consideration;

 the reduction in lease payments relates to payments due on or before 30 June 2021

 no other substantive changes have been made to the terms of the lease.

No practical expedient is provided for lessors. Lessors are required to continue to assess if the rent 
concessions are lease modifications and account for them accordingly.

The Group shall apply these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 June 2020 with 
earlier application permitted.

Reference to the Conceptual Framework (Amendments to IFRS 3)

In May 2020, IASB issued Reference to the Conceptual Framework, which made amendments to IFRS 
3 Business Combinations.

The amendments updated IFRS 3 by replacing a reference to an old version of the Board’s Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Reporting with a reference to the latest version, which was issued in March 
2018.

The Group shall apply these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022 with 
earlier application permitted. 
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.3 Changes in International Financial Reporting Standards (Continued)

a) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted (Continued)

Property, Plant and Equipment—Proceeds before Intended Use (Amendments to IAS 16)

In May 2020, IASB issued Property, Plant and Equipment—Proceeds before Intended Use, which made 
amendments to IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment. The amendments prohibit a company from 
deducting from the cost of property, plant and equipment amounts received from selling items produced 
while the company is preparing the asset for its intended use. Instead, a company will recognise such 
sales proceeds and related cost in profit or loss.

The amendments improve transparency and consistency by clarifying the accounting requirements—
specifically, the amendments prohibit a company from deducting from the cost of property, plant and 
equipment amounts received from selling items produced while the company is preparing the asset for 
its intended use. Instead, a company will recognise such sales proceeds and related cost in profit or loss.

The Group shall apply these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022 with 
earlier application permitted.

Onerous Contracts—Cost of Fulfilling a Contract (Amendments to IAS 37)

In May 2020, IASB issued Onerous Contracts—Cost of Fulfilling a Contract, which made amendments 
to IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.

The amendments specify which costs an entity includes in determining the cost of fulfilling a contract 
for the purpose of assessing whether the contract is onerous.

IASB developed amendments to IAS 37 to clarify that for the purpose of assessing whether a contract 
is onerous, the cost of fulfilling the contract includes both the incremental costs of fulfilling that contract 
and an allocation of other costs that relate directly to fulfilling contracts.

The Group shall apply these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022 with 
earlier application permitted.

IBOR Reform and its Effects on Financial Reporting—Phase 2

In August 2020, IASB issued amendments that complement those issued in 2019 and focus on the effects 
of the interest rate benchmark reform on a company’s financial statements that arise when, for example, 
an interest rate benchmark used to calculate interest on a financial asset is replaced with an alternative 
benchmark rate. 

The Phase 2 amendments, Interest Rate Benchmark Reform—Phase 2, address issues that might affect 
financial reporting during the reform of an interest rate benchmark, including the effects of changes to 
contractual cash flows or hedging relationships arising from the replacement of an interest rate 
benchmark with an alternative benchmark rate (replacement issues). In 2019, the Board issued its initial 
amendments in Phase 1 of the project.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.3 Changes in International Financial Reporting Standards (Continued)

a) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted (Continued)

IBOR Reform and its Effects on Financial Reporting - Phase 2 (Continued)

The objectives of the Phase 2 amendments are to assist companies in:

• applying IFRS Standards when changes are made to contractual cash flows or hedging relationships 
because of the interest rate benchmark reform; and

• providing useful information to users of financial statements.

In Phase 2 of its project, the Board amended requirements in IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IAS 39 
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures, IFRS 
4 Insurance Contracts and IFRS 16 Leases relating to:

• changes in the basis for determining contractual cash flows of financial assets, financial liabilities 
and lease liabilities;

• hedge accounting; and

• disclosures.

The Phase 2 amendments apply only to changes required by the interest rate benchmark reform to 
financial instruments and hedging relationships.

The Group shall apply these amendments for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2021 with 
earlier application permitted.

Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020

Improvements to IFRSs

IASB issued Annual Improvements to IFRSs - 2018–2020 Cycle for applicable standards in May 2020. 
The amendments are effective as of 1 January 2022. Earlier application is permitted. The Group does 
not expect that application of these improvements to IFRSs will have significant impact on its 
consolidated financial statements.

IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards

This amendment simplifies the application of IFRS 1 for a subsidiary that becomes a first-time adopter 
of IFRS Standards later than its parent – i.e. if a subsidiary adopts IFRS Standards later than its parent 
and applies IFRS 1.D16(a), then a subsidiary may elect to measure cumulative translation differences 
for all foreign operations at amounts included in the consolidated financial statements of the parent, 
based on the parent’s date of transition to IFRS Standards. This amendment will ease transition to IFRS 
Standards for subsidiaries applying this optional exemption by i) reducing undue costs; and ii) avoiding 
the need to maintain parallel sets of accounting records.

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments

This amendment clarifies that – for the purpose of performing the ‘’10 per cent test’ for derecognition 
of financial liabilities – in determining those fees paid net of fees received, a borrower includes only 
fees paid or received between the borrower and the lender, including fees paid or received by either the 
borrower or lender on the other’s behalf.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.3 Changes in International Financial Reporting Standards (Continued)

a) Standards issued but not yet effective and not early adopted (Continued)

IFRS 16 Leases, Illustrative Example 13

The amendment removes the illustration of payments from the lessor relating to leasehold 
improvements. As currently drafted, this example is not clear as to why such payments are not a lease 
incentive. It will help to remove the potential for confusion in identifying lease incentives in a common 
real estate fact pattern.

IAS 41 Agriculture

This amendment removes the requirement to exclude cash flows for taxation when measuring fair value, 
thereby aligning the fair value measurement requirements in IAS 41 with those in IFRS 13 Fair Value 
Measurement. The amendments provide the flexibility to use either, as appropriate, in line with IFRS 
13.

Amendments are effective on 1 January 2020

Changes that have become effective and have been adopted for annual periods beginning on or after 1
January 2020 are as follows:

1-) The revised Conceptual Framework (Version 2018)

2-) Amendments to IFRS 3 - Definition of a Business

The application of the amendment to IFRS 3 did not have a significant impact on the consolidated 
financial statements of the Group.

3-) Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 - Definition of Material

The application of the amendment to IAS 1 and IAS 8 is not expected to have a significant effect on the 
consolidated financial statements of the Group.

4-) Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7)

The application of this amendment did not have a significant impact on the consolidated financial 
statements of the Group.

2.4 Changes and errors in accounting policies and estimates

Accounting policies have been applied consistently by the Group in all periods presented in the 
consolidated financial statements. Significant changes in accounting policies are applied retrospectively 
and prior period consolidated financial statements are restated.

Significant changes in accounting policies or significant errors are corrected, retrospectively; by 
restating the prior period financial statements. The effect of changes in accounting estimates affecting 
the current period is recognised in the current period; the effect of changes in accounting estimates 
affecting current and future periods is recognised in the current and future periods.
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NOTE 2 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
(Continued)

2.5 Comparative information

In order to allow for the determination of the financial position and activities, the Association’s 
consolidated financial statements have been presented comparatively with the preceding financial 
period. The Association presented the consolidated statement of financial position as of 31 December 
2020 comparatively with the consolidated statement of financial position prepared as of 31 December 
2019 and presented the consolidated statement of activities, cash flows and changes in net assets for the 
year ended 31 December 2020 comparatively with corresponding consolidated financial statements for 
the year ended 31 December 2019. If needed, comparative information can be modified so that the 
consistency is set with the financial statements

NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

The significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of the consolidated financial statements are 
summarized below. These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless 
otherwise stated.

Related Parties

Related parties are stated as; foundations, management of which is transferred to Association Board of
Directors (Note1), key management and Board of Directors members, their families and companies,
subsidiaries or partnerships either under their control or related to them in the financial statements
(Note7).

Financial assets measured at amortized cost

“Financial assets measured at amortized cost” are non-derivative financial assets, which are held within 
the scope of a business model aiming to collect cash flows that are contractual, and which include cash 
payments that include interest payments only on principal and principal balance at certain dates on 
contract terms. The Group's financial assets accounted for at amortized cost include "cash and cash 
equivalents", "trade and other receivables" and "financial assets". The related assets are measured at 
their fair values in the first bookings in the financial statements and at their discounted values using the 
effective interest rate method in the subsequent bookkeeping.

A financial asset is measured at its amortized cost if both of the following conditions are met and are 
not classified as measured at fair value by reflecting the difference in profit or loss:

- Keeping the financial asset under a business model that aims to collect contractual cash flows; 
and

- Contractual conditions related to financial assets cause cash flows that only include interest 
payments arising from principal and principal balance on certain dates.

Financial assets are not reclassified after the initial recognition unless the Group changes the business 
model to manage financial assets. In this case, all affected financial assets are reclassified on the first 
day of the first reporting period following the change in the business model.

Financial assets measured at amortized cost are measured at their amortized cost using the effective 
interest method in their subsequent measurements. If there are amortized costs, impairment losses are 
reduced by the amount. Interest income, foreign currency gains and losses and impairment are accounted 
in the comprehensive consolidated statement of activity. Gains or losses arising from the exclusion of 
these financial statements are accounted in the comprehensive consolidated statement of activity.
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Financial assets measured at amortized cost (Continued)

As at 31 December 2020, the Group has classified as financial asset measured at amortized cost 
according to the above definitions, and there are Eurobond and other investment instrument consisting 
mainly of financing bond amounting to TL 82.246.992 , TL 29.832.410 and TL 5.353.383 respectively 
(31 December 2019: respectively 48.711.203 and 48.718.414 TL) (Note 6).

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are reflected in the consolidated financial position statement with their cost 
value. Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and at banks and short-term highly liquid 
investments whose risk of value change is not material including time deposits generally having original 
maturities of three months or less (Note 5). The Association calculates impairment by using the expected 
credit loss model for the times that cash and cash equivalents are not impaired due to certain reasons. In 
the expected credit loss calculation, past credit loss experiences are taken into account together with 
future estimates of the Association.

Trade and other receivables

“Expected credit loss model” defined in IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” superseded the “incurred credit
loss model ”in IAS 39“ Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement ”which was effective prior 
to 1 January 2018. Expected credit losses are a probability weighted estimate of credit losses over the 
expected life of the financial instrument. The calculation of expected credit loss is performed based on 
the past experiences and future expectations of the Group.

The Group uses a provision matrix to measure expected credit losses for trade and other receivables. 
Certain reserve ratios are calculated in the relevant matrix based on the number of days when trade 
receivables are exceeded, and these ratios are revised in each reporting period and revised where 
necessary. Changes in expected loan loss provisions are accounted under “other income / other expense”
in the consolidated comprehensive statement of activities.

Association

The cash, real estate and other type of donations are stated in the receivables and incomes with their fair 
values in the period the protocol is signed with the donator.

Commercial Enterprise and Subsidiaries

Trade receivables that are created by way of providing goods directly to a customer are carried at 
amortized cost. Short duration receivables with no stated interest rate are measured at original invoice 
amount unless the effect of imputing interest is significant

A credit risk provision for trade receivables is established if there is objective evidence that the 
Association will not be able to collect all amounts due. The amount of the provision is the difference 
between the carrying amount and the recoverable amount, being the present value of all cash flows,
including amounts recoverable from guarantees and collateral, discounted based on the original effective
interest rate of the originated receivables at inception.

If the amount of the impairment subsequently decreases due to an event occurring after the write-down, 
the release of the provision is credited to other income (Note 7).
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Property and equipment

Property and equipment other than operational properties are reflected in consolidated financial 
statements by deducting accumulated depreciation from costs. The Group has reflected lands and 
buildings in the consolidated financial statements with the values found by deducting the subsequent 
accumulated depreciation of the buildings from the reasonable values stated in the valuations made by 
the independent valuation experts. Accumulated depreciation at the revaluation date was netted off with 
the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount was brought to the value after revaluation. 
The Group evaluates its intended real estate every 5 years.

Increases in the carrying amounts arising on revaluation of land and buildings, net of tax effects, are 
credited to “Revaluation Fund” under shareholders' equity. Any subsequent decrease in value offsetting
previous increases in the carrying value of the same asset is charged against the funds in the equity; and 
all other decreases are charged to the income statement. At each accounting period, the difference
between depreciation based on the revalued carrying amount of the asset (charged to the income
statement) and the depreciation based on the asset's original cost is transferred from “Revaluation Fund” 
to retained earnings.

Depreciation on tangible assets is calculated using straight-line method to allocate their cost or revalued
amounts over their estimated useful lives. The depreciation periods estimated considering useful lives of 
tangible assets are as follows:

Buildings                                                                                                                                          15 - 50 years
Motor vehicles                                                                                                                                 5 years
Furniture and fixtures                                                                                                                       5 - 20 years

If there are indicators of impairment on tangible assets, a review is made in order to determine possible
impairment and as a result of the review, if an asset's carrying amount is greater than its estimated
recoverable amount, the asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount 
by accounting for a provision for impairment. Gains and losses on disposals of property and equipment 
are included in the other investment expenses account. When revalued assets are sold, the amounts 
included in “Revaluation Fund” are transferred to the retained earnings (Note 8)

Investment properties

The Group's land and buildings hold not for operational use but for rent income and / or investment are 
classified as investment properties. The Group has changed its accounting policies related with 
investment properties as accounted the mentioned properties with their fair values. Within this 
framework, the investment properties are reflected in the financial statements with the values stated by 
independent experts or their sales price. If there are any limitations of the Group on the investment 
properties or the related income due to the donators estate right on the land title or a right given by the 
Association Board of Directors, during revaluation of the investment properties, the values stated by the 
experts are restated in accordance with the actuarial calculations upon these limitations. CSO 2001 tables 
are used in the mentioned actuarial calculations. These restatements upon the calculations are accounted 
under “incomes related with donations and operations ". Association get valuation service every two 
years from experts if it has full ownership of an investment property. If donators have usufruct right on 
the land title or donators have right of use given by the Association Board of Directors, Association get 
valuation service every three years (Note 9).
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Intangible asset

Intangible assets comprise of the acquired rights. They are recorded at acquisition cost and acquired 
software certificates are amortized on a straight-line basis over their estimated useful lives of 5 year.

Asset held for sale 

Non-current assets (or disposal groups) are classified as assets held for sale when their carrying amount
is to be recovered principally through a sale transaction and a sale is considered highly probable. (Note 
10).

Borrowings

Borrowings are recognised initially at the proceeds received, net of transaction costs incurred. In 
subsequent periods, borrowings are stated at amortized cost using the effective yield method; any 
difference between proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the redemption value is recognised in the 
statement of income over the term of the borrowings. Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to 
the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are capitalized as part of the cost of that 
asset in the period in which the asset is prepared for its intended use or sale. All other borrowing costs 
are charged to the income statement when they are incurred (Note 12).

Trade and other payables
Payables are obligations to pay for goods or services that have been acquired in the ordinary course of 
operations from suppliers. Accounts payable are classified as current liabilities if payment is due within 
one year or less. If not, they are presented as non-current liabilities. Payables are recognised initially at 
fair value. Payables are recognised initially at fair value. Short duration payables with no stated interest 
rate are measured at original invoice amount unless the effect of imputing interest is significant (Note 11).
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Provision for employment termination benefits

Under the Turkish Labour Law, the Association is required to pay termination benefits to each employee 
who has completed one year of service and whose employment is terminated except a cause stated in the 
Labour Law, or who is called up for military service, dies or retires after completing 25 years of service 
(20 years for women) and achieves the retirement age (58 for women and 60 for men). As of 23 May 2002 
since the related legislation was changed, some transition pre-retirement articles has been removed.

Under the Turkish Labour Law, the provision has been calculated by estimating the present value of the 
future probable obligation of the Association arising from the retirement of the employees 
(Note 14).

All actuarial gains and losses are recognized in other comprehensive income.

Foreign currency transactions and translation

Transactions in foreign currencies during the period have been translated at the exchange rates prevailing 
at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies have 
been translated at the exchange rates prevailing at the balance sheet date. Exchange gains or losses arising 
on the settlement and translation of foreign currency items have been included in the statement of income.

Revenue Recognition

In accordance with IFRS 15, a five-step model is followed in recognizing revenue for all contacts with 
customers.

• Identification of customer and donation contracts
• Identification of performance obligations 
• Determination of the transaction price in the contracts
• Allocation of transaction price to performance obligations
• Recognition of revenue when the performance obligations are satisfied

The Group evaluates each contracted obligation separately and related obligations, committed to deliver 
the goods or perform services, are determined as separate performance obligations.

The Group determines at contract inception whether the performance obligation is satisfied over time or 
at point in time. When the Group transfers control of a good or service over time, and therefore satisfies a 
performance obligation over time, the revenue is recognised over time by measuring the progress towards 
complete satisfaction of that performance obligation.

When a performance obligation is satisfied by transferring promised goods or services to a customer, the 
Group recognises the revenue as the amount of the transaction price that is allocated to that performance 
obligation. The goods or services are transferred when the control of the goods or services is delivered to 
the customers.
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Revenue recognition (Continued)

Following indicators are considered while evaluating the transfer of control of the goods and services:

a) Presence of Group’s collection right of the consideration for the goods and services,
b) Customer’s ownership of the legal title on goods and services.
c) physical transfer of the goods or services,
d) customer's ownership of significant risks and rewards related to the goods or services
e) customer's acceptance of goods or services.

If the Group expects, at contract inception, that the period between when the Group transfers a promised 
good or services to a customer and when the customer pays for that good or service will be one year or 
less, the promised amount of consideration for the effects of a significant financing component, the fair 
value of the consideration is determined by discounting all future receipts using an imputed rate of interest. 
The difference between the fair value and the nominal amount of the consideration is recognised on an 
accrual basis as other operating income. Rent and interest income of the Group are recorded on an accrual 
basis.

Revenue of Association

Received donations are recorded as income if they can be valued correctly and it is probable that the 
Association can benefit economically from these donations.

Heritage donations upon the wills of the donators are recorded as asset and liability upon completing the 
legal process is completed in favor of the Association (Note 15).

Provisions

Provisions are recognized when the Association has a present legal or constructive obligation or a result
of past events, it is probable that on outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required 
to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made.

In accordance with the protocols with the donators, the Association guarantees these donators a lifetime
accommodation in “donator sites” and all the other facilities like healthcare and nutrition without any charge.
Besides, the Association guarantees some of the donators paying monthly money during their lives in 
exchange of the donations in accordance with the protocols signed in previous years. The Association does 
not reserve any provision for the mentioned liabilities in its consolidated financial statements. (Note 13).
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Contingent liabilities and contingent assets

A possible obligation or asset that arises from past events and whose existence will be confirmed only by the 
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the 
Group have not been recognised in these financial statements and treated as contingent liabilities and 
contingent assets (Note 20).

Statement of cash flows

In statement of cash flow, cash flows are classified according to operating, investment and finance activities.

Cash flows from operating activities reflect cash flows generated from the ordinary course of operations. 

Cash flows from investment activities express cash used in investment activities (direct investments and 
financial investments) and cash flows generated from investment activities of the Association.

Cash flows relating to finance activities express sources of financial activities and payment schedules of the 
Association.

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits and other short-term highly liquid 
investments which their maturities are three months or less from date of acquisition and that are readily 
convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

Offsetting

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount is reported in the balance sheet when there is 
a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net 
basis, or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Provision for unused vacation pay liability

Under Turkish Labour Law, companies are required to pay vacation benefits to each employee who has 
completed one year of service during their vacation and compensate fully for any unused vacation upon 
termination. Provision for unused vacation pay liability represents the accrual for the estimated maximum 
amount of compensation applicable to the unused vacation of employees (Note 13).

Subsequent events

The Group adjusts the amounts recognised in its consolidated financial statements to reflect the adjusting 
events after the balance sheet date. If non-adjusting events after the balance sheet date have material 
influence on the economic decisions of users of the consolidated financial statements, they are disclosed 
in the notes to the consolidated financial statements. (Note 21).
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Tax

Corporate tax rate that will be accrued over corporation tax base is calculated over the tax base that remains 
after adding expenses recorded as expense in determination of commercial earnings that are non-
deductible from tax base and subtracting tax-exempt profit, tax- free income and other deductions.

Effective corporation tax rate applied in Turkey is 22 % (31 December 2019: 22%). According to the 
Article 91 of the Law numbered 7061 “Legislation on Amendment of Certain Tax Legislation and Other 
Certain Legislation” which was published on the Official Gazette numbered 30261 on 5 December 2017 
and according to the provisional clause 10 added to the Corporate Tax Law numbered 5520; corporate tax 
rate for the taxation periods of 2018, 2019 and 2020 is amended to 22%, which would later be applied as 
20% at the end of these periods. During these periods, Council of Ministers is entitled to decrease the 
corporate tax rate of 22% to 20%.

Losses may be carried forward for a maximum period of five years in order to be deducted from the taxable 
profit to be earned in the coming years.  However, the losses are not deducted retrospectively from the 
profits of the previous years.

There is no absolute and certain confirmation procedure related to tax evaluation in Turkey. Companies 
submit their tax declarations in four months coming after the related year’s balancing period. These tax 
declarations and concerning accounting records may be inspected and changed by tax department in five 
years.

According to the Communiqué No. 1 of the Corporate Tax Law No. 5520, foundations and associations 
are not classified as corporate tax payers and are deemed exempt from corporate tax. In addition to the 
Corporate Tax Law, according to the 4962 numbered Certain Laws Amendment and the Law on 
Foundations to Tax Exemption Recognition 20 No. communiqué, the Foundation's activities in Turkey, 
institutions are considered exempt from tax liability. Only economic enterprises are subject to tax.

On the other hand, in Article 1 of the Law on the Exemption of Some Associations and Institutions from 
Some Taxes, All Fees and Duties No 1606 (as amended by the Law No. "Turkey Red Crescent Society, 
the Turkish Aeronautical Association, Social Services and Child Protection Agency General Directorate 
of Turkey Association of Charity and formal hospice agencies with Darüşşafaka Society and Green 
Crescent Society themselves deduction of the taxes, fees and photos obligations of institutions belongs to 
the cases from all taxes, fines, is exempt from pictures, shares and funds. " provision is included.
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Financial risk management

The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks, including the effects of changes in debt and 
equity market prices, foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates. The Group’s overall risk management 
program focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise potential adverse effects 
on the financial performance of the Group. The risk management has been undertaken according to approved 
policies by board of directors.

Credit risk

Credit risk arises from deposits with banks, as well as credit exposures to customers, including outstanding 
receivables except the donation receivables. 

Ownership of financial assets involves the risk that counter parties may be unable to meet the terms of 
their agreements. The Group management covers these risks by limiting the aggregate risk from any 
individual counter party and if necessary, by obtaining guarantee. 

Liquidity and funding risk

Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities, the 
availability of funding through an adequate amount of committed credit facilities and the ability to close 
out market positions. Due to the dynamic nature of the underlying business, the Association aims at 
maintaining flexibility in funding by keeping committed credit lines available. The ability to fund existing 
and prospective debt requirements is managed by maintaining the availability of adequate committed 
funding lines from high quality lenders.

Liquidity risk analysis of the financial liabilities of the Association is as follows:

2020
Book Value

Contractual 
cash outflows

Less than 3 
years

Between 3-
12 months

Between 1-5
years

Over 5 
years

Bank borrowings 63.199.940 82.580.625 2.752.688 8.258.063 44.043.000 27.526.875
Trade and other payables 13.795.551 13.795.551 13.795.551             -                - -

76.995.491 96.376.176 16.548.239 8.258.063 44.043.000 27.526.875

2019 Book Value
Contractual 
cash outflows

Less than 3 
years

Between 3-
12 months

Between 1-5
years

Over 5 
years

Bank borrowings 56.198.884 75.947.822 2.437.847 6.682.725 35.641.200 31.186.050
Trade and other payables 12.064.241 12.064.241 12.064.241             -                - -

68.263.125 88.012.063 14.502.088 6.682.725 35.641.200 31.186.050
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NOTE 3 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

Interest risk

At 31 December 2020 and 2019 the Group does not have any financial liabilities with floating rates, the 
Group is not exposed to interest rate risk through the impact of rate changes on interest.

Foreign currency risk

The Group is exposed to foreign exchange risk through the impact of rate changes on translation into New 
Turkish Lira of foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities. These risks are monitored and limited 
by analysis of the foreign currency position (Note 19).

Fair value information

Fair value is the amount at which a financial instrument could be exchanged in a current transaction 
between willing parties, other than in a forced sale or liquidation, and is best evidenced by a quoted 
market price, if one exists.

Group, requires disclosure of fair value measurements by level of the following fair value measurement 
hierarchy:

 Quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1).
 Inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or 

liability, either directly (that is, as prices) or indirectly (that is, derived from prices) (Level 2).
 Inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (that is, 

unobservable inputs) (Level 3).
Apart from that, for disclosure purposes, the borrowings carried at the amortised cost in the consolidated 
statement of financial position are presented with their values. The fair value of borrowings for 
disclosure purposes is estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current market 
interest rate that is available to the Association for similar financial instruments that can be classified as 
level 2. The carrying value less impairment provision of trade receivables and payables are assumed to 
approximate their fair values due to the short-term nature of trade receivables and payables.

NOTE 4 - CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS

Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other 
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the 
circumstances.

The Group makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates 
will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a 
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within 
the next financial year are addressed below:

a) Revaluation of properties for operational use

The properties for operational use are accounted for based on the fair values determined by the 
independent professionally qualified valuation companies. The frequency of revaluations depends upon 
the changes in fair value of the asset revalued. When the fair value of a revalued asset differs materially 
from its carrying amount, a further revaluation is performed. If there is no such change, the revalution 
is performed once in every five years. In this respect, the Group has accounted for the properties for
operational use based on valuations performed by the independent professionally qualified valuation 
companies in the consolidated financial statements prepared as of 31 December 2020 and 31 December 
2019 (Note 9).
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NOTE 4 - CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS (Continued)

b) Fair value of investment properties 

The investment properties are accounted for based on the fair values determined by the independent 
qualified valuation companies. If there are restrictions on the property valued or on the revenues generated 
from the related property due to the right of use of donator on the property in the registry or the right of 
use granted to the donator by the Board of Directors of Association, the fair values of the related assets 
determined by the independent qualified valuation companies are adjusted with respect to the actuarial 
calculations performed based on such restrictions. CSO 2001 tables are used for the mentioned actuarial 
calculations. The Association evaluates its investment properties every two years if it has full ownership, 
and every three years if the donor has the right to be redeemed on the real estate, or if the right of use 
granted by the Association's Board of Directors to the donor (Note 10).

NOTE 5 - CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2020 2019
Cash 10.628 16.366
Bank deposit 172.398.893 88.638.411

- Demand deposit 2.307.471 2.812.381
- Time deposit 170.091.422 85.826.030

Other cash equivalents 4.059.124 1.903.891

176.468.645 90.558.668

Cash and cash equivalents that are included in the consolidated statements of cash flows for the year 
ended 31 December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

2020 2019
Total cash and cash equivalents 176.468.645 90.558.668
Less: Accrued interest (-) (4.842.092) (389.059)

171.626.553 90.169.609

Details of cash and cash equivalents of the Group as follows:

2020 2019
TL deposit

- time deposits 165.568.389 69.326.342
- demand deposits 812.352 2.045.503

166.380.741 71.371.845

Foreign currency deposit
- time deposit 4.523.033 16.499.688
- demand deposit 1.495.119 766.878

6.018.152 17.266.566

172.398.893 88.638.411
As of 31 December 2020, the Group has not any restricted cash on its bank deposits (31 December 2019:
None).
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NOTE 5 - CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (Continued)

The average maturity of Group's time deposits is less than 3 months as 31 December 2020 and 2019. The 
details of time and demand deposits of foreign currencies as follows:

2020
Foreign Currency Amount TL

Time Demand Time                  Demand

USD 512.086                  22.050 3.758.964                  161.856
EUR 84.822                117.653 764.069            1.059.803
GBP - 19.774 - 196.630
Canadian Dollar - 10.446 - 59.870
CHF - 2.047 - 16.960

Total 4.523.033               1.495.119

2019
Foreign Currency Amount TL

Time Demand Time Demand

USD 2.682.705 43.678 15.935.804 259.456
EUR - 146.768 563.883 412.214
GBP - 9.926 - 77.192
Canadian Dollar - 926 - 4.202
CHF - 2.267 - 13.816

Total 16.499.687 766.879

The weighted average yearly interest rates of time deposits:

2020 (%) 2019 (%)

TL 15,17 11.10
USD 1,84 2.05
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NOTE 6 – FINANCIAL ASSETS

The maturity of Group's time deposits is more than 3 months as 31 December 2020 and 2019 as follows:

2020 2019
3-12 Months 70.756.780 16.150.263

70.756.780 16.150.263

Time deposit

The average maturity of Group's time deposits is more than 3 months as 31 December 2020 and 2019. 
The details of time and demand deposits as follows:

Time Interest rate (%) 31 December 2020

TL 179 18,50 15.297.439
TL 109 13,00 25.109.273
TL 174 7,50 9.974.184
TL 186 7,50 3.826.442
TL 336 15,00 4.049.296
TL 279 11,75 4.159.926
TL 284 11,75 5.129.444
TL 180 18,75 3.210.776

70.756.780

Time Interest rate (%) 31 December 2019

TL 174 23,85 8.514.546
TL 335 10,75 4.309.590
TL 185 22,99 3.326.127

16.150.263

Financial investments measured at amortized cost as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

2020 2019
Debt instruments

Eurobond 82.246.992 48.711.203
Commercial bill 29.832.410 46.845.031
Government funds 4.988.902 -
Other 364.481 1.873.383

117.432.785 97.429.617
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NOTE 6 – FINANCIAL ASSETS (Continued)

Debt instruments 

The details of financial investments as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

31 December 2020 Nominal Currency
Book value

Due (TL)
Interest rate

(%)
Eurobond 10.998.752 USD 15 January 2021-13 March 2025 82.246.992 2,75-8,25
Commercial bill 29.937.980 TL 8 January 2021-14 July 2021  29.832.410 9,05-18,21
Funds 4.730.000 TL            20 October 2021-2 March 2022   4.988.902                     9,17-10,27
Other 364.480 TL 364.481
Toplam 117.432.785

31 December 2019 Nominal Currency
Book value

Due (TL)
Interest rate

(%)
Eurobond 8.025.000 USD         16 January 2020-5 February 2025   48.711.203 4,75-8,25
Commercial bill 47.585.500 TL 6 January 2020-6 June 2020    46.845.031 10,30-20,50
Other 1.858.031 TL 1.873.383
Toplam 97.429.617

NOTE 7 – TRADE and OTHER RECEIVABLES 

Short-term receivables

2020 2019

Donation receivables 1.456.714 4.379.865
Accounts receivable 618.699 974.661
Receivables from tenants 1.531.601 253.152
Doubtful receivables 3.561.977 3.089.883
Less: Provision for doubtful receivables (-) (3.561.977) (3.089.883)

3.607.014 5.607.678

The movements of provisions for doubtful receivables during the period are as follows:

2020 2019

January 1 3.089.883 3.923.456
Amount provided in the period (Note 17) 736.261 176.952
Written off (109.687) (525.000)
Collections during the period (154.480) (485.525)

31 December 3.561.977 3.089.883

Long-term receivables

2020 2019

Receivables from donors 900.000 -

900.000 -

It is the balance of receivables from donors with a maturity of more than 1 year.
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NOTE 8 - RELATED PARTY BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS

i) Receivables and payables with related parties as of 31 December 2020 and 
2019:

a) Receivables from related parties: 2020 2019

Tiryakioğlu Hayrettin Foundation 365.075 395.396
Süreyyapaşa Foundation 94.198 109.917
Mükerrem Karaağaç Foundation 63.351 97.166
Dr.Uluğ Foundation 43.905 2.741.430
Other 154.968 384.645

721.497 3.728.554

ii) Income from related parties as of 31 December 2020 and 2019:

a) Income from related parties 2020 2019

Income from related foundations (Not 15) 3.418.964 2.996.312

3.418.964 2.996.312
There are no maturities, interests and deposit on receivables from related parties.

iii) Benefits provided to top management:

Top management is defined as the high level management of the Association and members of Board of 
Directors.

Benefits of top management include salary, premiums, SSI employer liability, unemployment employer 
liability and honorarium paid to the members of Board of Directors. No salary or any other benefit is 
provided to the members of Board of Directors of Association.

The benefits provided to the top management by the Association as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 are 
stated below:

2020 2019
Compensation and benefits provided to top management (*) 5.388.732 4.310.440

(*) The main reason for the increase in benefits provided to senior managers in 2020 and 2019 is due to the periodic 
effect of changes in the management staff during the period.
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NOTE 9 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

1 January Valuation     31 December
2020 Additions increase, net 2020

Cost/Revalued amount:
Land 530.140.500 - - 530.140.500
Buildings 178.907.367 506.172 - 179.413.539
Vehicles 1.048.322 616.979 - 1.665.301
Furniture and fixtures 25.520.894 1.938.356 - 27.459.250

735.617.084 3.061.507 - 738.678.590

Accumulated depreciation:
Buildings (20.382.859) (9.352.927) - (29.735.786)
Vehicles (470.279) (189.437) - (659.716)
Furniture and fixtures (16.356.029) (2.603.247) - (18.959.276)

(37.209.167) (12.145.611) - (49.354.778)

Net book value 698.407.917 689.323.812

1 January Valuation     31 December
2019 Additions increase, net 2019

Cost/Revalued amount:
Land 528.057.182 - 2.083.318 530.140.500
Buildings 164.285.202 2.618.916 12.003.249 178.907.367
Vehicles 449.326 598.996 - 1.048.322
Furniture and fixtures 23.687.553 1.833.342 - 25.520.895

716.479.263 5.051.254 14.086.567 735.617.084

Accumulated depreciation:
Buildings (16.888.195) (8.516.972) 5.022.308 (20.382.859)
Vehicles (441.289) (28.990) - (470.279)
Furniture and fixtures (13.916.210) (2.439.819) - (16.356.029)

(31.245.694) (10.985.781) 5.022.308 (37.209.167)

Net book value 685.233.569 698.407.917

The Group's buildings for operational use are revalued. The fair value of the buildings is determined in 
accordance with valuation reports prepared by independent valuation company and stated in the 
consolidated financial statements

31 December 2020

Property
Land 
value

Building      
value(*)

Accumulated 
depreciation

Net book
value

Darüşşafaka High School Land (1) 471.582.000 - - 471.582.000
Darüşşafaka High School-Building (2) - 81.444.154 (21.553.400) 59.890.754
Donator Sites (3) ,(4), (5), (6), (7) 58.558.500 91.715.342 (7.346.951) 142.926.891
Other (8) - 6.254.043 (835.435) 5.418.608

530.140.500 179.413.539 (29.735.786) 679.818.253
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NOTE 9 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

31 December 2019

Property
Land 
value

Building 
value(*)

Accumulated 
depreciation

Net book
value

Darüşşafaka High School Land (1) 471.582.000 - - 471.582.000
Darüşşafaka High School-Building (2) - 80.983.000 (15.742.035) 65.240.965
Donator Sites (3) ,(4), (5), (6), (7) 58.558.500 91.504.551 (4.005.834) 146.057.217
Other (8) - 6.419.816 (634.990) 5.784.826

530.140.500 178.907.367 (20.382.859) 688.665.008

(*)        Includes additions after valuation.

(1) Darüşşafaka High School land, valued by Epos Gayrimenkul Danışmanlık ve Değerleme A.Ş. on 30 March 2019 with 
the “cost approach method”.

(2) Darüşşafaka High School building, valued by Epos Gayrimenkul Danışmanlık ve Değerleme A.Ş. on 30 March 2019 
with the “cost approach method”.

(3) Yakacık Bağışçiler Sitesi, valued by Eva Gayrimenkul Değerleme A.Ş. On 24 November 2017, it was evaluated with 
the “average of cost comparison method and peer comparison method”.

(4) Maltepe Bağışçiler Site valued by Kare Gayrimenkul Değerleme A.Ş with the “cost method” on 31 October 2019.
(5) Şenesenevler Bağışçiler Site, valued by Makro Gayrimenkul Değerleme A.Ş. with the"peer comparison method" on 

16 January 2015.
(6) Maltepe Nursing Home valued by Makro Gayrimenkul Değerleme A.Ş. on 22 November 2019 with the “cost method”.
(7) Urla Donors Site, valued by Email Property Consulting and Valuation Inc. with the “Cost method” on 27 September 

2018.
(8) Sait Faik Abasıyanık Museum, valued by Dünya Gayrimenkul Değerleme A.Ş. with the "peer comparison method" on 

16 January 2017.

Revaluation increases arising from valuation of land and buildings, net of deferred tax effects, are credited 
to “Revaluation Fund” under the net assets of the consolidated financial position. Revaluation decreases 
arising from valuation of land and buildings are charged against “Revaluation Fund” for the corresponding 
asset under the net assets of the consolidated financial position. Revaluation decreases excessing the 
carrying amount of an asset in “Revaluation Fund “under the net assets of the consolidated financial 
position are charged to the consolidated statement of activities. The movement of the revaluation increases
for the buildings accounted for using revaluation model, for the year ended 31 December 2020 and 2019,
is as follows:

2020 2019

1 January 485.640.486 466.531.611
Revaluation increase -- 19.946.041
Transferred from “Revaluation Fund” to 

operating results of previous years (*) -- (837.166)

31 December 485.640.486 485.640.486

(*) The difference between depreciation based on the revalued carrying amount of the assets (charged to the 
consolidated statement of activities) and the depreciation based on the asset's original cost is transferred from 
'Revaluation Fund 'to operating results of previous years.
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NOTE 9 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)

Cost and accumulated depreciation amounts of the buildings before revaluation as of 
31 December 2020 and 2019 are stated below:

2020 2019

Cost 288.486.446 287.980.274
Accumulated depreciation (158.206.385) (148.853.458)

Net book value 130.280.061 139.126.816

As of 31 December 2020 and 2019, the reconciliation between net book values of property for operational 
use calculated over cost and revalued amounts is as follows:

31 December 2020 31 December 2019

Revalued amount 709.554.039 709.047.867
Less: Accumulated depreciation (-) (29.735.786) (20.382.859)
Revalued amount after deduction

of accumulated depreciation 679.818.253 688.665.008

Net book value calculated
based on cost 130.280.061 139.126.816

Calculated impairment 63.897.706 63.897.706

Revaluation fund 485.640.486 485.640.486

NOTE 10 - INVESTMENT PROPERTY AND ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

1 January Net increase                           31 December
2020 Additions Disposal in value Transfers (*) 2020

Fair value:
Investment properties 368.199.632 40.248.450     -               43.294.926      (63.176.047)     388.576.961

1 January Net increase                           31 December
2019 Additions Disposal in value Transfers (*) 2019

Fair value:
Investment properties 359.728.530     55.576.556   (52.340) 10.145.511    (57.198.625)     368.199.632

(*) Transfers correspond to the amount of reclassifications between investment properties and assets held for 
sale.

The lands and buildings held to earn rental income or for capital appreciation or both, rather than using 
for the main operations or for administrative purposes; are classified as investment property.31 December 
2020 and 2019, the fair value of the investment properties presented in consolidated financial statements 
is determined in accordance with the valuation reports prepared by independent professional valuation 
company. If there is a limitation for usage, actuarial provision is also taken into account while reflecting 
the amount in consolidated financial statements.
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NOTE 10 - INVESTMENT PROPERTY AND NON-CURRENTS ASSETS HELD FOR SALE 
(Continued)

Investment properties are classified as assets held for sale under current assets when the decision for the 
sale transaction for the related property, instead of the continuance of the regular use for rental income 
generation, is given. The movements of such assets for the years ended 31 December 2020 and 2019 are 
presented below:

1 January
2020 Disposal

Net increase
in, value Transfers(*)

31
December

2020

Fair value:
Asset held for sale 46.620.626 (49.372.500) 23.274.902 63.176.047 83.699.075

1 January
2018 Disposal

Net increase
in, value Transfers(*)

31
December

2018

Fair value:
Asset held for sale 7.788.000 (21.587.769) 3.221.770            57.198.625 46.620.626

(*) Transfers correspond to the amount of reclassifications between investment properties and assets held for 
sale.

The rent income from investment properties is TL 7.041.348 as of 31 December 2020 (31 December
2019: TL 6.989.053) (Note 15).

NOTE 11 – TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
2020 2019

Payables to suppliers 11.687.774 10.630.502
Other payables 2.107.777 1.433.739

13.795.551 12.064.241

Average maturity of trade and other payables is 3 months as of 31 December 2020 and 2019.
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NOTE 12 - BORROWINGS

2020

Total long term borrowings 52.566.509

2019

Short term borrowings:
Annual interest 

rate
Original foreign 

currency
amount

TL

USD dominated borrowings %0-%7,00 1.448.598 10.633.431

Total short term borrowings 10.633.431

Long term borrowings:
USD dominated borrowings %0-%7,00 7.161.162                        52.566.509

Short term borrowings:
Annual interest 

rate
Original foreign 

currency
amount

TL

USD dominated borrowings %0-%7,00 1.483.381 8.811.580

Total short term borrowings 8.811.580

Long term borrowings:

USD dominated borrowings %0-%7,00 7.977.392 47.387.304

Total long term borrowings 47.387.304

The payment schedule of long term borrowings as of 31 December 2020 and 2019 is as follows

2020 2019
2021 -- 7.966.936
2022 9.799.406 7.377.771
2023 9.118.873 6.832.176
2024 8.443.201 6.325.939
2025 7.818.393 5.857.811
2026 8.446.915 6.328.722
2027 8.939.721 6.697.949

52.566.509 47.387.304
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NOTE 13 - OTHER LIABILITIES

Short-term Liabilities 2019 2018

Provision for litigations 6.341.663 7.818.387
Provision for unused vacation liability 2.483.591 1.724.309
Taxes and funds payable 2.238.180 2.070.497
Deposits and guarantees received 1.661.127 1.527.478
Deferred income 1.001.109 2.267.197
Accrued expenses 937.743 593.372
Advances received 523.900 1.428.474
Payables to personnel 32.554 35.094
Other 1.858 24.350

15.221.725 17.489.158

Long-term liabilities 20.655.947 17.568.243
Conditional deferred income (*) 20.655.947 17.568.243

(*) It consists the Maslak campus project and grants received on the condition of scholarships and 
expenses for students and the aforementioned conditions are expected to be realized in more than one 
year as of the consolidated financial statement date.

NOTE 14 - PROVISION FOR EMPLOYMENT TERMINATION BENEFITS

Under the Turkish Labour Law, the Association is required to pay termination benefits to each employee 
who has completed one year of service and whose employment is terminated without due cause, or who 
is called up for military service, dies or retires after completing 25 years of service 
(20 years for women) and achieves the retirement age (58 for women and 60 for men). Since the 
legislation was changed on 23 May 2002 there are certain transitional provisions relating to the length of 
service prior to retirement.

The amount payable consists of one month’s salary limited to a maximum of TL 7.117,17 (2019: TL
6.379,86) for each year of service at 31 December 2020.

The liability is not funded, as there is no funding requirement

The provision has been calculated by estimating the present value of the future probable obligation of 
the Group arising from the retirement of the employees.

IFRS require actuarial valuation methods to be developed to estimate the enterprises’ obligation under 
defined benefit plans. Accordingly, the following actuarial assumptions were used in the calculation of 
the total liability.

2020 2019

Discount rate (%) 3,96 4,21
Probability of retirement (%) 92 92
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NOTE 14 - PROVISION FOR EMPLOYMENT TERMINATION BENEFITS (Continued)

The movements in the provision for employment termination benefits during the years ended 31
December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

2020 2019

January 1 8.137.466 7.591.463
Current service cost 696.450 773.011
Interest cost 688.565 831.028
Payments (-) (701.915) (2.662.717)
Actuarial (gains) / losses (1.204.576) 1.604.681

31 December 7.615.990 8.137.466

NOTE 15 - DONATIONS AND INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
2020 2019

Cash donations 170.954.418 124.848.015
Unconditional real estate donations 25.631.569 36.049.895
Valuation gains from investment properties 66.569.828 13.367.281
Health unit sales income 11.847.126 16.227.789
Conditional real estate donations 14.626.881 19.526.661
Rental income (*) (Note 10) 7.041.348 6.989.053
Incomes from related foundations (Note 8) 3.418.964 2.996.312
Gain on sale of tangible assets 3.861.000 3.630.833
Other 12.282.699 9.387.591

316.233.833 233.023.430

(*) Within scope of consolidation, all the transactions between the Association and its subsidiaries and the 
Commercial Enterprise are written off in accordance with full consolidation method. Within this framework, the 
rent income of the Association from its subsidiaries and Commercial Enterprise are eliminated within the financial 
statements of the period ended as of 31 December 2020

NOTE 16 - OPERATING EXPENSES

2020 2019

Personnel expenses 75.067.662 62.985.400
Operational expenses 25.428.587 24.874.356
Food expenses 18.410.160 19.718.796
Amortisations and depreciation charge (Note 9) 12.145.611 10.985.781
Donator expenses 5.744.586 5.687.097
Maintenance and repairment expenses 2.201.694 3.150.339
Scholarship expenses 1.960.365 1.842.441
Other 9.116.081 11.649.467

150.074.746 140.893.677
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NOTE 17 - OTHER INCOME AND EXPENSES

Other income 2020 2019
SHİ discount and incentive income 2.675.789 2.742.692
Provision no longer required 2.324.210 485.525
Gain on sale of marketable securities 869.320 744.078
Other 2.954.794 667.752

8.824.113 4.640.046

Other expense:
Provision of doubtful receivable expense (Note 7) (736.261) (176.952)
Litigation provision expenses -- (2.363.881)
Loss on sale of marketable securities (427.777) (92.741)
Other (110.326) (520.102)

(1.274.364) (3.153.676)

NOTE 18 - FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES

Financial income: 2020 2019

Interest income 26.416.046 19.022.600

26.416.046 19.022.600

Financial expenses:

Interest and commission expenses (-) (2.238.918) (2.035.700)

Foreign exchange losses (-) (2.165.856) (1.532.429)

Rediscount expenses on borrowings (-) (373.706) (1.838.559)

(4.778.480) (5.406.688)

Net financial income, net 21.637.566 13.615.912
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NOTE 19 - FOREIGN CURRENCY POSITION

Turkish Lira equivalent of assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency held by the Group at 31 
December 2020 and 2019 are as follows:

2020
USD EUR Other Total

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 3.920.820 1.823.872 273.460 6.018.152
Financial assets 81.450.477 - - 81.450.477

Liabilities:
Bank loans (63.199.940) - - (63.199.940)

Net foreign currency position 22.171.357 1.823.872 273.460 24.268.689

2019
USD EUR Other Total

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents 16.195.260 976.097 95.207 17.266.564
Financial assets 48.711.203 - - 48.711.203

Liabilities:
Bank loans (56.198.884) - - (56.198.884)

Net foreign currency position 8.707.579 976.097 95.207 9.778.883

At 31 December 2020, if  USD and EUR had strengthened / weakened by 10% against TL with all other 
variables held constant, income/(loss) before tax for the year ended would have been TL 2.217.136 
(2019: TRY 870.758), mainly as a result of foreign exchange gain / losses on translation of USD 
denominated assets and liabilities; income/loss before tax for the year ended would have been TL 
182.387 (2019: TL 97.610), mainly as a result of foreign exchange gain / losses on translation of EUR 
denominated assets and liabilities; income/loss before tax for the year ended would have been TL 27.346
lower / higher (2019: TL 9.521), mainly as a result of foreign exchange gain / losses on translation of 
other foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities.

NOTE 20 - COMMITMENTS, CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Mortgages and collaterals

Mortgages and cash collaterals related with the borrowings of Association are as follows as of 
31 December 2020 and 2019.

2020
USD EUR TL Total

Mortgage obligations (*) 1.112.085.750 - 18.742.035 1.130.827.785

Total 1.112.085.750 - 18.742.035 1.130.827.785
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NOTE 20 - COMMITMENTS, CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Continued)

Mortgage and collaterals (Continued)

2019
USD EUR TL Total

Mortgage obligations (*) 899.940.300 - 27.986.750 927.927.050

Total 899.940.300 - 27.986.750 927.927.050

(*) Investment properties, assets held for sale and properties for used correspond to the mortgage obligations.

Contingent liabilities

Provision is accounted for the legal cases when it is probable that the Association may have to pay 
compensation or sell a part of its assets due to the result of the law cases against it (Note 13).

When it is estimated that performance of a payment will not be probable as a result of a legal case based 
on the legal assessment or when assets subject to the legal case are not included in the consolidated 
financial statements of the Association, a provision has not been accounted for and related amounts are 
disclosed in the notes to consolidated financial statements. In this context, the details of the legal cases for
which no provision has been recorded are presented below:

2020 2019

Legal cases related to donations and testaments (*) 62.521.101 35.073.250
Other legal cases 14.133.236 7.150.711

Total 76.654.337 42.223.961

(*) TL 13.624.218 of this amount was calculated in relation to the lawsuit filed by the donor in cash by the
donor's heirs with the request of the donor to withdraw it through the court in the year 2020. However it 
was not possible to make a compensation payment in the light of the legal opinion on the outcome of the 
case (31 December 2019: TRY 8.957.186). Even if the remaining donations and testament cancellation 
cases result in disagreement, there will be no outflow of resources from the Association.

NOTE 21 - TAXATION

The corporate tax expense for the "İktisadi İşletme" for the years ending on December 31, is given in the 
table below:

2020 2019
Current tax expense -- (260.989)
Deferred tax expense (1.856) (241.232)
Total tax expense (1.856) (502.221)

Taxes payable

According to tax regulations in Turkey, prepaid taxes in the year, calculated on the current year's 
operations will be deducted from the final tax return. Therefore, the tax expense is not equal to the final 
tax payable in the consolidated statement of financial position.
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NOTE 21 – TAXATION (Continued)

As of 31 December, taxes payable consist of the following items.

2020 2019
Total tax expense / (income) (260.989) (260.989)
Less: Advance taxes paid in advance 260.989 --
Taxes payable -- (260.989)

Deferred tax asset and liability

Deferred tax is recognised in respect of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and 
liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes, except goodwill 
that is not subject to tax deduction and initial recognition of assets and liabilities which are not subject to 
accounting and taxation.

NOTE 22 - EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE

None.

…………………..

DARÜŞŞAFAKA SOCIETY  
FINAL ACCOUNTS IN 2020  
AND BUDGET PROPOSAL FOR 2021 

164
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Following is the statement by the Board of Directors of Darüşşafaka Society regarding the budget 
which had been proposed for 2020:

A) Residence and Society Center expenses were 15% below the budget,

Expenses by the Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions were 28% below the expense budget. 
Scholarship payments were 1% below the budget.

B) Budget allocations did not exceed the total budget and other allocations exceeded the budget at 
maximum 5%, respecting a uthorized limits.

C) Outstanding bank debt in 2019 was USD 14.9 M.
Outstanding bank debt in 2020 was USD 12.8 M.
Outstanding bank debt in 2021 is USD 11.3 M.

Borrowing authority was not exercised in 2020.

For the Attention of the 2020 General Assembly of Darüşşafaka Society

M. Tayfun ÖKTEM
Chairman of the Board 

of Directors

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts in 2020 and 
Budget Proposal for 2021

2021 forecasts by the Board of Directors of Darüşşafaka Society for budget revenues, current expense 
allocations and investment expenses are hereby presented to the General Assembly for approval.

I would like to kindly ask budget authorization for the Board of Directors of Darüşşafaka Society for:

A) Transfers between sections and expense items,

B) Budget overruns in finance expenses based on interest rate changes in banks, and maximum 5%
budget overruns in other current expenses,

C) Borrowing extra TL 15 million maximum to obtain business finance to cover current expenses in 
case we do not earn the revenues budgeted for 2021,

D) Receiving letters of guarantee by banks and utilizing them beyond the extra borrowing limits 
if such letters are needed for legal disputes or for submission to public bodies as required by 
legislation,

E) Utilization of investment spending proposed in the budget,

F) Channeling investment spending proposed in the budget into major asset management projects, 
service procurements for projects, consultancy, mapping-land survey and necessary feasibility 
operations.

For the Attention of the 2020 General Assembly of Darüşşafaka Society 

M. Tayfun ÖKTEM
Chairman of the Board 

of Directors
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Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts in 2020 and 
Budget Proposal for 2021

Declaration of Accuracy and Veracity of Financial Statements and Their Footnotes

We have examined the Financial Position Chart that was audited independently, as well as the Consolidated Activity Report,  
Cash Flow Chart, Net Asset Exchange Charts and Related Footnotes and the Annual Report covering 01.01.2020-31.12.2020 
prepared in line with IFRS rules, approved by the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board,

As part of the knowledge we are privy to in our roles and responsibilities in the Society, the financial statements and footnotes do 
not include major inaccuracies, do not omit any information that might lead to misinterpretations as of the release date of the 
present statement, 

As part of the knowledge we are privy to in our roles and responsibilities in the Society, the Consolidated Financial Statements and 
their footnotes accurately reflect the Society’s financial status and activity results in the given period, and that the said statements 
are approved on 26.02.2021 as per Board of Directors Resolution No. 13. 

2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2021 Budget Comments
Construction Works

Residence Renovations 821 582 228 1

Society Center and Museum of the Society 638 271 563 2

Total Construction Works 1,459 852 791

Fixtures

Society Center 277 869 825

Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions 673 821 1,132

Maltepe Residence 381 111 124

Şenesenevler Residence 106 66 98

Urla Residence 223 157 220

Yakacık Residence 200 117 154

Total Fixtures 1,861 2,141 2,552 3

Investment in Information Technologies 

Licenses 182 146 1,285

Central ERP 400 0 0

Total IT 582 146 1,285 4

Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions Transformation Project 

Construction Works 1,286 196 1,764

Lms-Sms Software 10 0 140

Tablet-Computers for High School - Lab and Smartboard 525 443 592

Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions Transformation Project Total 1,821 639 2,497 5

Large-Scale Projects

Maslak Campus Project 3,435 715 2,246

Maslak Campus-Working Drawing 0 0 7,500

Maslak Campus Seismic Retrofitting Project 0 885 9,000

Dormitory Project 6,500 111 500

Urla Guest House Transformation Project 3,000 0 6,000

Total Large-Scale Projects 12,935 1,711 25,246 6

Total Investments 18,657 5,491 32,370

Investment Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)

M. Tayfun ÖKTEM
Chairman of the Board 
of Directors

Cem ŞİPAL
Treasurer and Member 
of the Board

Senem BAŞYURT
Secretary General
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Investment Budget Proposal for 2021 - Comments (000 TL)

Comment 
No Year of Operation Current Value (000 TL)  

Yakacık Residence 1997 47,790  

Maltepe Residence 2004 36,018  

Special Care Unit-Maltepe 2003 7,200  

Şenesenevler Residence 2005 25,210  

Urla Residence 2007 44,410  

1 Residence Renovations 228

Urla Residence Renovation 21 

Yakacık Residence Renovation 145 

Maltepe Residence Renovation 62 

2 Society Center and Museum of the Society 563 

Maintenance & Repair at the Society Building 427

Maintenance & Repair at the Museum 100

Other Amendments 36

3 Fixtures 2,552 

Boiler Renewal (Education Building) 500 

Telephone Switchboard Renewal 400 

Steam Generator Renewal (Education Building) 250 

Other Pu rchases of Fixtures Required at Society Center, 
Educational Institutions and Residences

1,402 

4 Information Technologies Investments 

Licenses 1,285 

Network Security Boost Project 541 

Data Classification and Data Leak Prevention Software 262 

Budget Application 194 

Datacenter in Central Campus End-to-End Private Line 106 

Education Platform Software 103 

Malfunction Call System Installation 40 

3rd Party Software 39 

Darüşşafaka Society
Final Accounts in 2020 and
Budget Proposal for 2021

Investment Budget Proposal for 2021 - Comments ( 000 TL)

Comment 
No

5 Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions Transformation Project 2,497 

Dormitory Renovation 985 

Floor Amendments 625 

Tablet-Computers for High School-Lab and Smartboard 548 

Extra Developments on Deksis Software 140 

Roof Amendments 80 

Other 119 

Items in the investment budget predominantly address technology use in education, 
improvement and enhancement of campus conditions.

6 Large-Scale Projects 25,246 

Maslak Campus Project 2,246 

Municipal/ Land Survey Operations 1,540

Architectural Fees 266 

Consultancy 440 

Working Drawing 7,500 

Dormitory Project 500 

In collaboration with Tekfen Foundation, we plan to build a Student Guest House on the 
Maslak Campus of Darüşşafaka for Darüşşafaka alumni.

Urla Guest House Transformation Project 6,000 

Refers to the reinforcement of the idle building as well as its conversion into a guest house in Urla Campus.

Seismic Retrofitting 9,000 

Refers to retrofitting of Maslak Campus against a potential earthquake.
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Darüşşafaka Society
Final Accounts in 2020 and
Budget Proposal for 2021

Final Accounts of Darüşşafaka Society in 2020 &Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)*

[*] Operational Revenues-Expenses chart does not include real estate sales profit/ loss, real estate valuation revenues/ expenses, FX difference revenues/ 
expenses, depreciation expenses and revenues/ expenses from the previous year.

(*) Please see Annex 120 for financial statements and audit report issued in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

 2019 Actual 2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2020 A/ 2020 B 2021 Budget

Revenues 227,991 295,090 257,805 (13%) 339,371 

Corporate Donations 44,941 47,394 52,796 11% 53,745 

 İş Bankası 29,889 30,800 31,810 3% 27,595 

 Doğuş 2,794 3,085 3,137 2% 3,900 

    Other C. D. 12,258 13,509 17,848 32% 22,250 

Individual Donations 71,640 120,546 101,934 (15%) 141,005 

Bequest & Real Estate Donations 22,465 26,138 23,141 (11%) 41,078 

    Actual Bequest & Real Estate 9,927 11,075 1,928 (83%) 10,512 

    Actual Bequest & Movables 3,892 5,062 2,692 (47%) 5,566 

 Full Property Donations 8,158 10,000 11,471 15% 25,000 

Bare Ownership Donations 488 0 7,050 n/a 0 

Asset Management Revenues(Net) 9,678 8,028 9,157 14% 9,575 

 Rent Revenues 9,160 9,853 8,434 (14%) 10,734 

 Foundation Revenues 2,996 2,678 3,012 12% 2,861 

 Royalties 545 400 651 63% 550 

 Asset Management Expenses (3,024) (4,903) (2,940) (40%) (4,569)

Residence Protocol Cash and Immovable Donations 54,108 72,000 44,113 (39%) 57,000 

Commercial Enterprise (net) 1,699 2,521 (3,350) (233%) 2,067 

In-Kind Donations 327 2,060 500 (76%) 250 

Finance Revenues (net) 17,290 14,750 24,722 68% 31,932 

Other Revenues 5,843 1,654 4,793 190% 2,719 

Expenses (115,620) (147,076) (117,422) (20%) (160,240)

Darüşşafaka Educational Institutions Expenses (48,758) (59,959) (43,085) (28%) (67,323)

Society Center Expenses (12,642) (15,469) (14,299) (8%) (17,804)

Residence Expenses (48,722) (61,451) (55,092) (10%) (67,847)

Communication and Promotion Expenses (3,655) (8,221) (2,986) (64%) (5,006)

Scholarships (1,842) (1,976) (1,960) (1%) (2,260)

Revenue-Expense Difference 112,371 148,014 140,382 (5%) 179,131 

New Members in Darüşşafaka Residences

Locations 2019 Actual 2020 Budget 2020 Actual 2021 Budget

Yakacık Residence 14 12 6 8

Maltepe Residence 8 15 9 7

Şenesenevler Residence 3 9 1 3

Urla Residence 11 13 9 9

Total 36 49 25 27

Cash Flow Chart (000 TL)  2021 Budget Comments
Revenue/ Expense Difference  179,131  

Revenues  339,371  

Cash Expenses  (160,240)  

Principal Loan Repayment  (12,000) 1

U.S. Exim Bank (1500K) (12,000)   

Investment Payments  (32,370)   

Protocol Real Estate Donation  (29,300)  

Actual Bequest Real Estate Donations  (10,512)  

Donations In-Kind  (250)  

Real Estate Donations  (25,000)  

Net Revenues of Commercial Enterprise  (2,067)  

Net Cash from Operati ons During t he Term +/(-)  67,632  

Real Estate Inventory with Pending Sales 208,706   

Average Rate of Sales 48%   

Cash Value of Potential Real Estate Sales  100,000 2

Cash Generation Capacity  167,632  

Cash at Term Beginning  354,509  

Free Cash   337,489  

Term Deposit  17,020 3

Total Cash  522,141  

    

Comments    

1) Refers to principal loan repayments to be made in 2021   

U.S. Exim Bank 12,000 $1,500  

2) It's a ssumed that 48% of real estate inventory will be sold in 2021.

3) Term Deposit 17,020 

Conditional Donations Reserved for Soma 827 

Other Conditional Donations 16,193 
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1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

Staff Expenses 11,527 10,431 (1,095) 13,464 3,033 29.1 
Communication and Promotion Expenses 8,221 2,986 (5,235) 5,006 2,020 67.6 
IT Expenses 1,280 1,011 (269) 1,259 248 24.6 
Legal and Court Expenses 521 1,163 641 892 (271) (23.3)
In-Person Communication Expenses 274 377 103 313 (64) (17.0)
Maintenance & Repair Expenses 191 64 (127) 291 227 356.1 
Consultancy Expenses 258 212 (46) 279 67 31.4 
Rental Car Expenses 250 199 (51) 241 43 21.4 
Food Expenses 196 131 (65) 223 92 70.1 
Energy Expenses 366 201 (165) 196 (5) (2.5)
Insurance Expenses 137 123 (15) 187 65 52.5 
Other Expenses 468 387 (81) 459 72 18.7 
Total Expenses 23,689 17,285 (6,404) 22,811 5,525 32.0 

1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

Staff Expenses 31,266 30,100 (1,166) 36,379 6,279 20.9
Food Expenses 12,118 3,193 (8,925) 13,508 10,315 323.1
Cleaning Expenses 3,558 2,539 (1,019) 4,128 1,589 62.6
Energy Expenses 2,820 1,646 (1,174) 2,816 1,170 71.1
Educational Material Expenses 2,123 1,335 (788) 2,500 1,165 87.3
Event Expenses 2,087 803 (1,284) 1,757 954 118.8
IT Expenses 1,854 870 (984) 1,483 613 70.4
Student Housing Expenses 965 514 (451) 961 447 87.0
Student Healthcare Expenses 266 433 167 710 276 63.8
Maintenance & Repair Expenses 848 380 (468) 698 318 83.5
Darüşşafaka Exam Expenses 533 384 (150) 621 237 61.9
Communication & Promotion Expenses 298 198 (100) 538 340 172.0
Consultancy Expenses 462 259 (204) 217 (42) (16.0)
Insurance Expenses 162 99 (63) 151 51 51.7
Other Expenses 598 332 (266) 857 525 158.0
Total Expenses 59,959 43,085 (16,874) 67,323 24,237 56.3

Darüşşafaka Society
Final Accounts in 2020 and
Budget Proposal for 2021

Darüşşafaka Society
Final Accounts of Society Center in 2020  &  Budget  Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts of Eduational In stitutions in 2020 & Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)

1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

Staff Expenses 14,839 15,940 1,101 17,546 1,605 10.1
Food Expenses 11,478 11,951 472 14,426 2,476 20.7
Healthcare Expenses 7,682 5,987 (1,696) 8,018 2,031 33.9
Special Care Unit Ft. Expenses 10,941 9,518 (1,423) 10,743 1,225 12.9
Cleaning Expenses 4,880 3,774 (1,106) 5,673 1,899 50.3
Energy Expenses 5,712 4,505 (1,207) 5,137 632 14.0
Maintenance & Repair Expenses 2,072 1,192 (880) 2,507 1,315 110.3
Information Expenses 712 338 (374) 859 522 154.5
Expenses for Special Occasion 
Activities for Donors

867 547 (320) 782 236 43.1

Communication & Promotion Expenses 742 277 (465) 571 294 106.0
Insurance Expenses 273 238 (35) 254 16 6.6
Consultancy Expenses 238 165 (73) 230 65 39.4
In-Person Communication Expenses 154 103 (51) 163 60 58.4
Other Expenses 860 557 (303) 937 380 68.2
Total Expenses 61,451 55,092 (6,360) 67,847 12,755 23.2

1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

A- Revenues 365 13  (352) 299  285 2,150.6 
Concert and Event Revenues 300 0  (300) 220  220 0.0
Souvenir Sales 55 9  (46) 67  57 604.2 
Other Revenues 10 4  (6) 12  8 214.5 
B- Expenses 358  161  (205)  283  121 75.3
Staff Expenses 75  123  47  140  17 14.0 
Operating Expenses 1  1  0  1  0 11.0 
Activity Expenses 235  -  (235)  100  100 0.0
Other Expenses 40  13  (27)  15  1 11.0 
Rent Expenses 6  17  10  19  2 11.0 
Consultancy Expenses 8  8  (1)  8  1 11.0 
(A-B)  Term Profit -Loss  7  (148)  (155)  16  164 (110.8)

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts of Residences in 2020 and Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts of Daçka Inc. in 2020 & Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL) 
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1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

Special Care Revenues  20,463  16,376  (4,087)  21,790  5,414 33.1 
Rehabilitation Revenues  6,398  2,294  (4,104)  4,909  2,615 114.0 
Inpatient Revenues  2,804  715  (2,088)  1,517  802 112.1 
Outpatient Revenues  1,949  1,635  (315)  2,377  743 45.4 
Other Revenues  1,555  2,003  449  2,345  342 17.1 
Total Revenues  33,169  23,023  (10,146)  32,939  9,915  43.1 
Staff Expenses  14,772  13,811  (961)  14,246  435 3.2 
Food Expenses  5,761  4,439  (1,323)  5,443  1,004 22.6 
Rent Expenses  2,500  2,046  (454)  2,093  47 2.3 
Energy Expenses  1,948  1,529  (419)  1,686  156 10.2 
Cleaning Expenses  1,571  1,492  (80)  1,977  485 32.5 
Maintenance & Repair Expenses  1,231  465  (766)  1,456  991 213.0 
Healthcare Expenses  1,449  1,575  126  2,285  709 45.0 
Consultancy Expenses  217  159  (57)  209  50 31.3 
IT Expenses  541  257  (284)  664  407 158.7 
Other Expenses  658  600  (58)  813  213 35.5 
Total Expenses  30,648  26,374  (4,275)  30,872  4,498  17.1 
Net Term Profit  2,521  (3,350)  (5,871)  2,067  5,417  (161.7)

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts in 2020 and  
Budget Proposal for 2021

Darüşşafaka Society 
Final Accounts of Commercial Enterprise in 2020 & Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL)

1 2 2-1 3 3-2 3/2
2020 B 2020 A DIFFERENCE 2021 B DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE (%)

Süreyyapaşa Foundation  1,757  1,728  (29)  1,728  (0) (0.0)
Tiryakioğlu Foundation  449  539  90  617  77 14.4 
Dr. Uluğ Foundation  435  373  (62)  544  171 45.9 
Nezhun Tevgil Foundation  219  440  222  539  99 22.5 
Çakıroğlu Foundation  359  270  (90)  409  139 51.5 
Mükerrem Karaağaç Foundation  262  291  29  310  19 6.5 
Erer Foundation  139  142  3  163  22 15.5 
Denizsever Foundation  83  127  43  100  (26) (20.9)
İmamverdi Foundation  49  105  56  93  (12) (11.0)
Halil Hasan ve Mirat Uysal Foundation  47  23  (24)  59  36 156.7 
Nuriye ve İdris Murgüz Foundation  35  12  (24)  33  21 177.6 
Aliye Arslan Foundation  5  11  6  13  2 14.7 
Misbah Muhayeş Foundation  230  206  (25)  228  23 11.0 
M, Feridun Öz Eğitim Foundation  37  30  (7)  33  3 11.0 
Gülay Eğitim Foundation  44  11  (34)  12  1 11.0 
Total 4,152 4,308 156 4,882 575 13.3

Final Accounts in 2020 & Budget Proposal for 2021 (000 TL) of Foundations Whose Revenues are Endowed 
to Darüşşafaka Society

Number of Employees at 
Society Center

Role No

Secretary General  and Deputy Secretary Gen. 4

Fundraising, Donation and Comm. 19

Financial Affairs 5

Purchasing 6

Facility and Support Services 6

Human Resources and Internal  
Communications

4

Real Estate 5

Information Technologies and Projects 5

Foundations 1

TOTAL 55

Chief Legal Counsel and Law Office 5

Board of Directors Office 2

Internal Audit 1

TOTAL 8

Ankara Office 1

TOTAL 1

Darüşşafaka Museum 1

Sait Faik Abasıyanık Museum 2

TOTAL 3

TOTAL 67

TOTAL 331

TOTAL 284

SUM TOTAL 682

Number of Employees in  
Residen ces and Health and  

Care Units
Görev Professionals Administrative

Staff

Yakacık  
Residence

21 21

Maltepe 
Residence

38 26

Şenesenevler 
Residence

11 14

Urla 
Residence

31 35

Maltepe 
Special  
Care Unit

31 8

Maltepe FTR 17 9

Urla Yaşam 59 10

TOTAL 208 123

Number of Employees in 
Darüşşafaka Educational 

Institutions
Role No

Management 20

 General Manager 1

 Manager 3

 Deputy Manager 10

 Coordinator 6

Teacher 128

Teaching Assistant 43

Academic Trainer 8

Administrative Staff 31

Other Staff 54

TOTAL 284

Employees by the end of 2020



You Keep Things Alive, 
May You Live Long



T: 0850 222 1863 
www.darussafaka.org


